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Avionics Specs Urged
by Arthur Cole
WASHINGTON
A San Antonio consulting firm has petitioned the FCC to
set standards for avionics navigation
receivers in abid to reduce FAA objections to radio and TV broadcast towers
near airports.
The petition, filed Dec. 21 by John Furr
and Associates and made public Feb. Z
puts into writing what many broadcasters have been arguing for the past
year: that low-quality avionics receivers
are to blame for commercial broadcast interference with navigational equipment.
The FCC and the FAA have been involved in a dispute involving current
and proposed FAA regulations that can
block the construction of new broadcast
towers if it determines they present a
hazard to air travel in terms of location
and potential interference to avionics
communications.

In-Band DAB Pushed
by Judith Gross
NEW YORK Gannett Broadcasting,
possibly with the support of other large
radio groups, has unveiled a new inband DAB system that would require
only asmall amount of new equipment
and little in the way of FCC action.
The public unveiling was made at a
joint SBE-AES meeting here in midFebruary. The plan had also been
presented to aRadio Operators Caucus
meeting in Washington, DC.
The system is called Project Acorn, and
was developed for Gannett at Stanford
Research Institute (SRI) in Palo Alto,
Calif. Corporate Computer Systems, the
only U.S. company with hardware for
the MUSICAM data compression system, is also involved in the project.
Gannett VP of Engineering Paul Donahue outlined the system along with CBS
Radio Technical Director Tony Masiello
on apanel that included most of the active DAB proponents in the industry.
Masiello is atechnical consultant on the
project, since CBS has not yet announced its formal affiliation with it.

In-band system
Project Acorn allows adigital signal to
be placed simultaneously with an analog signal within the 200 kHz of bandwidth existing FMs occupy. The key is
atechnology called digital coded polyvector modulation (DCPM).
Gannett patent attorneys placed restrictions on the amount of technical in-

formation Donahue could reveal about
the system, but he said it uses military
(continued on page 10)

The FAA said it must use its authority
to control where towers are placed because FM and VHF TV broadcasts can
interfere with aviation communications.
The broadcast industry has maintained
that the FAA would not need such
power if avionics radios were built to be
less interference-prone.
Fewer objections

Furr said his petition was designed to
defuse numerous FAA objections to radio and television tower applications
near airports.
Just as important, he said, it also
would eliminate the need for proposed
FAA regulations that would give the
agency even greater authority over electromagnetic interference (EMI).
The FAA's latest proposal would require broadcasters to seek FAA approval
for any changes to existing FM or VHF
TV stations—even if there is no increase
in effective radiated power.
Furr said the FAA's desire to control
new broadcast construction and station
upgrade permits is unnecessary. In his
petition, Furr charged that the FAA uses
"worst case" avionics equipment to
gauge potential interference; the proposed regulations would force broad -

HABLE ESPAÑOL?
Radio Nationale Espanol selected Fidelipac to supply
cartridge machine equipment for the Barcelona Olympic
Games. The contract award specifies two hundred forty
DYNAMAX CTR90 .Series units...Ole!
For world class performance with achampionship track
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casters to downscale tower construction
or broadcast alterations so as not to interfere with the lowest quality navigational receivers.
"Basically what the FAA wants to do
(continued on page 8)

Translator
Curb Eyed
by Charles Taylor
WASHINGTON In apetition for
reconsideration filed in January,
the NAB urged the FCC to take a
tougher stance on the use of FM
translators.
The filing followed the Commission's November rulemaking on
the issue.
The NAB's filing was prompted
because "afew aspects of the Commission's final decision appear surprisingly at odds with the main
themes adopted in the Report and
Order," it said.
Along with the NAB petition, a
handful of other filings asked the
Commission to relax translator use.
Included was apetition for reconsideration filed by Power DuPree, an
Arkansas translator company that
has long been avocal and potent
supporter of their use.
"We feel like the Commission
could have gone farther to serve
the public," Power DuPree President John La Tour said. La Tour
was in Washington in late January
to meet with Commission and
other government officials to promote his stance.
Changes recommended in the
NAB petition include granting
only a one-year grandfather
period, rather than three years, to
comply with the FCC's new translators; requiring licensees of translators to prove they are in line with
new Commission anti-interference
standards; and forbidding FMs to
establish translator service in unserved areas without filing for a
waiver of the rules.
The NAB also looked down
upon translators being allowed to
air commercials within the 30 seconds of original air-time allowed
by the rules and opposed stations
being allowed to split that time into
smaller segments within the hour.
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the FAA and failure to designate
achief operator.

TV Marti
Off the Air
Virginia
Station Fined

CUDJOE KEY, Fla.

mote control; there was no way
of shutting the transmitter off
WASHINGTON Norfolk, Va.
from the station during an
AM station WZAM was fined
emergency.
$7,500 by the FCC for multiple
Authorized remote rules reviolations including unauthoquire stations to cease transmitrized transmission after signting via remote within three
off.
hours of adetected remote malThe daytime-only station was
function.
cited for transmitting an unOther technical violations
modulated carrier several hours
WZAM was cited for included
after its authorized sign-off.
inoperative EBS equipment,
According to the FCC, the
failure to observe tower lights at
AM directional station was
least once aday, failure to report
operated by unauthorized reatower beacon light outage to

The TV
went off
the air in mid January because
the Air Force blimp housing its
transmitter broke loose from its
tether line, according to the
Voice of America (VOA).
The blimp, which floats 10,000
feet in the air, apparently drifted
over the Florida Everglades after wind gusts broke its line, a
VOA official said.
The Air Force was able to secure the blimp by deflating it via
remote control, but the transmitter was slightly damaged
Marti broadcast service

when it came down in awooded
area. It will remain off the air
until late March, VOA said.
The controversial prowestern
TV service, which has targeted
Cuban viewers and resulted in
retaliatory jamming of Radio
Marti, was criticized for being
weather-prone when it went on
the air last March.

Survey Said
FM Quality OK
WASHINGTON A national
survey revealed that radio
listeners would settle for FMquality digital radio services via
satellite.
The survey, conducted by
Broadcast Investment Analysts

WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!

(BIA), was commissioned by
Radio Satellite Corporation, a
firm planning to launch adigital radio service with FMquality sound using satellite
delivery.
According to the survey, 79
percent of respondents answered yes to questions about
whether they would be willing
to listen to digital radio that is
comparable to FM.
Nearly 90 percent of respondents said "they are satisfied
with the quality of the sound of
their favorite FM stations when
receiving a strong signal," a
RadioSat press release said.
The poll indicated that
listeners may not be lured as
much by the CD quality sound
proposed by other digital radio
services. In fact, only 40 percent
of the respondents believe an
auto CD player is agood idea,
RadioSat said.

FCC to Adopt Digital
Noise Test Procedure
WASHINGTON The FCC has
proposed adoption of the
American National Standards
Institute's (ANSI) C63.4-1990
test procedure for measuring
digital device emissions that
could affect radio broadcasts.
The Commission decided to
pursue adoption of the ANSI
standard rather than its own
proposal, formerly called TP-5,
because of private sector engineering recommendations.
'The Commission believes
that ANSI C63.4-1990 represents
the state-of-the-art with regard
to radio noise testing of digital
devices and is consistent with
international standards," the
FCC said.
Also, use of the ANSI standard
complies with afederal initiative
to cooperate with the private sector in developing standards, the
Commission noted.

AUDIOARTS A-50 RADIO CONSOLE!

We wanted to know if it really was possible to build a high quality
low-cost radio console We found the answer to be quite exciting! We've
come out with the A-50 console and even given it its own trade name
AUDIOARTS
This console comes complete with machine control
functions individually programmable channel logic program audition and
telephone outputs. control room and studio monitors as well as
headphone and cue power amplifiers
It's also designed so you can
expand or add accessory modules as your needs grow.
The A-50 is cost effective through clever engineering and the latest
advances in electronic assembly procedures
It was developed by the
same design team that creates our other high end equipment Its performance is light years beyond the competition
Imagine the benefit that our major market experience can bring to
your station Take advantage of VVheatstone's expertise and reputation
Call us today for immediate action'
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ROC Withholds Eureka Support
by Judith Gross

debt built into the structure of FM
ownership today, owners of successful
FMs in competitive markets pointed out
WASHINGTON "You can't put the
DAB genie back in the bottle." That was
that a DAB system providing parity
the sentiment as radio group owners met between AM and FM stations would
destroy the economic underpinnings of
here in February to discuss recent
the industry.
developments in DAB.
"Radio today is an FM game, along with
During the Radio Operators Caucus
the lA AMs. That's all the banks care
(ROC) all-day meeting, some radio
about," one ROC member said.
owners said they had grave reservations
The Gannett presentation also
about the Eureka 147 system as a U.S.
maintained that the
standard for DAB.
overall number of
Eureka criticisms
stations might be
included
both
The ROC approved
increased if certain
economic
and
DAB
allocation
technical concerns.
the NAB's overall
plans are adopted
At that meeting,
DAB plan, but stopped —meaning more
attended by 40
competition
in
ROC members, the
short of endorsing
already crowded
NAB presented its
markets.
Eureka 147.
plan for DAB,
Another concern
including
is that clear channel
endorsement of the
AMs might be forced to give up their
European-developed Eureka 147 system,
skywave coverage. Wayne Vriesman of
which received unanimous approval by
Tribune, which owns Chicago's WGN,
the association's radio board in January.
said AM clears "need to be on the
The ROC approved the NAB's overall
satellite!' He suggested that they be
DAB plan, but stopped short of endorsing
grandfathered into aDAB system noting,
Eureka 147.
Also presented at the meeting was a "we (AM clear channels) built this
industry!'
new in-band DAB system under development by Gannett and Stanford Research
In defense of the plan
Institute, with participation from
NAB DAB Task Force Chairman Alan
Corporate Computer Systems and CBS.
Box defended the NAB's desire to seek L
Beyond technical problems
band spectrum for aEureka DAB system.
Eureka was criticized for the high
"We operated under the premise that we
have to be apart of this band or else it will
antenna gain and power requirements
go to our competitors—maybe satellite
needed at the 1500 MHz frequency that
Box noted.
the NAB is favoring for DAB
NAB Senior VP of Science & Techimplementation.
nology Michael Rau was called upon to
Some ROC members also pointed out
answer some of the technical concerns
that at that frequency, the signal will not
about Eureka. He noted that high power
penetrate most buildings and that gap
requirements would be more modest if
fillers would be needed in most structures
instead of an F(99,99) coverage as
to get the DAB signal to listeners.
proposed in the NAB's spectrum study, an
But some of the biggest concerns center
F(90,90) coverage requirement was used.
around potential allocations schemes for
Because of the all-or-nothing nature of
DAB stations. With heavy investment and

the digital signal, as opposed to agradual
degradation of an analog FM signal, an
IEEE paper done by Rau's department had
suggested the F (99,99) requirement.
But Rau noted that new developments
in on Eureka allow for an unequal error
correction at the outer limits of the
coverage area, providing amore graceful
drop-off of signal.
Tentative support
Box answered the concerns about building attenuation by noting that instead of
atemporary simulcast period, where AM,
FM and DAB are transmitted at the same
time, there may be areas where simul-

casting will "go on torever:'
When avote was taken at the meeting's
close, despite the debate, ROC members
gave support to the 11 general points of
the NAB's DAB plan.
However, they stopped short of backing
Eureka, withholding endorsement of any
technical standard "pending technical
evaluation," according to Shamrock
Broadcasting's Bill Clark, who chaired the
meeting.
To address the ROC's concerns, the
NAB also invited four ROC members to sit
on the DAB Task Force for future work.
The four are Randall Odeneal from
Sconnix Broadcasting, who had circulated
aletter with concerns about Eureka prior
to the NAB Radio Board action; Wayne
Vriesman of Tribune Broadcasting; Scott
Ginsberg of Evergreen Media and David
Gingold of Barnstable Broadcasting.
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USES TELOS ANYWAY
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Mulling a DAB Future, Poolside
by Judith Gross
FALLS CHURCH, Va. You've heard
about the NAB endorsement and move
towards licensing of Eureka. You may be
aware of industry opposition on the basis of economic concerns.

quets every night. And high tea in the
hotel lounge. Did Imention the jacuzzi?
DAB was definitely the topic of the
day. Even for the TV Board, who passed
acouple of resolutions on it, to the effect of "don't use UHF-TV spectrum, etc!"
There was afive-hour presentation to
industry biggies on Saturday, with nonmembers and even some engineers flying in just to hear the NAB's plan.
Then there was the unanimous vote to
endorse the plan, including apush to
make Eureka 147 the DAB standard in
North America and have the NAB enter
into alicensing agreement.
The grumbles of early opposition that
leant an exciting edge to the Saturday session were gone by Tuesday's Board vote.
But they haven't gone completely away.
Now comes word of an in-band system
under development by Gannett, Stanford
Research Institute, Corporate Computer
Systems and participation by CBS.
Project Acorn (
see story, this issue)
would not need new spectrum and is
supposed to be ready for viewing at the
NAB convention.
Anyway, in the weeks following the
sunny days in Naples, abunch of state
broadcast associations have met to talk
about DAB (one, Oklahoma, endorsed
the NAB's action). And one very impres-

In the middle of all this are the satellite proponents, and Ron Strother, who
may get the FCC nod for experimental
testing of DAB and then have no system
to test. And now comes the in-band systems as well (more on that in abit).
Well, I'm here to tell you what it all
means. Really.
But before Ido, you just gotta know
what agreat idea it is to have abusiness
meeting at aposh hotel in atropical resort in the middle of bleak, blechy January. Icould get used to this.
No fools, those folks at NAB. It was
the annual winter Board meeting, the
Ritz Carlton in Naples, a sleepy little
Gulf (of Mexico, not Persian) resort town
and once the fog cleared the sun was
strong and the beverages at the pool had
umbrellas in them.
Then there was the beach. And golf
and tennis. But in all fairness, the only
folks (besides assorted spouses and off- sive AES-SBE meeting, which had most
spring) who really had time to check out of the DAB proponents on a single
the amenities were reporters, who panel, took place.
weren't allowed into any of the meetings
Thus the dark fog of mystery surround(no surprise).
ing DAB is starting to clear. So where does
Board members and staff were usually it stand now, and whatzit all mean?
stuck inside auditorium type rooms in
Well, we got NAB singing the praises
endless confabs. Hey, but for once, we of Eureka on the basis that it already exdidn't moan and groan about the closed ists in hardware form. And we've got an
door policy, when the pool was only a early spectrum study from their DAB
few yards outside that closed door.
Task Force coming up with athree or
Not that Iwant you to get the idea that four class allocations plan that could acit was all fun and frolic. There were ban- commodate all existing AMs and FMs.

A lot of group owners, who have invested heavily in FM stations, some of
which have been over-leveraged and are
feeling the pinch in this tight economy,
don't like the possibility that aDAB allocations plan would make AM stations
their technical equals.
Then they worry that with some of the
allocations schemes being tossed about,
we could actually end up with more stations than we have now ... like maybe
2800 more?
And what about clear channel AMs?
They don't welcome the prospect of having to give up that regional skywave coverage. So some of them are talking satellite.
Engineers point out that at 1500 MHz
a terrestrial DAB system is a terrible
idea. Eureka, which has been shown to
work better at lower frequencies, won't
go through buildings at that high frequency. How about a
gap-filler on every
floor of every office?
And if you run some
calculations on the
power requirements
needed at that frequency, well, let's just
say that those who
have are kind of upset.
So along comes Gan-

managers. They did just that in the Big
Apple. Noo Yawk SBE and AES members had that panel Imentioned with
most of the big DAB players.
There was Ron Strother, John Leonard,
who also has an in-band system, Peter Dolan of Satellite CD Radio, Emil Torick
representing Eureka, Michael Rau of the
NAB, and Paul Donahue of Gannett and
Tony Masiello of CBS presenting their
new in-band system.
As Strother said "It set the standard
for discussions of this type." You bet.
And one thing that came out of it is the
need for an independent group to test
systems and report back before any standards work is done.
But you don't see alot of clamoring
among industry groups for this dubious
headache—oops, Imean distinction. So
the fighting goes on.

NAB Board meeting? It was work. Honest.

nett, SRI, CCS
and CBS with
asystem that is
still relatively shrouded in secrecy but
which they say has its origins in military
defense technology (so that's where all
those R&D dollars are). Yes, it's even being used over in the Gulf (
Persian, not of
Mexico).
Meanwhile, WARC '92 is less than a
year away, spectrum requests and satellite
proponents are moving along fast and furiously and there are still some folks who
wish the whole thing will just go away.
One thing that helps is getting the
word out more to engineers and

And when you get right down to it,
what it all means is this: Any day you can
contemplate the future of your industry
while sipping aparadise punch looking
up at palm fronds through sunglasses
with the gentle lapping of the ocean
serenading your ears is agood day for
business regardless of the battles ahead.
But the pool party is just a blurry
memory. The DAB battles have started.
Now the real fun begins.
Heard ajuicy tidbit? Spill your guts to
Earwaves by faxing JG at 703-998-2966,
writing to P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA
22041, or calling 703-998-7600. Who knows,
you could win acoveted RW mug.

Transmitter Control can be aBear
You need to make sure you can stay on the air and stay
legal. At the same time, you need to keep operating costs
under control.

The ARC-16SA is part of amodular system. For full-time
control, add astudio unit. Multi-site options make it easy to
control several transmitter sites or even control studio

Choosing the right remote control system is the
first step.

equipment such as program automation.
Call now for your copy of our new catalog, then ask us to

The ARC-16SA* from Burk Technology lets
you control your transmitter from any phone.
You can establish off- premises control points
for unattended operation, or supervise
non- technical operators by phone.
The annual savings can be
thousands of dollars.

show you how we can improve your operation and your
bottom line.

Call TOLL FREE

1-800 255-8090
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

name of self-interest than they care to
know about community service. What
localism is there anymore when so may
Dear RW,
stations are programmed via a satellite
A great deal has been said and writfeed from astudio hundreds or even thouten about the decline of AM radio and
sands of miles away? Even the local
what might be done to prevent its final
weather report often does not originate lodemise. Ido not propose to add anything to this cacophony. AM radio as a cally! You're not fooling anyone, guys.
Satellite DAB may actually do more to
business is already adead issue in many
promote the revival of localism than it is
places. It may yet be that some techical
wizard will bring it back to life, but I likely to hurt it further. McRadio will almost certainly move there. At the same
doubt it. The problems of AM radio are
time, though, having such abroad covernot all or even largely technical.
The same turn of events now looms on
age area available from the Clarke Belt
will make it feasible for special interest
the horizon (quite literally, one might
programmers to stay in business, so it's
say) for FM radio. In its earlier days, FM
not likely to be all more of the same
radio was abreath of fresh air. Over the
thing. That and possibly terrestrial DAB
intervening years, commercial FM radio
has become the same sort of stagnant will probably depopulate both the AM
and FM dials (at least for a while) in
mire of standardized formats AM radio
many localities, but those who remain
had become earlier. It is not uncommon
will have to offer somthing besides the
to find ahalf dozen or more stations in
standard homogenous blends to attract
amajor market area differentiated only
listeneres.
by the rotation pattern of their playlists.
The best public service the big bucks
Oh, there are afew mavericks who aren't running with the herd here and boys could perform is turning in their
AM and/or FM licenses once they switch
there, but on the whole, it's McRadio
over to DAB. That might open up these
coast to coast, AM and FM.
bands to small scale, low power comAll this talk about what harm satellitemunity-oriented broadcasters and redelivered DAB will do to localism is alot
store really local service. If that were to
of self-serving propaganda from folks who
happen, satellite DAB would be the best
know more about debt service in the
thing that ever happened to local broadcasting in along time.
Andy Melnyk
Savona, N.Y.
McRadio and big bucks boys
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Call assignment among services
Dear RW,
Andrew Dart, of Andy's Bureau of
Standards, proposed anew call sign assignment system (
Reader's Forum, Jan. 9,
1991) that could possibly duplicate calls
currently used in other FCC-licensed
services. That's the one he says the FCC
shot down.
Irecall reading somewhere—quite possible in QST (the journal of the American Radio Relay League)—of someone
spotting alight airplane with its call sign
on the fuselage. It was identical in
makeup to an amateur radio call, one assigned to a California resident. When
the writer spoke to someone from the
FCC about it, the response was along the
lines of, "Don't worry about it; the two
services are so distinct nobody would
ever confuse them."
Think of that the next time you see an
American plane with atypical amateur
call sign. There's at least one out there
now. If they can assign frequencies to
different services (do you really think all
that maritime VHF stuff is protected in
Kansas?), they can do it with calls.
Thomas Carten
WRKC-FM
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
In defense of the FAA
Dear RW,
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA), representing 300,000 pilots
and aircraft owners, must take exception
to arecent article published in the Nov.
21, 1990 issue of RW. The article, enti-
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Radio's importance in kee )ing America informed shouldn't be underestimated.
With the right tools, it's still he nation's best pipeline to current events.
From the first moments ( fthe Persian Gulf War, radio proved to be avital
information source. Indeed, I:NN's four-wire connection out of Baghdad - an audio
connection - provided most mericans with initial coverage of the conflict.
As the war went on, radi D continued to provide its audience with important
access to events unfolding ii the Middle East. Some stations had given over their
broadcast day to around-the clock coverage; most still provide regular updates on
conditions in the Gulf.
quickly responded to the hostilities are now reaping
The broadcasters who mos :
the benefits of their timely oiverage with improved ratings, higher status, and the
respect and gratitude of th( ir communities. They have solidified their places as
leaders within the industry.
These broadcasters all have one thing in common:
They had the tools in place to do their jobs properly
before the crisis was upon them. They had foresight
to know that without the right equipment there could
be no coverage, and without coverage avital link
with their listeners would be lost.
That kind of thinking not only is appropriate for
reporting on the war-torn Middle East, but here on
the home front as well. Every day, hundreds of crises
and emergencies break out itthe United States , in areas of every market size.
People affected by these tmergencies still look to radio as their best source of
news and official informatioi .And that's aresponsibility radio broadcasters should
be proud to bear.
The equipment available i
othe industry today allows stations to provide such
crisis information faster that every before. But you can't use the equipment if you
don't have it. Without the pr per tools, the mad scramble to bring news to listeners
is made madder still - or we rse yet, just can't happen at all.
Broadcasters stand to los ≥agreat deal by guarding their budgets instead of
investing in their futures nd the welfare of their listeners. Every important
purchase that's put off - wl ether it's EBS, RF or remote gear - is another chance
that astation will be caught inprepared at acritical moment.
Can anyone really afford tg take that kind of chance?

Stand
Ready

—RW

tled "FAA Flexes Its Muscles Over EMI"
and concerning the proposed changes to
the Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 77;
Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace,
does not tell the entire story regarding
the effects of EMI.
The author of this article acknowledged
the" ... harmful interference could conceivably screw-up a plane's (or an airport's) system just long enough to cause
an EMI hazard in the vicinity of aurport
landing systems!' The author also believes
the FAA is effectively deciding how the
spectrum should be utilized, and is encroaching on the FCC's primary function
of spectrum allocation.
AOPA believes that the effects of EMI
on aviation navigation and communication frequencies have the potential to affect aviation safety in areas of EMI and,
therefore, must be addressed by the
FAA. Clearly, the FCC has not recognized that aviation safety is adversely affected because of nearby high-power
broadcast emissions as opposed to the
very low power of aviation navigation
and communcations emissions.
The author is correct in his statement
that harmful interference will "screw-up"
the avionics systems and cause interference to an Instrument Landing System
(ILS) during the most critical phase of a
flight, namely during a landing. The

FAA has engineered the present system
to be interference free. They have
reduced the transmitted power of NAVAIDS to more effectively utilize the spectrum by allowing more NAVAIDS to
share alimited number of channels. In
fact, a typical ILS transmits at 20 W.
Think about an aircraft trying to receive
a20 W signal on 108.3 MHz while flying
in close proximity to an FM station broadcasting 100,000 W on 107.9 MHz. Keep in
mind that the usual interference indication to an ILS receiver is one of being oncourse for alanding, no matter where the
aircraft is in relation to the runway.
Scary? Sure it is. But this is the situation that can happen and has in situations where a station has increased
power from 3kW to 50 or 100 kW with
no FAA notification necessary. This is the
situation the FAA is trying to avoid with
the proposed rule changes.
In our view, the author of this artide has
missed the point. While he recognizes
that EMI can "screw-up" an aviation radio
frequency, thus "screwing-up" aviation
operations and safety, he prefers to ignore
this life-threatening phenomena.
Clearly, this article does not tell the
whole story and it should.
Phil Boyer, President
AOPA
Frederick, Md.
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NOW ...
EVERYBODY CAN
AFFORDAT!

TECHNICS SV-DA10

If you've waited for the price of DAT to come down, your wait is over! The
new SV-DA10 R-DAT by Technics brings digital down to earth. Its R-DAT format is enhanced with shuttle search which permits location of the cut you
want at up to 400 times normal tape speed. RCA connectors in and out.
SV-DA10 R-DAT

1'
'

PRO THE DAT!

DIGITAL

Convert the SV-DA10 ins and outs to
broadcast levels and impedances
with Henry's MatchboxTM. Only
5179 00 more including all connectors
as shown.

$69500
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See Us at NAB Booth 1100.
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AM Comments Reflect Concern
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON A number of broadcasters and consultants have expressed
strong disagreement with portions of the
FCC's proposed AM improvement package, according to recent comments filed
at the Commission.
Such comments were filed during a
30-day extension period for the FCC's
AM improvement proposal, Docket
MM 87-267. The comment period was
scheduled to end Dec. 1Z but was extended an additional 30 days because
of the magnitude of the proposal.
While the NAB has been supportive
of most of the FCC interference reduction proposals contained in Docket 87267, several engineering consultants said
there are problems with the suggested
remedies.
Docket 87-267 proposals include filling the newly created expanded band
(1605 kHz-1705 kHz) with worst case
interfering stations, increasing the ad-

jacent channel protection ratio from 0
dB to 16 dB, possible elimination of
FM simulcasting of AM, mandatory 10

The latest comments emphasized
that the Commission proposals are
attacking the problem from the
wrong angle.
percent interference reduction when
making major changes, and new interference profile calculations including
the 1.0 mV/m nighttime limit.
Much of the latest comments emphasized that the Commission proposals are
attacking the problem from the wrong
angle—mainly in trying to eliminate interference through adjustments of protection ratios.
"The Commission is going after the

NAB Backs AM Mark
by Judith Gross
NAPLES, Fla. In light of the stalled
attempt to establish acertification mark
for high quality AM receivers, the NAB
Radio Board has approved giving the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
a 30-day ultimatum.
The action came at the Board's winter meeting here in late January, tucked
in between massive activity on DAB.
The Board resolution stated that the
NAB's AM Receiver Task Force should
"offer to finalize" an agreement with
the EIA for a "dual-service mark—one
for AM monaural radios and one for
AM stereo radios!'
But if no agreement between NAB
and EIA is reached within 30 days of
the NAB's official notification, the Board
said that NAB should move ahead to
implement its own certification mark
for AM radios.
The certification mark idea surfaced
after the NRSC standard for AM was
adopted in the hopes of educating consumers that better fidelity AM radios
exist.
The fight to interest receiver manufacturers in the idea has been a tough
one for NAB. Only four manufacturers
showed up at the first meeting to discuss the idea more than two years ago.
Since that time, NAB formed its Receiver Task Force and talks have
proceeded more smoothly. Last year,
the talks were helped along by the prospect of congressional action.
The Radio Improvements Act, which
died when the previous congressional
term ended, would have forced receiver
manufacturers to include AM stereo on
receivers with FM stereo.
Manufacturers kept talks on the certification mark going to head off NAB
support and lobbying for such legislation.
But discussions have gotten bogged
down in such issues as whether or not
to include stereo, and how wide a
bandwidth would earn receivers the
mark.

wrong problem with its proposed
rules," according to engineering firm
du Treil, Lundin & Rackley. "Stations

The task force now recommends the
dual mark to cover both stereo and mono
AM receivers and suggests the mark include noise blanking, the NRSC standard and variable bandwidth tuning.
NAB Senior VP of Science & Technology Michael Rau said the official notification to EIA will be sent out the third
week in February.
If, after 30 days, no progress is made,
NAB will establish its own certification
mark and attempt to enlist receiver
manufacturer support, he said.
He noted that the mark should be
attractive to receiver manufacturers even
if NAB undertakes it without EIA because stations have pledged to provide
free on-air promotion to products with
the mark.

need more power to provide more service before they need less interference!'
The firm criticized the 16 dB first adjacent interference ratio proposal as a
remedy based on an "unscientific
study!' It "cannot be used as an allocation standard," the company maintained.
If the 0 dB ratio needs to be increased, a 6 dB ratio in conjunction
with a2mV/m protected contour would
be appropriate, du Treil, Lundin &
Rackley added.
Greater Media, Inc.'s filing also suggested that the FCC is taking the wrong
approach.
"First, man-made electrical noise, not
co-channel or adjacent channel interference, is the single most critical limiting factor in the ability of today's AM
stations to serve their audience with
low noise 'FM quality' signals," Greater
Media said.
lighter interference standards will not
address problems stemming from AM
stations' inability to service their broadcast areas due to population growth,
the group said.
AM would be better served if the
adjacent channel ratio was left at 0 dB
or increased to a moderate 6 dB and
the 5 kW power cap on Class III stations was removed, Greater Media said.
The Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service agreed with the FCC's overall

approach to interference reduction, stating the "Commission should reject the
line of argument that calls simply for
more power rather than new standards
designed to reduce interference!'
In other comments, Radio Elizabeth
Inc. said AM expanded band preference should be given to daytimers that
have problems with receiver intermodulation interference and are located in
the .5 mV/m-50 percent contour of a
Class A AM. Qualifying stations should
also be licensed to serve acommunity
of at least 100,000 that has no other
full-time service.

WANT A CART
MACHINE
WITH PHASE
CORRECTION,
BUT CAN'T
AFFORD A
B.E.?
The RS-2000 from
Radio Systems
has better active
phase correction
circuitry than the
BE Phase-Trak:
yet costs less than
their cheaper
Duro-Trak© line!
Plus, the RS-2000 has
many other premium
features like abuilt-in
splice finder, advanced
cart hold-down and
guidance system,
and front panel
azimuth adjust.

moo qnuke Microphone Amplifier
Eliminate dimmer noise, RF pickup, hum and rolloffs due to long mike cable runs by
mounting this small, rugged, full featured preamp right at the source.

For value this good
you've got to go factory
direct.

Features: • switchable gain • low cut filter • 48 volt phantom power • phase reverse
switch • output limiter • DC remote gain trimmer.
The unusually quiet, servo controlled, instrumentation amplifier input has excellent
hum and RF rejection and accepts up to + 20dBu. A unique output driver provides
distortion free transformer isolation, absolutely necessary for driving long lines.
Self contained power supply, Dual rack mounting.
Free Detailed Brochure
&Full Specifications
Available

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
328 W. Maple Ave., Horsham, PA 19044
(215) 443-0330 • FAX ( 215) 443-0394
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Bring your station into
Radio Market Growth
the 90's with CAT4INIC
the digital STLiTSL

"It's adream system—we get specs like the microwave wasn't even there.
CATLINK has completely eliminated the STL delay."
Jeff Andrew, WGCI-FM, Chicago
"CATLINK solved all our problems in 4 minutes-2 minutes to install each
end. Performance has been impeccable."
Paul Christensen, WIVY-FM, Jacksonville, FL
"CATLINK makes money for us, and it improves the sound of the station."
Mike Callaghan, KIIS-FM, Los Angeles CA
"CATLINK has held up through extreme heat, ahostile RF environment and
nasty summer lightning storms."

Dick Byrd, WZGC-FM, Atlanta GA

Two-way multi-channel communications
CAT- LINK digitizes the entire composite signal with no data compression, so
you can run the stereo generator and processing at the studio, where they
really belong. At the same time, CAT- LINK sends and receives up to four
customized auxiliary channels with no crosstalk—SCAs, control channels,
voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio, transmitter readings and
satellite or remote program feeds. What's more, CAT- LINK gives you extra
capabilities like transmitter building surveillance via closed circuit TV and
an analog telemetry channel.

Transparent digital transmission
CAT- LINK encodes the fully processed composite signal, then decodes it at
the transmitter. You always get full stereo separation, without the phase or
amplitude variations that plague two-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to
84 dB, and your processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. You
hear clear, clean, undistorted audio—all the time.

No audible delays
cALLINK's real-time digital encode/decode process doesn't introduce audible
delays as data compression can. Jocks can monitor on-air without problems.

Flexible signal path options
•23 GHz
Stations across the country are avoiding 950 MHz problems by using 23 GHz
with CAT-LINK. They've stopped worrying about frequency congestion and interference, repeater- induced signal degradation, and fresnel zone clearance fading.
23 GHz dish sizes also reduce wind loading and tower space requirements.

by Frank Beacham
LOS ANGELES Jammed onto an endless jungle of freeways, Southern California's nine million cars were sweet images to area broadcasters in 1990, as the nation's number one radio market continued to see explosive growth.
Los Angeles radio advertising revenues for 1990 jumped nine percent over those
of the preceding year to set an all-time record of $411 million in measured billings,
the Southern California Broadcasters Association (SCBA) reported. Estimated billings from non-reporting stations boost the sales total to $454 million.
"This marks the tenth consecutive year that these consolidated figures from 29
radio stations have set anew record," SCBA President Gordon Mason said.
Local revenues increased by eight percent and national by ten percent, in comparison to radio's national average increases of five and seven percent, the SCBA
said. The Los Angeles increase was two percentage points over the national average of seven percent.
An additional 34 stations did not report figures and the SCBA estimated their
combined 1990 billings to be approximately $43 million. The $454 million figure
was achieved by combining the reported and unreported totals.
The SCBA also announced that acontinuing study found more than forty advertisers spent amillion dollars or more each on L.A. radio last year, with auto, financial services, beverages, supermarket chains and television audience promotion leading the way. Other major categories of advertisers contributing to the record year
were department and discount stores, food products and restaurants.
L.A. traffic drives the seemingly endless radio market. Nine million radioequipped autos roam the city's 650 miles of freeways and 22,000 miles of surface
streets. Traffic is so heavy that 7.2 million Southern California commuters are delayed
an average of 1.1 hours each day due to congestion on the roadways.

Avionics Specs Proposed
(continued from page 1)

is place the cost of these inferior receiver
designs on the backs of broadcasters;'
Furr said.
Depite repeated phone calls from RW,
FAA officials could not be reached for
comment on the Fun petition.
Improved radios needed
Fun argued that an easier way to protect avionics equipment is to equip aircraft with improved amplifier components and filter devices that eliminate
commercial frequency interference without harming directional signals.

•DS1 (Ti) Data Line
CAT- LINK is cutting phone bills for stations that don't have aclear microwave
path. With CAT- LINK, asingle bidirectional DS1 line replaces multiple Class
A telco lines, providing multi-channel STL and TSL over the same link. Already
available virtually anywhere, DS1 service is getting cheaper every day.

51P1r (WSTEM.sDIAL UP
REMOTE CONTROL

•Fiber Optic
CAT- LINK and its optional fiber optic modem provide direct connection to
discrete fiber.
•Twisted Pair
CAT- LINK will drive
up to 5000 feet of
twisted pair wire

* Up to 64 Channels of Status,
Control 8( Metering

without repeaters.
Four wires provide
full two-way multichannel capabilities.

* User Programmable Dial Out
Tolerance or Status Alarms on
Six Channels
* FCC Legal
* One Year Warranty

Turn the weak link in your signal chain into one of the strongest.
Call QEI toll-free at 800-334-9154 for more information on CAT- LINK
the digital STL/SL for the 90's...and beyond.
QEI CORPORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BOX 805 • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094
24 HOUR SERVICE HOTLINE ( 609) 728-2020
TEL ( 800) 334-9154 • FAX ( 609) 629-1751
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"In solid state devices, there are always
non-linearities that draw signals from
three existing frequencies to create a
fourth frequency, which can fall anywhere," he said. "On acheap receiver,
that frequency often comes out on an
aviation band. And if it shows up aglide
slope frequency, it will tell apilot he is
on course when he's not.
"I can't fault the FAA for being worried
about safety," Furr added. "But if Iwas
apilot, I'd be more concerned about having a sub-standard receiver."
Furr maintained it would be easier to
upgrade avionics equipment than it is to
subject broadcasters to additional application and regulatory procedures.
Also, the FCC's cost in ensuring compliance with the new FAA rules, as opposed to requiring better aviation radios,
would be enormous, he added.
"Every major airport has mixes of frequency, according to the FAA, but we have
not had any major crashes due to false information," FUIT said. "That tells me that
most air services are already using higherquality avionics equipment. So establishing new standards will not have agreat
impact on the (aviation) industry."
The Fun petition also claimed that establishing avionics standards would afford greater protection to aircraft operating near Canada and Mexico, countries
that would have the same broadcast
regulations as the U.S.
The International Civil Aeronautics
Organization, aworldwide aviation advisory body, has suggested establishing
international standards for avionics
equipment by 1993.
In arelated matter, it appears that aletter to Transportation Secretary Samuel
Skinner from FCC Chairman Al Sikes has
led to ameeting of FCC and FAA attorneys.
FCC Mass Media Assistant Chief Bill
Hassinger said the first of what could
lead to aseries of meetings over the proposed FAA regulations took place in
early February.
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A Return to Tail Fins?
by John Gatski
FALLS CHURCH, Va. Now that it appears the U.S. is on the road to adopting some type of digital radio system that
eventually will replace AM and FM,
what about receivers?
We haven't heard a lot about them.
What ingenious electronic delights are
these companies planning for these future
radios that will take airborne digital bits
and convert them to our favorite music?
Will they have tone controls, local/distant
switches, noise filters, mono buttons...
perhaps coffee making capability?
Publicly, we haven't heard much from
receiver companies about what kind of
features the consumer can expect on DAB
receivers. Based on conversations with
manufacturers' representatives, most consumer electronics companies already have
done the engineering research and development for the receiver section. Some
even have worked in conjunction with
DAB transmission system proponents.
Companies are confident that whatever type of system is adopted they can
respond quickly— probably within a
year— to produce DAB radios.
In no hurry
Although the companies are in no
hurry to produce DAB radios until a
transmission system standard is
adopted, one company official noted
that manufacturers are "licking their
chops" at the prospect of selling millions
of replacements for analog radios.

But several company officials noted in
private conversations that a number of
production engineering concerns must
be confronted in designing DAB radios
that are affordable and user friendly for
the masses.
First, radio stations will likely continue
to simulcast their AM and/or FM signals
for some time as well as the DAB signal,
which means car receivers should have
circuitry for all three bands. This
presents an engineering challenge for
companies to incorporate analog and
digital into aunit at reasonable price—
unless they want to try and sell the public on two receivers. Not likely.
Car listeners are used to the efficient
AM/FM and tape combos that fit neatly indash. In the last couple of years, CD
player/radio receiver designs have followed suit. Design engineers will have to
keep this in mind. People are not likely to
go for abulky underdash AM/FM/digital
unit—or worse, two separate receivers.
Speaking of the automobile environment, what about antennas? Americans
are not keen on those obtrusive metal
rods protruding from their front or rear
fenders as it is. You may notice that
many cars have motorized antennas that
telescope into the fenders for security
and cosmetic purposes.
For DAB, engineers may design one
antenna for analog and digital reception, or we might end up with one
for each band.
If two antennas are required, one possible solution is athrowback to the 1970s.

Remember when T-shaped, wire antennas were placed in car windshields?
For DAB receivers, that design again
could be used for AM/FM reception and
a separate antenna would be used for
digital broadcasts.
Ihave my own idea, but it probably
won't be taken very seriously. How
about designing cars with tail fins again
and placing two whip antennas on the
ends? Looked good back then, and the
reception was pretty good.
New features
A DAB receiver also is likely to have
some new features, beyond those you
are used to seeing in current AM/FM designs.
The Radio Data System ( RDS) may be
an option that could become useful for
automatically switching a radio from a
station's analog to digital signal or from
satellite or terrestrial digital signal. As
with RDS-equipped receivers in Europe,
it also could be used for traffic alerts,
flashing station call letters and automatic
format switching when traveling.
Another feature that could end up being mandated in DAB receivers is some
sort of anti- tape copying circuitry,
courtesy of copyright groups who demand royalty compensation for music
that they insist can be "perfectly" copied
from a digital broadcast.
Like DAT, the receivers may end up
with aSerial Copy Management System
(SCMS) or similar type chip that would
inhibit or limit recording of such broadcasts.
In fact, one receiver manufacturer said
the copyright question is one of the major unknowns in designing a DAB receiver, because the issue is far from settled.
Mixing chickens and eggs
Another factor that could affect DAB
receivers' availability and price is one
that many broadcast engineers may
equate with AM stereo—the chicken or
the egg theory. Which should come first,
DAB receivers or DAB broadcasters?
As with AM stereo, manufacturers
could wait and see how many broad-

Yesterday's News. Who Needs It?
While most radio equipment dealers have been occupied with each
other, getting sold and reorganizing, we've been quietly building anetwork
of technology products.
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Now We Are
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casters decide to broadcast digital before
they begin producing radios. But, if you
recall, that didn't work. AM stereo's market penetration was further hindered by
stations that felt they should not start
broadcasting stereo until enough
receivers were out there.
Of course, other factors also held back
AM stereo, including lack of astandard,
but you can bet that manufacturers will
pay close attention to how many stations
decide to transmit DAB in making their
marketing decisions.
Because it is so early in the game, I
guess we just have to wait and see how
the DAB story plays out before we know
what kind and how many receivers will
be available. But Ido have one more
question: Since analog radios have digital clocks, can we expect analog clocks
in digital radios?

CONFUSED
ABOUT
WHICH
FIDELIPAC
CART
MACHINE
TO BUY?
The RS-2000 from
Radio Systems
offers the best
features of all
of them!
Designed by the
engineer who invented
the Dynamax 100 and
10 series cart machines,
the RS-2000 actually
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high-end CTR-100, yet
sells for less than the
CTR-10 and 90 series.
For value this good
you've got to go factory
direct.
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NRB Conclave Keeps the Faith
by Charles Taylor
WASHINGTON A host of familiar
faces were seen at the 1991 National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) Convention
& Exposition, including President
George Bush, retired U.S. Supreme
Court Chief Justice Warren Burger,
televangelist Jerry Falwell and numerous

broadcast equipment vendors.
Held at the Sheraton Washington Hotel, total attendance at the 1991 conference was Z255, down slightly from the
1990 show. The numbers included 3,755

registered attendees and 3,500 members
of the general public—from all 50 states
and at least 30 foreign countries, according to NRB.
More than 200 vendors pushed everything from equipment to religious programming, "Let's Do Heaven" T-shirts
and other "faith" paraphernalia.
Some 60 equipment vendors displayed
their existing lines and
some new equipment.
Broadcast Electronics
previewed its new Air
Trak 90 series linear
broadcast console. The
system, available in six,
12, 18 and 24-channel
configurations, will
make its official debut
at NAB in April.
Other companies exhibiting at NRB included Burk Technology, Comrex, Continental Electronics,
Fidelipac, Gentner,
Harris-Allied, Inovonics, Jampro, QEI,
Radio Systems, Shively
Labs, and Wegener.
In aprepared statement, NRB Executive Director E. Brandt
Gustayson said, "People are telling us,
writing us, that NRB '91 was one of the
most helpful, spiritually beneficial conventions we've ever had. From the work-
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Traditional value,
today's technology.
Affordable Gates Series 1, 2.5, 5kW solid state AM transmitters.
AM broadcasters know the Gates name stands for durability, simplicity,
reliabilty and performance. We knew those traditional values are still popular.
But even we couldn't have guessed how popular. Since its introduction, the
Gates Series has become the first choice of AM stations from 1to 5kW.
Here are some of the reasons:
•Reliable 100% solid state design
•Simple IC logic control
•Built-in analog multimeter
•Six adjustable power levels
e Output matching network
•Bandpass output network
•130% positive peaks w/patented
Polyphase Pulse Duration Modulation

•Col
orS
tat TM front panel diagnostics
•Open collector and dry contact
remote control compatibility
•Short and long term VSWR
protection with power cutback
•AC restart and fault memory
• Low maintenance "chimney"
air handling

Call Harris/Allied Radio RF Sales today at 800-622-0022 for more information
on the transmitters than bring one of radio's proudest traditions up to date—
the affordable Gates Series.

© 1991 Harris Corporation
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shops to the media exposition, the convention was designed to equip, encourage, and inform the broadcasters!'
Several vendors said floor traffic was
good and they were able to establish
some sales leads. One company salesman, however, said religious broadcasters do not always send engineers to
NRB and the attending GMs or

programmers are not as technically
aware as at other shows.
In his fifth appearance before the NRB,
President Bush appropriately addressed
the situation America faces in the Persian Gulf and its relationship to religious
worship.
The 1992 NRB will again be held at the
Sheraton Washington, Jan. 25 to Jan. 29.
After nearly 25 years in D.C., the 1993
NRB show will be moved for one year
to Los Angeles.
For more information, contact NRB at
201-428-5400.

In-Band DAB Pushed

of station licenses overall.
(continued from page 1)
One additional concern is obtaining
technology developed by SRI; that it's a
single channel system which includes the necessary spectrum, which could be
high speed digital subcarriers; that it a lengthy process and might even
eliminates multipath and that no FCC prompt the FCC to initiate spectrum auctions or use fees.
license would be required.
Donahue and Masiello also criticized
MUSICAM is the encoding algorithm
used in the project and Donahue and Eureka for not being aU.S. technology,
Masiello said that the technology is being although U.S. patents were originally
part of the MUSICAM technology.
investigated for AM stations as well as FM,
although more study needs to be done to
NAB still going with Eureka
see how AMs might be accommodated.
NAB is still pursuing alicensing agreeDonahue said stations can use existing
transmitters and antennas to implement ment with Eureka 14Z despite the posProject Acorn and that the cost of im- sibility of new systems emerging. "It's
plementation is around $20,000.
the only system with hardware already
developed that has
He also said that
been proven to
SRI has had along
Project Acorn's
work," according
history of working
with
receiver
to NAB Senior VP
timetable calls for
of Science & Techmanufacturers and
Gannett to have
nology Michael
that DAB receivers
Rau, who was also
could be on the prototype
on the SBE panel.
market quickly.
demonstration
He said NAB
The rush to unequipment available at
received apresenveil anew, in-band
DAB system that is
the NAB convention. . . tation on the
still in developAcorn system bement was promptfore the Radio
ed, in part, by the NAB's recent endorse- Board endorsed Eureka at its annual
ment of the Eureka technology, which meeting in January, but at the time the
Masiello and Donahue claimed "could system excluded AM stations.
Masiello and others present at the
cause economic upheavals!'
The criticisms are directed not at Eu- meeting said that an independent stanreka 14Z but at its implementation at the dards group to evaluate all DAB systems
1500 MHz L band being eyed as new would be helpful in setting atechnical
DAB spectrum.
standard.
'The industry should hold developers'
feet to the fire on their claims for DAB
Eureka weaknesses
Vit 1500 MHz, the signal can't get into systems," Masiello said.
buildings, and an extensive network of
Project Acorn's timetable calls for Gangap fillers would be needed," Masiello nett to have prototype demonstration
equipment available in April at the NAB
explained.
In addition, power requirements at convention in Las Vegas and amobile
that frequency could be as much as 500 demonstration is planned for September
times higher than current analog broad- at the Radio 1991 show in San Francisco.
casting, according to the Gannett Experimental systems are scheduled for
on-air tests in 1992-93 with system impresentation.
There is also concern that Eureka al- plementation in 1994-95.
Masiello told the SBE-AES gathering
location schemes, in order to be spectrum efficient, might give AM stations that it isn't just smoke and mirrors. "We
parity with FMs or increase the number absolutely have aDAB system," he said.

Need to compete more effectively?
THEN YOU NEED TO BE AT NAB '91
•The first DAB demonstrations in USA
•The Programming & Production Expo
•The Radio Station Bus Tours
•Legal advice and regulatory sessions
•100,000 sq. ft. of audio/radio exhibits
•50 radio sassions and special events
•Las Vegas, April 15-April 18, 1991
•Old friends and new contacts
Mote than ever before, you need to be at NAB
See, hear and do more RADIO
Call (800) 342-2460 "IODAY and save $50 on registration fees.
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TIMER DIRECT.
NEW LOWER PRICES!

Now you can get Studer quality at prices well below that of the competition. All Studer
Professional products including the famous A807 range are now available directly from
Studer at savings of up to 30%. Never before have Studer products been so affordable.
Don't compromise. Buy directly from Studer at prices that won't blow your budget.

A807
A730
A727

2
Track with Overbridge
Normal Speed 33/4, 71/2, 15 ips.

Professional Tabletop CD Player

Simply the most versatile CD player for production and studio use.
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Programs and controls multiple CD players from remote locations. $ 1
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Professional FM Monitor Tuner

$
1,995
Professional Studio Power Amplifier
9,
5
A68
Professional Broadcast Monitor
2706
For off air monitoring and remote re-broadcasting.
(Includes MPX output and RS 232 Remote Control pon.)

A764 FM Monitor Tuner
with/MPX output

Superior Studer sound at 2x100 watts RMS.

Ahighly accurate 3-way monitor designed for the digital audio era.

*High Speed, Rackmount, & TC versions slightly higher. Floor console not included.

MasterCard and VISA Accepted.

For Ordering & Sales Information Only

800.776.3833
Fax 615-256-7619
STUDER REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc. • 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • Tel: 615/254-5651
New York 212/255-4462 • Los Angeles 818/780-4234
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LA FM Brings Home the War
by Frank Beacham
Santa Monica, Calif. At a dinner
party afew days after the start of the Persian Gulf war, asuccessful Hollywood
screenwriter blurted out that Ruth
Hirschman was driving him crazy.
Like so many area listeners who had
turned into war news junkies overnight,
this man had become addicted to war
coverage on his car radio. He had locked
onto KCRW, the high energy Santa Monica public radio station run by the controversial human dynamo Hirschman.
"This woman has probably turned that
little station into the best in America

right now. But she gets me so upset I
want to turn the station off. But Ican't
because I'm hooked on every word/ the
screenwriter told the dinner guests.
The abrasive, aggressive manager/programmer/fund raiser/on-air star of KCRW
has used ablend of high technology and
compelling war programming, known as
"War Watch," to galvanize ahuge radio audience interested in every nuance of news
from the Middle East.
From a24-hour-day monitoring post in
the station's basement studio at Santa
Monica College, Hirschman and agroup
of volunteers listen to satellite audio
feeds from National Public Radio, CNN

and the BBC to see who is on top of war
news at any given moment.
Network and local news sources are
monitored on aBang and Olufsen Video
System 500, which displays 12 programs
on a screen at one time. Whoever is
ahead at any given moment goes on the
air at KCRW.
War coverage, KCRW-style
But that's just the beginning. A Who's
Who of foreign policy analysts, military
experts, politicians, and national journalists are interviewed daily by telephone as Hirschman milks them for information and opinions. In some cases,

We aimed for undetectable
transmission limiting . . .
And we reached our goaL
We designed this product to meet achallenge offered by
one of the world's largest broadcasting organizations. In a
series of independent listening tests, their panels agreed that
the sound of the 4000A was virtually indistinguishable from
the original source, when below threshold, when in maximum
(15dB) gain reduction, when processing voice, or when
processing dynamic symphonic music.
Sophisticated peak control.
The 4000A provides absolute peak level control with no
overshoots. And with no audible artifacts, or unnatural gain
changes, acommon problem with delay-line type designs.
Our proprietary-design high-frequency limiter prevents
overload due to the pre-emphasis found in most transmission
systems, without causing any high-frequency dulling! It's
selectable for 25Lts, 50ps, 75gs, 150µs, NICAM's J.17 preemphasis, or OFF.

You set your limits.
Setup is very easy. The only operating controls are
INPUT LEVEL and OUTPUT LEVEL
Remote-controllable switching supplies acalibrated
TONE at 100% modulation; just adjust the 4000A's OUTPUT
LEVEL to match the overload point of your transmission
system. Then switch to OPERATE, and adjust the INPUT
LEVEL for the desired drive level (or unity gain). And you're
ready to go on- the- air.
Unbeatable product reliability and
technical support.
The new 4000A Transmission limiter is from Orban, the
company that manufactures the world-famous OPTIMOD
Audio Processors for AM/MW, FM/VHF, TV, and HF used by
tens of thousands of broadcasters all over the world.
Orban products are known for their high standard of
construction and reliability. We're proud of our products and
stand behind them with technical support from broadcast
engineers who understand your needs. Contact your Orban
agent or dealer for more information or ademonstration.

orbon
adivision of AKG Acoustics, Inc.

LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE.

1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, California 94577 USA
Telephone (1) 415/351-3500
Fax ( 1) 415/351-0500
Circle 92 On Reader Service Card

the expert who appeared mid-day on
KCRW appeared later that night on
ABC's "Nightline" or another network
television news program.
And then there are the listeners themselves. Hirschman presides with an iron
hand over periodic "speak out" segments
when listeners for and against the war
have their way.
"One of the reasons people are so galvanized is the technology is totally new
in this war," Hirschman said. "The technology we are using to fight the war and
the technology we are using to report it.
All the old rules don't hold."
Born out of necessity
KCRW's "War Watch" programming was
not exactly planned, Hirschman said.
"We had been doing this story since August 12, not January 16. We started by dealing with background, analysis and opinion/ she said. "We did not understand
that if we went to war we would preempt
regular programming. We did not make

that decision until the war happened."
KCRW began with 24-hour-a-day war
coverage and then settled in at 15 hours a
day as the war progressed. The 12member staff and dozens of volunteers
were mobilized for the production.
'Today's technology makes this effort
feasible, even for asmall public station like
KCRW," Hirschman told her listeners.
"Our cutting edge lay in the fact that we
had been working on this story for five
months.
A smooth-running system
'At any given time, there are about four
staff members listening, looking and pulling wire copy" Hirschman continued. "By
now the rhythm between us is finely
tuned. I'm watching one channel, someone else is listening to a (BBC) World Service report, athird person is running in AP
wire copy, afourth is jumping from one
TV channel to another. Our board operator sits like aBuddha in the center of all
this and controls what goes out on the air!'
To finance the effort, Hirschman has
called upon KCRW's listeners to contribute to awar coverage fund. Ten percent of
the money raised will be donated to National Public Radio (NPR) to help finance
its war coverage.
KCRW is a6,900 W Class Bstation with
atower in the Hollywood hills and astring
of translators over Southern California. It
reaches apotential of 11 million listeners,
which may result in the station contributing as much as $100,000 to the NPR war
fund.
KCRW's war coverage has brought the
station national attention.
Hirschman told KCRW listeners during
one recent broadcast, 'We are here in the
basement, with the world literally at our
fingertips. You, somewhere out there
listening in your home, in your car, in your
office, to the heart-stopping moments that
we share together."
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How Radio Is Covering the Gulf
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON When the Persian
Gulf War between the Allied forces and
Iraq started Jan. 16, most of America got
its initial news from radio coverage as
they were driving home from work.
Radio has continued providing as
much news as possible since the initial
days of the war as networks and local
stations have adapted to demands of increased coverage.
All three of the major networks, CNN,
NPR and the news services have put
more resources into war coverage, despite ageneral belt tightening that has
hit the newsrooms in recent years.
CNN has garnered praise for its TV
and radio coverage because of its ability
to provide exclusive live audio coverage
from Baghdad during the first day.
The other networks were not as fortunate because CNN had arranged with
the Iraqi government to allow it to use
aprivate four-wire phone line. The line
did not go through an Iraqi switching
station that eventually was knocked out
by the Allied bombing runs.
Four- wire advantage
CNN Radio Network, like its TV service, was able to take advantage of the exclusive audio from the four-wire.
"We often go with afour-wire when
we know we'll be in alocation where the
telephone system is less than 100 percent
reliable said CNN Newsbeam Managing Director Charles Hoff. "And the Iraqi
phone system is certainly not AT&T. We
knew that even without the bombing, it
was not entirely dependable."
"The four-wire was incredibly cheap,
safe insurance and it paid off big,"

he added.
CNN Radio Service News Director
Lynn King said the exclusive broadcast
from Baghdad was "incredible radio."
CNN was able to keep the four-wire
link alive until the next day when Iraqi
officials ordered it shut down. The link
was reactivated twice in the following
two days, but only material approved by
Iraqi censors was allowed to be transmitted.
At press time, CNN audio from Bagh-

Although the other networks did not
get aprivate phone line out of Baghdad,
they had long planned their war coverage and provided their reports from
Saudi Arabia and other Middle East
countries via satellite uplinks.
Westwood One has provided coverage
for both NBC and Mutual Broadcasting
Service, according to Westwood One
News VP Bait Tessler.
The group was fortunate to have been
selected for radio pool coverage of the

cording to Leslie Halpern an ABC
spokeswoman.
Five correspondents are covering the
war for ABC and the network broadcasts
six update "status" reports each hour.
Technical concerns
CBS has uplinked its coverage back to
New York via an audio subcarrier on its
television satellite link. The network also
has the capacity to link Persian Gulf
coverage to its NewStar newsroom corn-

Gis Radio Home
ROCHESTER, N.Y. U.S. Armed Forces personnel stationed in the the Middle East are getting messages home
to their families courtesy of civilian volunteer MARS operators and radio equipment loaned by Harris Corporation.
Harris RF Communications Group in Rochester is the
home of a new communications link that allows Desert
Storm personnel to send messages free of charge via the
Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS). According to
Harris Corporation, several thousand personal "MARSgrams" were delivered through the Rochester link during
the holiday season.
On loan to the Army from Harris are state-of-the-art antennas, transmitters and receivers for the MARS link. Similar equipment in Rochester is used to receive messages from
Saudi Arabia.
Soldiers deliver written messages to MARS operators,
who type the messages into computers linked to the radio
dad was getting out on INMARSAT satellite; audio/video was on INTELSAT.
New stations
Currently, the CNN Radio Service
gives Persian Gulf War updates three
times an hour and can switch to continuous coverage if necessary, King said.

Canada's War Effort
by James Careless
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia When three Canadian warships sailed for the Persian
Gulf a few months ago, the crews left everything behind at their base here.
Everything, that is, except their local radio stations.
Although they are now based at Bahrain, Canadian soldiers still wake up to local Halifax-Dartmouth radio. That's because stations like C100-FM, CFDR, and
CHNS are supplying the troops with program dubs, which are played on the ships'
PA systems.
This "radio airlift" is intended to help the troops stay in touch with their home
lives, CHNS Program Director Morrissey Dunn said. "They were getting some mail
and what not from avariety of sources, but they did not have any direct element
that made them feel they were closer to home. So we started to record our morning shows in their entirety, and sent the tapes over on adaily basis ... so (now)
they get their news and they get their weather conditions from back home."
This is not all that CHNS has done for the troops. At Christmas, it sent its morning team of "Cranston and the General" to Bahrain for aweek-long morale booster.
It was "like aBob Hope show," said Dunn.
The team also relayed the show to Halifax live from the Gulf, which allowed the
sailors to talk to their families by telephone over the airwaves.
As well, an electronics merchant donated 1,000 Sony Walkmans, which were
packed with other goodies into Christmas stockings. Each stocking was individually labeled, because each machine contained apersonalized message cassette from
the recipient's family and friends.
"Needless to say," Dunn said, "when the soldier came up and got his stocking,
the first thing he did was put on the Sony Walkman. And you can just imagine
what happened after that ... (the troops) say that was absolutely the most emotional moment they have ever experienced."
Although it is one of the most active, CHNS is not the only local station taking
an interest in the Gulf. For example, C100-FM has sent its own correspondent to
Bahrain—something that is not usually done by this country's radio industry. Many
Halifax stations also have banded together in a 'Tie aYellow Ribbon" campaign.
In short, Nova Scotia stations are not merely talking about the troops in the Gulf.
They are doing something to help them and their families at home.

gear. The messages are compressed and transmitted via direct radio channels to the Rochester or other designated
MARS operation center.
In the photo above, licensed Navy MARS operator Steve
Sykes (left) and Army MARS operator Jim Lill man the
MARS gateway station at Rochester.

war January through March, Tessler
said, which meant it supplied information to the others during that period.
Pool coverage was provided on ABC's
satellite space, using an audio subcarrier.
Via satellite
Tessler said Mutual and NBC have
been using feeds from three Middle East
correspondents and continue to provide
four hourly updates on the conflict. Initial on-air coverage was continuous for
48 hours, he added.
AP Network News Station Services
Director Evelyn Cassidy said AP broadcasted 29 hours straight when the war
began. The network continues to update
the war with top-of-the-hour and
bottom-of-the-hour updates and fourtimes-an-hour updates during drive
time.
AP Network News also is the top-ofthe-hour news broadcast to the servicemen and women on the Armed Forces
Radio Network, Cassidy said.
Capital Cities/ABC actually broke the
story that Baghdad was under attack
during an update Jan. 16, and the network's coverage has remained strong, ac-

puter system, also in New York.
CBS has three full-time correspondents in the Persian Gulf as well as
several stringers, according to the network news division.
NPR has seven correspondents in the
Gulf.
According to the networks, most of the
correspondents are their own technicians and worked numerous hours during the first few weeks of the war.
AP's Halpern said sand has played
havoc with the network's equipment—
especially the tape recorders. Other network officials have reported similar
problems.
Besides the regular war coverage, most
of the networks have provided direct
"custom" calls from correspondents to
affiliates, which allows stations more direct contact. However, the demand for
these calls means that it might take
awhile for stations to get their turn.
Some U.S. local stations have their
own correspondents and satellite link
from the Persian Gulf, but most believe
the networks have the resources to do
the better job, several station news directors said.
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Plan for Equipment Deliveries
that you wish you'd never gotten started
with the whole project.

by Barry Mishkind
TUCSON, Ariz. Well, it's finally happened. Your budgetary requests have
been approved by the big guy.
Excitement builds in anticipation of the
new gear. Actually getting on the phone
and ordering it—why, it's like being in
atoy store.
And then, it seems everything starts
downhill, sometimes almost to the point

A poor start
In many casesfsomething somewhere
in the planning process broke down,
resulting in frustrating delays or missing
equipment. Yet, even proper planning
can't always prepare one for the myriad
of things that can go wrong from conception to completion of aproject.

Radio people are basically an impatient bunch, possibly from the constant
tension of being "tight and right" on the
air. And with the need to get everything
done between books, stations sóinetimes
forget necessary lead times in ordering
equipment.
For example, one of the most horrifying
moments of my career came when anew
25 kW transmitter I'd requested was finally
approved for purchase.

Who's Setting The Pace For
FM Transmitter Technology?

Called to the GM's office, Iwas pretty
happy until Ibegan listening to the end
of the speakerphone conversation in
progress with the manufacturer. The
GM had apparently decided to enter the
toy store himself.
"So thee he said, "we'll expect the
transmitter in aweek or so. That will be
plenty of time to get it on before the book.
We'll let you know how things go when
we plug it in."
Do Ihave to tell you that my heart just
slid into my boots? Plug it in? Ieven
heard the gasp over the phone from the
salesman.
As soon as the conversation was
ended, it fell to me to explain to the GM
afew facts, such as the need to provide
adequate electrical service, exhaust ducting and air conditioning for the new
transmitter, transmission lines, coax
switches, dummy load, etc.
Then there was the matter of getting the
transmitter into a building where the
previous transmitter had been installed
only after cutting ahole through the wall.
At least Igot through. The GM sighed,
"Well, how long will it take to get it on?
We need it for the spring book."
The grind began.
Plan before it arrives
Considering whether it might not be
wiser to resign right then, Ibegan the
process of scheduling the installation of
the transmitter.

MLEC
ENGINEER
F41 358

When it comes to technologic
developments in FM transmittert,
the record is very clear.
Broadcast Electronics:
First to introduce aProportional VSWR Foldback System
First to introduce " PVVM Automatic Power Control" with " Soft Start':
First to offer abuilt-in synchronous AM test port.
First to design asingle tube high power 30kVV FM Transmitter.
First to introduce asingle tube 10kW FM Transmitter with a4CX7500A tube.
First to introduce asingle tube 3.5kW FM Transmitter with a4CX3500A tube.
First to introduce aMicroprocessor Video Diagnostic System.
First to offer built-in, PC based, transmitter remote control.
First to offer astandard synchronous FM booster option.
And, Broadcast Electronics again sets the world standard for FM
Exciters with the new EX 50 which stands alone in audio performance
with 93 dB SIN and .003% THD and IMD.

State of the Art Leadership
Stereo technology, only B.E. designs AM, FM and TV stereo generators.

Patented Innovations
Broadcast Electronics has the largest and most skilled
engineering staff dedicated to the radio broadcast equipment industry.
Significant FM transmitter design patents awarded to BE.:
• Folded Half-wave Output Cavity, patented 1982.
• Internal Second Harmonic Suppressor, patented 1982.
• Broadband Input Impedance Matching Circuit, patented 1985.

=E

Broadcast Electronics is the only major FM transmitter manufacturer who
designs and builds its own solid state intermediate power amplifier ( IPA).
All products are backed by B.E:s 24 hour parts and service and astrict
quality assurance program.
The result of this commitment to state.of-the-art innovation is acomplete
line of RF products, designed to provide you with years of reliable service.
Certainly it's clear who is setting the standards for FM transmitter technology!
Circle ( 8) on Reply Card

•
B ROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N 24th ST., PO. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305, ( 217) 224-9600, TELEX: 250142, FAX: (217) 224-9607
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Fortunately (?) for me, the transmitter
wasn't coming the next week. It wouldn't
even come the next month. That wasn't
due to any failure on the manufacturer's
part. No, it takes time to build and test
atransmitter.
So, it now was time to quickly do the
planning that the GM had forgotten actually, never even thought about—before
placing the order. (At least he hadn't tried
to press the manufacturer with the old "it's
an emergency, we need it now" ploy).
While the lead time was reduced, I
was fortunate to find contractors able to
fit the schedule. Unfortunately, the GM
continued to create havoc by trying to
make "deals;' like the cheap eight-ton air
unit he traded out. More on that later.
The peripheral RF gear was mostly in
stock from the usual suppliers, within
the
sevento
10- week
time
frame I knew the project would
take.
By the way, it might be worthwhile
to reflect on the term "in stock." Few
companies today stock equipment or
parts as deeply as in past years. It's
not unusual to take 12 weeks to get
something in stock.
And if you're waiting on imported
equipment or parts, "We're waiting on
a shipment" takes on a whole new
meaning. Those ships just don't get from
the Far East to the U.S. overnight.
Making the checklist
Still, most important is being sure
that everything you will need has been
thought out and scheduled properly.
This is best not done in isolation.
That's because the building trades
have different needs and scheduling.
Getting them in the proper order
prevents wasted work or, worse,
delays when one crew has to stop
(continued on page 18)
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Serial-Capable DAT Moves In
by Mel Lambert
Part Iof II
STUDIO CITY, Calif. While preparing
arecent marketing report for aleading
hardware manufacturer, Ireviewed the
fundamental ways in which radio stations differ from other users of recording and replay equipment.
Unlike conventional recording studios
and post-production facilities, AM and
FM broadcasters need to initiate the
replay of sound sources in a virtually
ever-changing sequence. In essence,
flexible radio programming relies upon
this ability to accurately trigger the realtime or automated playback of any one
of literally thousands of music cuts, commercials, jingles, station IDs, news cuts,
PSAs, etc.
All of which explains why an increasing number of broadcasters are carefully
evaluating the potential of hard diskbased, random-access systems for both
local programming as well as augmenting an existing satellite delivery service.
Limitless potential
There can be no denying that the virtually limitless potential of flexible programming, and instant-start playback
offered by disk-based systems has agreat
deal to say for itself. But the often limited
storage capacity of hard disk systems,
and the time taken to inload new
material—plus their relatively high cost
and complexity per installation—may
leave some broadcasters searching for an
alternative solution.
In terms of cost per megabyte of storage, reliability and other practical considerations, the newer generation of DAT
machines now present aviable alternative to both analog (reel-to-reel or NAB
cart) and hard-disk systems.
In particular, for automating music
playback of longer cuts in the air studio,
and avariety of tasks around the production room, an array of remote-controlled
DAT transports can provide adegree of
cost-effective digital record and playback
flexibility unrivaled by other storage media.
Five DAT applications
There are afive types of routine applications for which programmable DAT
machines are most appropriate. First is
automated random-access to DAT
libraries of music, commercials, jingles,
station IDs, PSAs, etc. These customarily include up to 120 minutes of stereo
digital material stored on multiple
machines in both automated and
operator-assist facilities.
Under external computer control—
either from an existing automation system or a stand-alone PC—software
menus of available titles might be accessed via asmall CRT, touch panel or
keypad, and used to generate a customized play list. Such sequences then
could be set up to replay continuously,
triggered as individual events against a
master clock, or initiated as short sequences from the DJ or operator's position.
The second routine application involves streamlining the programmed
replay of music tracks and linking voice
messages stored on libraries of DAT

tapes at the originating studios of
satellite-delivery systems. This also includes replaying commercials and other
audio segments, including news bulletins and so on.
Third is automated duplication of syndicated material recorded to DAT, with
integrated master/slave control of several
dozen machines, including monitoring
of system parameters during the analog/digital transfer process.
In addition, during the delivery of syndicated material via satellite, all start/stop
functions of the various DAT machines
at each download/recording site can be
controlled automatically, including the
accurate monitoring of machine status,
record levels and error rates.

DAft7M.
DOMAIN
A fourth application is integrated control of routine inload to and archive from
digital audio workstations, including full
remote control of all DAT record/replay
functions during the inputting and
mastering of stereo music, voice-over, effects and related sound elements.
Finally, full remote control of record/replay functions can be had during
the production of radio commercials,
PSAs, jingles, etc., to allow overdubbing
of voice-overs, intros and outros against
libraries of music beds and effects tracks,
for example, or to provide duplicate
copies of acompleted production.
Requirement for full remote control
Fundamental to these and other applications would be the requirement that all
DAT transport and system functions
should be capable of being controlled
from an external computer or controller
system.
Until now, most DAT machines have

featured relatively basic parallel control
of primary transport modes, or wired/IR
hand-held remotes that provide pushbutton control of amajority of functions.
Both of these types of remote lack one
fundamental capability: They do not
provide information from the DAT
machine.
Such data can be extremely useful during the automated control of multiple
DAT machines in an average radio facility. The information might be used to
verify that the issued command(s) had
been received by the target deck, and are
now being acted upon; to determine a
variety of diagnostic functions, such as
transport mode, off-tape replay levels
and interpolated error rates; or to cause
adesignated transport to output the current Program Number position and Absolute Time Location.
As will be readily apparent, the inclusion of bidirectional serial ports on
newer generation DAT transports opens
up the opportunity for virtually limitless
creativity. In addition, individual DAT
machines can easily be removed or
added to a networked array of serialcapable transports, either to accommodate changing programming needs, or
for routine maintenance and other
functions.
Several new DAT machines now are
available that can satisfy these and other
requirements. In fact, Imight go as far
as stating that, for a variety of roles
around aradio station, the majority of
a DAT machine's front-panel transport
and system controls are redundant.
(Apart, that is, from the ubiquitous
Open/Close button necessary to remove
aDAT tape).
The real potential of DAT as areliable,
cost-effective, fast-access record/replay
medium, Iwould hazard to guess, can
only be fully achieved within the radio
environment using remote-controllable
transports.

The Preferred Source...
solves your studio problems
with Henry Engineering

In Part two, I'll conclude my discussion
of bidirectional serial control for DAT
machines and provide an overview of
two important interface schemes and
command protocols that provide integrated control between multiple decks,
controllers and editors.
Mel Lambert has been involved with the
production and broadcast industries on both
sides of the Atlantic for more than adozen
years. Now principal of Media&Marketing,
aconsulting service for the professional audio industry, he can be reached at
818-753-9510.

WHY
BUY THE
STRIPPED
DOWN ITC
SERIES-I
CART
MACHINE?
When you can get a
full-featured
Radio Systems
RS-2000 for less!
And, with features
like active phase and
flutter correction, and
front panel azimuth
adjust, the RS-2000
actually out-performs
an ITC-99, at less than
half the cost.
For value this good
you've got to go factory
direct.

Now available with all- metal cases, from...
RADIO PRODUCTS DIVISION

800/525-1037
Four Oaks, NC 27524
FAX 919/934-1537

BROADCAST
SERVICES/EME
The Davis Communications Group, Inc.

Circle 141 On Reader Service Card

Rama sYSTEMS INC.

A ajdeetees e

110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458
Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133
FAX 60 9/
467-3044
Circle 75 On Reader Service Card
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Simple Circuits Solve Mic Woes
by Bruce Bartlett and Jenny Bartlett

sound by filtering out low-frequency rumble from trucks, air conditioning, etc.
The series capacitors act as ahigh imELKHART, Ind. Is your audio plagued
by rumble, distortion and phase cancel- pedance at low frequencies, attenuating
lations? Does your mixer lack enough in- the signal by 3.5 dB at 100 Hz and 15 dB
at 20 Hz. If you want more low cut, reduce
puts for abig live recording job?
the value of the capacitors. Match them
within one percent to maintain abalanced
line.
Whenever you broadcast an event that
is amplified by asound-reinforcement system, at least two mixers will be used: the
Worry no more. With afew minutes of house mixer and your broadcast mixer.
your time, you can solve these audio prob- You need away to get microphone signals
lems by building some simple circuits: a to both mixers, but it's clumsy to double
microphone highpass filter, splitter, com- the number of mics on stage.
A better solution is to split the signal of
biner, pad, polarity reverser and pro/semieach ink two ways: to the house stage box
and to your broadcast stage box. (A stage
1.5 —
Figure 1.
box is achassis full of mic connectors wired
2 itF
to amulticonductor cable, or "snake)
2
2
The circuit shown in Figure 2uses one
female XLR connector feeding two male
1.5 —
2 i4F
XLR connectors in parallel, forming aYXLR-M
adapter. Note the ground-lift switch in one
XLR-F
3
--- 3
leg of the Y. This is to prevent ground
loops that can occur if the two mixers are
at different ground potentials. With the
1
1
ground switch lifted or open, any hum
picked up on the cable shield is drained
to one mixer's ground, but the grounds of
pro level matcher.
The circuit in Figure 1is designed to be the two mixers are not tied together.
A ground loop can happen when the
used in-line with alow-impedance dynatwo mixers are plugged into widely sepamic microphone. It helps clean up the

OUT

rated AC outlets. One way to prevent this
ground loop is to run along power extension cable from the housemixer power
Figure 2.

shield

Figure 3.

470

shield

-- Hi--

Its Not Just APhase
We're Going Throu
The tremendous success of the
Tannoy PBM series of reference
monitors is by no means coincidental. Since the introduction of the
world renowned NFM-8 nearfleld
monitor, much time and effort has
been spent on discerning the needs
of the mixing engineer and the ap_plied requirements of **playback
monitors
The PBM Line exemplifies this commitment to excellence in reference studio
monitoring. These compact loudspeakers sport robust poly cone
mid bass transducers utilizing efficient longthrow, high power voice
coils. The low frequencies are
carefully controlled by optimumly
tuned ports located on the rear of
the loudspeakers. Hi frequencies
are provided by Hi Power ferro
fluid cooled polyamide
dome tweeters which extend H.F. bandwidth beyond 20KHZ. The driver accompaniment is knitted

•

together by means of a precision
hardwired crossover unit, utilizing
robust low loss components, and
heavy-duty input terminals which
will accept standard 3/4" spaced
banana plugs and the majority of
high quality, specialist audio
cables. Transducers and crossover
assemblies are neatly housed in a
stylish, high density. partical wrap
cabinet, specially designed to
minimize unwanted cabinet resonance. and high frequency reflection. In summarizing, we have left
the best feature of all for last " price
versus performance."

TANNOY

shield

feed back to your broadcast mixer. Connected to the same AC outlet, the mixers
are more likely to be at the same ground
potential.
If you have more microphones than inputs, the combiner shown in Figure 3can
help. You might be using several mics to
pick up achoir or string section. By combining every two mics to acommon input
channel on your mixer, you can employ
several microphones, but half the number
of inputs required.
Note the resistors in the combiner. If
they were omitted, each microphone
would see the output impedance of the
other microphone-150 to 250 ohms. This
lowimpedance load can degrade lowfrequency response in adynamic mic, or
can create distortion in acondenser ink.
The 470ohm resistors present aminimum
load of 940 ohms to each microphone, so
that each mic is unloaded.
If you've ever recorded aloud sound
source into atape recorder, chances are

you've experienced input-overload distortion. For example, somebody yells into a
microphone, and the recorded signal is
distorted even though you didn't exceed
a0VU recording level.
Here's what's happening: the louder the
sound, the higher the output voltage of
the microphone. If the sound is loud
enough, the microphone can generate a
really hot signal—near
line level—which overshield
loads the mic preamp in
the tape recorder. The
gnd
record level control follift
lows the mic preamp, so
it can't prevent input
shield
overload.
The microphone pad
shown in Figure 4cuts
the level of the mic signal by 20 dB, preventing
input-overload distortion. For more loss, decrease the value of the
100-ohm resistor and
vice versa.
You may encounter a
microphone or amic cable that is wired in opposite polarity with all
your other mics. You'll
hear the problem when
you mix two microphones that are picking
up the same sound source. If the mics are
wired in opposite polarity, the low frequencies cancel out (in mono) or the stereo image becomes vague (in stereo).
To prevent this, you can build a
polarity reverser using amale XLR and

female XLR. Wire them in parallel but
reverse the connections to pins 2and 3
in one connector.
Sometimes an oppositepolarity combination works to your advantage as a
noise canceller. In aremote broadcast I
(continued on page 18)
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Simple Mic Circuits
(continued from page 16)
worked on, two announcers wore lavalier
mics. Unfortunately, a nearby gasolinepowered generator was making aracket.
Wiring one mic in opposite polarity and
mixing the two mics together caused the
generator noise to vanish.
The generator noise was cancelled because it was common to both mic channels
and in opposite polarity. But the lavaliere
mics sounded normal because their signals were not common to both channels.
Often you need to combine professional
and semipro equipment. For example, you
might be using aprofessional mixer with
+4 dBm output level driving aconsumer-

type DAT recorder with — 10 dBV nominal
level.
There's a12 dB difference between those
two signal levels, so the mixer can easily
overdrive the recorder. The 12 dB pad
shown in Figure 5attenuates the +4level
down to — 10, preventing distortion in the
recorder.
We hope all these gizmos provide some
quick fixes for you in difficult situations.
Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone design engineer and technical writer for Crown International. Jenny Bartlett is atechnical writer.
Bruce can be reached at 219-294-8388. Don't
mess with fenny.
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COMTECH
3.8 Meter
Antenna
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Leading stations all over the nation are adding market share by providing the
information and entertainment their audience wants. With over 75 radio networks
available via satellite, programs are available to boost your market share. Most
sports- nets, state news- nets, and agri-nets are available through SCPC audio
satellite.
Microdyne SCPC downconverters are the industry standard — none better for
less. Microdyrie PCDR-5 demodulators are feature- loaded . . . more standard
features than others offer as options! To complete the package, Harris Allied
recommends the Comtech 3.8M high performance satellite antennas.
Now more than ever, no one gives you more choices in satellite equipment — or
more help making the right choices — than Harris Allied. More people; expanded
resources: That's what we mean by taking the lead.

4.7K

cable shield

I

phono plug

.-

to cassette
recorder
line input

Equipment Deliveries
(continued from page 14)
work to wait for another contractor to
show up.
For example, the air conditioning contractor can't install the ductwork until the
new room is built. The interior can't be
finished until the electrical is installed,
which can't happen until the walls are
up. And so on.
So, proper planning involves alot of
careful coordination with all the local
contractors.
But don't forget that coordination is
not the only thing necessary. Clear instructions have to be issued ahead of
time or the contractors may not have
the needed parts.
Another potential bottleneck is
that changing transmitters—especially
adding a second unit or a larger
one—usually creates aneed for greater
electrical service. This is no place
to cut corners or run close to the
maximum current rating. Hot breakers

are tripped breakers. That produces a
lot of dead air.
When planning, don't forget the
additional current load required by
the air conditioning system. Often
you will need to get a larger breaker
box, especially when you factor in
the demands of two transmitters
running simultaneously, a dummy
load and sufficient air conditioning.
And don't let anyone tell you a
single unit is sufficient air conditioning, regardless of size. Put it this
way: What happens to the transmitter
if the fan or compressor goes? Right.
A full capacity backup is essential.
Meanwhile, where is the transmitter
and when is it arriving? We'll deal with
that issue in our next installment.
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic Engineer," is aconsultant and contract engineer
in Tucson. He can be reached at 602-2963797, or on FidoNet 1:300/11.

CCA has delivered more than 3,000
Broadcast Transmitters over the past
25 years. For 25 years our designs
have been refined and improved. The
result is the Evolution of the world's
most perfected, most tested, most
reliable, Radio Transmitter.

*Grounded Grid Triode
*Longest Tube Life
*Auto Power Control
* VSWR Power Foldback

HAnnis

*Single Phase Optional

.41-1-1ED
FAX 317-962-8961

to mixer
output or
Yadapter

put resistors
inside XLR
shell

Evolution.

MICRODYNE
1100 PCDR-5
SCPC Demodulator

SATELLITE

female XLR

CCA

MICRODYNE
1100-FFC-X1 RDC(L)
SCPC Satellite Downlink Receiver

_..iiii1M1111111111111111111111•1

Figure 5.

EQUIPMENT

317-962-8596

IN CANADA 800-268-6817

CCA Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213

With expanded staff and services. . . our lead keeps on growingl

(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222
HARRIS ALLIED ,Ç1991

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 14.

"Send me literature."

Circle 81.
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Why do more stations rely on the
528 Yoke Processor?
✓

✓
✓

✓

The power of five processors—mic pre-amp,
de-esser, expander, compressor/limiter,
3-band parametric EQ—in one rack space.
Straightforward controls make it easy to "dial
in" _
your sound.
Easy installation—mic level OUR) and rear
panel line level ( barrier strip) inputs and
outputs (balanced or unbalanced), facilitate
patch bay connection.
Each processor stage can be used separately
with rear panel harrier strip patching connections.

Where does your signal chain need help?
In the on-air studio, the 528 turns good voices
into great voices with acombination of flexible
signal processing power and outstanding audio
quality. The 528's powerful, easy-to-use controls
give you total command of your sound.
In the production studio, one Voice Processor
can smooth out copy reads, add extra "oomph" to
sound effects and "tweak" samples. With a
stacked pair of 528's, you can EQ and compress
stereo music beds, brighten up dull-sounding
agency dubs and clean up background noise on
final dubs for on-air playback.

528 Voice Processor

Broadcaster-designed features
The blueprint for the 528 grew out of long talks with radio people. For instance,
we learned that more and more stations are turning to top of the line condenser
mics. So the 528 has switchable phantom power built in. Production directors
emphasized that every voice is unique: the "one size fits all" type of signal
processing doesn't work. That's why the 528 gives you total control of gain, tonal
balance, and dynamic range ( including noise reducing downward expansion).

528 On-Air Set-Ups
Mix and match the EQ, dynamics and de-esser settings to get
the right sound for your
format.
• " Presence" EQ
• That "
big round sound"
• " Filter mic" telephone

simulation
• Gentle dynamic control for
"smooth talkers"
• Tight dynamic control for
screamers'
• Heavy de-essing at 8kHz gets
rid of excessive sibilance
• Mild de-essing at 2kHz
softens over-emphasized
fricatives

Production Power
with the 528

In the newsroom, the 528 gives you an assortment of tools to clean up actualities. If unnatural
high frequencies are aproblem, use the de-esser.
If background noise is intrusive, the expander
will push it out of the way. If the feed sounds
dull the parametric EQ can even out the frequency response. Is hum or interference a
problem? Notch it out with the parametric.

For maximum flexibility in production, you can access each section of
the 528 separately through the lullpanel barrier-strip terminals. There
are also compressor side chain, effects send/return and stacking connections for even more possibilities.

On live remotes where you're using aP.A., you
can notch out feedback with the parametric. The
combination of expander and compressor allows
you to " punch up" the vocal mic without feedback.

gets rid of "thump" from
third-generation tape dubs
• Loudness compensation
makes music beds sound full
under voiceovers
• With ahigh Threshold, the
expander makes sound
effects even more dramatic

Proven reliability
The 528 Voice Processor, like all Symetrix products, is
designed and built for non-stop, no-slowing-down professional applications. We use double sided, plated-through
glass PC lx)ards, top-quality pots and heavy-duty connectors.
Fully regulated ±15 V bi-polar power supplies maximize
available headroom ( the 528's outputs are capable of +24
Mtn). Hundreds of stations around the country know they
can count on their 528s to perform flawlessly—any time and
every time.

• Low frequency shelving EQ

• With high Threshold and
Ratio settings the compressor
becomes alimiter.
• A combination of high
frequency shelving EQ and
expansion gives you singleended noise reduction unit.
By patching the equalizer's
output into the side chain
input, you can make the
expander especially sensitive
to the high frequencies. Use a
stacked pair to clean up the
final mix.

Cleaning up news feeds
with the 528
• 60 Hz hum filter with the
parametric
• 15,750 sync leakage filter
using parametric
• Agentle high-frequency boost
can often enhance intelligibility
• De essing gets rid of HF
"garbage" from phone lines
and remote feeds
• Combine compression and
expansion to "tighten up" the
dynamic range without
increasing background noise
• Live remotes run more
smoothly with the 528
• Parametric EQ gives you
three separate notch filters
to tame PA feedback
• Compression plus expansion
lets you "tighten up" the
[ock's monitor without risking
feedback

We only have room here for afew of the ways broadcasters arc
using the 528 to improve sound quality everywhere in the station.
But now that you know some of the possibilities, what are you
waiting for? Contact your broadcast distributor. Or call Symetrix
toll-free at 800- 288-8855—we'll be happy to send you our 528
applications note and tell you about our other dynamics processors, headphone amplifiers, mic preamps, telephone interfaces,
precision meters, noise reduction and automatic level controllers.

Iniii.•&

The perfect choice or less-titan-perfect voices.
(and for whimpy sound effects,

lumpy music beds, mushy

agency dubs...)
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FCC Decides Policy for RITOIE
by Lex Felker
WASHINGTON RITOIE is not an Italian gastronomical delight. It's an acronym coined by consulting engineer Dan
Rieder for "receiver-induced, third-order
intermodulation effect"—a particularly
troublesome type of interference that can
plague FM broadcasters.
The FCC has been wrestling with
RITOIE problems on an ad hoc basis
since a severe case broke out in Minneapolis several years ago. Following an
incident decided in January, the agency
articulated aRITOIE policy.
The Commission has had rules on
the books for years addressing so-called
"blanketing" interference that can arise
when a "victim" receiver is so close
to abroadcast transmitter that it makes
reception of other stations impossible.

difficulties develop after stations begin
operation, the new broadcasters may
be required to resolve individual complaints. This decision is in keeping with
the agency's longstanding "newcomer"
policy, which has been applied in a
variety of different types of interference cases.
Under the policy, new stations are
required to make "reasonable efforts"
to alleviate interference developing after the start of operations.
Finally, the Commission declared that
licensees' efforts would be judged as
reasonable if RITOIE to non-mobile
receivers is resolved on a complaint-

by-complaint basis. In addition to relieving newcomers of any obligation to fix
interference to car radios, this finding
allows complaints to be addressed individually.
Need not relocate
Thus, licensees need not cure aclass
of interference by relocating their transmitting site, for example.
Although the Commission has not
made receiver intermod a part of its
FM allocation standards, hopefully, this
order will reduce the extent of RITOIE
by establishing who is responsible for
resolving complaints of interference,

and the extent of that responsibility.
Make no mistake, however, that even
within the Commission's limits, RTIOIE
can be difficult to cure and listeners
don't appreciate it. It can be a heck
of alot easier to avoid these interference problems than it is to fix them
later.
Therefore, FM broadcasters considering a new transmitter site—especially
so-called "master antenna" sites—may
want to study the potential for receiver
intermod before an application is filed.
In this case, an ounce of prevention
can be worth apound (and lots of dB)
of cure.
Lex Felker is a technology/engineering
consultant with the law firm of Wiley, Rein
& Fielding in Washington, and formerly
chief of the FCC's Mass Media Bureau.

FORUM
RITOIE is alittle different, however.
The Commission has described it as occurring "when the signals of two stations
interact within areceiver to generate a
third signal which disrupts the reception
of any station operating on the same frequency as the receiver-generated signal!'
(whew!)
These spurious signals are generated
in areceiver's mixer. Although the typical case involves two interacting signals, it also is quite possible for three
fundamental signals to mix together to
produce a fourth. In either case, the
interfering signals are called "third order" products because they are
described by the cubed term in the
power expansion of the mixer's transfer function.

You've heard people crying wolf about FM
digital multi-processors for awhile now. Well....
the real Wolf is here, and it's ready to go!
Introducing the UNITY 200091 from Cutting Edge,

Minneapolis overload
The existence of this type of interference came to the Commission's attention
several years ago when five commercial
FM stations in Minneapolis co-located
their transmitters. The resulting receiver
intermod caused severe interference to
other stations situated elsewhere in the
city. The Commission resolved these
problems by ordering the commercial
stations to reduce their power by 50 percent.
Since that case, the Commission has
asked broadcast applicants whether any
FM or TV stations exist in the vicinity of
the proposed broadcast site that could
create receiver intermod. The FCC staff
also has been routinely conducting intermod analyses and advising applicants
with potential problems that they bear
responsibility for resolving interference
complaints.
In January, an appeal of one of the
staff's actions finally worked its way to
the full Commission. As a result, the
agency established a formal RITOIE
policy.
Significantly, the Commission
declared that service disruptions due
to receiver characteristics are not necessarily modifications of a broadcaster's
license. Therefore, the hearing provisions of the Communications Act will
not apply in cases involving RITOIE.
The Commission did find, however,
that in situations where reception

the only full-function FM Digital Processor that
gives you everything you need for your broadcast
audio chain in one chassis.
Each component in the UNITY" stands on its
own as the best in its class. The way the UNITY'
brings these components together allows you
to achieve an on-air sound that you never
dreamed possible. Regardless of your format,
you WILL sound better.
For all of its versatility, the UNITY 2000 is
extremely easy to use. An intuitive, menu driven
interface lets you concentrate on the sound while
providing adirect visual correlation to your
settings.
Experience the power of Unified Processing'.

DIGITAL

PROCESSO

It gives you unprecedented control over your

•SELECTABLE DIGITAL WIDE BAND AGC

sound, and its price won't leave you howling.

•SELECTABLE LOW FREQUENCY EQUALIZER
• DIGITAL 4-BAND LEVELER/PREPROCESSOR
• DIGITAL 4- BAND LIMITER
•DISTOFTION CANCELING CLIPPER
•DIGITAL STEREO GENERATOR
•SELECTABLE COMPOSITE CLIPPER

maw

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
2501 West Third Street • Cleveland, OH 44113 • Telephone: 216.241.3343 • FAX: 216.621.2801
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NEW NEW NEW
12,000
MODULAR
6 CHANNELS $3,999/ 12 CHANNE

2619 Midpoint Drive • Fort Collins, CO 80525 • ( 303'

Ail3N M3N AA3N

NEW NEW NEW
SERIES
roNSOLES
LS

$6,499

/18 CHANNELS $8,893
FEATURES

Totally Modular Console- Input modules, Output modules, Option modules
Ease of Service
Ease of Installation
Ease of Expansion
Three Mainframe Sizes-8channels, 18 channels, 28 channels
Full Metering
Timer on All models
Talkback to "2" studios
• Ultrahigh Quality Construction and design
Penny and Giles 3000 Series slide faders
VCA's
ITT Schadow switchs
Gold connectors— IC's socketed—regulated power supply
• 3 Stereo Output Buses
• 2 Internal Mix- minus Buses for 'Telephone'
• Option Modules-D.A.'s, Mono Mixes, Remote Selectors, Etc.
• Comprehensive Logic system
Start and stop sources by isolated internal reed relays
Remote channel On and Off control with Tally lamps for turrets
Flashing OFF switchs for cart machine status
Three muting buses for Control room and two studios
Timer reset selectable on each module
Monitor DIM function during cue and talkback

224-2248

rn
d

arrakis
SYSTEMS, INC.

AA3N AUN AA3N
Orcle 114 On Reader Service Card
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Hot Newsroom and Studio Tips
by John Bisset
FAIRFAX, Va. As computers invade
the broadcast newsroom, the AP line is
typically connected to acomputer with
the printer being driven from the computer's parallel port.
In the case of the versatile HP Laserjet
printer, making up an adapter plug to permit connection of the printer directly to
the output of the AP modem will save
your newsman should the computer fail.
The jumper cable connects directly
into the serial port. Printer reconfiguration instructions can be taped to alaminated card tied to the cable end. A bit
more elaborate effort would be the purchase of an A-Bswitchbox, which would
permit feeding either the printer directly
or the computer.
Again, the printer must be reconfigured to switch over to the serial port,
but the procedure is straightforward.
* * *
Jim Wenstrom, CE for Wynne Broadcasting in Oregon, offers the following
tip for owners of the Harris FM-20K: If
all of asudden you get strange voltage
readings, the first things you want to
check are the large wire-wound resistors

inside the transmitter cabinet.
These resistors range from 100 W to
160 W. Jim has experienced these resistors opening up, resulting in the strange
voltage readings; the transmitter, however, will still stay on the air. In seven

The Automute mercury
switch from Miwitronics.

years, Jim reports losing one or another
of these resistors three different times.
Jim can be reached in Klamath Falls,
Ore., at 503-882-4656.
* * *
Every so often, acompany comes up

till
Spring 1991
TTC's Open Letter to all Broadcasters:
Broadcasting stands in the beginning
of a new decade. A decade that guarantees to be full of technical changes. Isn't
it good to know one thing will not
change, our commitment to Broadcast
and you. We are TTC, a proven leader
in the Broadcast Transmitter arena.
TTC continues to lead the way with
state of the art, affordable transmitters.
Visit us at NAB, April 15- 18th in Las
Vegas, Booth 3066. For our European
customers, we will be in Montreaux,
Switzerland from the 14-18th of June
1991. Stop by and see us there in Booth
5904.
TTC Products with Pride and Integrity

with aproduct that we wonder how we
ever lived without. One that fits such a
category is being distributed by the
Broadcaster's
General Store and
is manufactured
by Miwltronics. It's
called an Automute and is an encapsulated mercury switch that
quietly silences telephone handsets.
How
ma ny
times have you
been
on
the
phone, only to be
interrupted by someone with an urgent
question you must answer now? Install
an Automute and simply raise the receiver mouthpiece higher than the earpiece. The receiver microphone is auto-

vision industry, portions of the notes can
be used for AM/FM broadcast.
Of particular interest is aSystem Planner, which outlines the equipment you'll
need beyond your gm transmitter or receiver. Pricing and part number columns
make budgeting for these items abreeze,
and insure that
nothing will be
forgotten.
The
price can't be
beat—it's free and
can be yours by
circling
Reader
Service 31. If you're
attending
the
NAB, drop by the
Andrew
booth
(5533) and request
acopy.

Every so often, a
company comes up
with a product
that we wonder
how we ever lived
without.

***

We'll wrap up this issue with acomment from Al Lapides of the Leo Burnett
Ad Agency in Los Angeles. Al called to
comment on the problem with the MCI
photocell (
Workbench, RW, January 1991).
Seems his agency's studio had asimilar
problem involving an NEC tuner that
was always tuned to channel 13, whether
matically and silently muted.
you wanted it there or not.
For recording in the newsroom, simAl traced the problem to the track lightply lay the receiver face down to mute.
ing, which was on adimmer. As you inMuting does not occur if the receiver is
creased the intensity of the lights, apoint
laid on its side. The Automute does away
was reached that triggered the remote senwith costly push-to-talk handsets or rubsor, causing the channel selector to run all
ber bands used to force the receiver
the way up to 13. Al solved the problem
pushbutton "on."
using astrip of phototape to cover the senPriced less than $50, this little device
sor. Some fixes are just too simple.
is truly a "best buy." For more informaGot atip or amodification that's made
tion on the Automute, circle Reader Servyour life easier? Share it with your felice 74. To order the Automute, call Dave
low engineers. Jot it down in rough form
Kerstin at 708-231-7120. See the Autoand fax it to 703-998-2966.
mute in action at NAB booth 2223.
u..
** *
John Bisset recently left Delta Electronics
Planning an SU? Andrew Corp. can
to concentrate on Multiphase Consulting, a
help. It is offering several application
bulletins on its STL products. Primarily contract engineering company. He can be
directed at the changes facing the tele- reached at 703-379-1665.

ITC CART II
eePatented Dynamic
Tensioning System

s

SerStationary Hub Design
12rPassive Tape Guidance

d High
100% Laser Inspected
Output Tape
r

Only ITC Cart II assures consistent audio quality,
excellent phase stability, and low flutter,
play after play.
Want more information on the ITC Cart II? Call us.

International Tapetronics Corporation

Television Technology Corporation, USA
(303) 665-8000 ext. 456 * TWIX: 910-938-0396TTC COLO
Circle 45 On Reader Service Card

P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
TEL: (800)447-0414; ( 309)828-1381
FAX: ( 309)828-1386
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Designing for Versatilit
by John "Q" Shepler
ROCKFORD, Ill.

Picture yourself at

5:45 a.m., eyes puffy, hair dripping,

brain numb. You're defeated. Sign-on is
ascant 15 minutes away and the main
control board is stone cold silent. The
program director peers through the studio window with ahopeful look. You reply with adon't-waste-your-time stare.
The message is received.
Alone with the remains of the power
supply on the floor, you strain for an alternate plan. Rebuilding the fried supply
is going to take hours—endless hours with
management breathing down your neck.
You need to buy time to think and work.
There is only one way to buy that time.
Get something, anything, on the air now.

TIPS
As you stand in the clutter rubbing your
earlobe, aplan starts to materialize. You
could put the morning announcer in the
production studio and at least get on the
air. That's not so good, though. There are
only two cart machines and no input for
the news studio. It's also really cramped
in there. No, you need abetter plan.
How can you get the main studio on
the air? You need a power supply.
Production studio? No, different kind of
board. News studio? That's it. The main
studio and news studio have the same
make of board. It's asmaller board, but
the supply might be OK.
Now you're in motion. Round up the
newscaster and the program director.
They agree. News moves into production.
You grab the supply cards and transformer from the news board. Into the
main studio. Old cards and transformer
out. New ones in. Power on. Barn! The
breaker blows. Still out of action.
OK, think now. Isolate that supply. Pull
all the cards and reset the breaker. Power
on again. This time it holds. Whew! At
least the supply wasn't destroyed.
One by one
Now insert the cards again, one by
one. Wait a minute. This line driver
smells burnt. Set it aside for the moment. The other cards are in and the
supply is holding.
Back to the news studio. Grab aline
card. Into the main board. The meters
jump. Open the network pot and up
comes stereo program. Mic 1is OK. Mic
2 is OK. Grab a cart and run it a few
seconds on each machine. Carts one,
two, three and four are just fine.
What's that frying sound in the left
side of the board? Barn! Breaker went
again.
Now you are really starting to perspire.
Just when it looked good. Rats, everything's down the tubes again.
Pause for a second and think this
through. Maybe more of these cards
are going. Yank 'em all. Now put in
all the cards from the news board. You
still need a couple of line inputs because the main board is larger. Pick
the two that look the best and insert
those. Now flick that breaker again. It's
holding. Great.
You have five minutes. Get that pile of
boards and tools out. Have the sign-on

announcer try the channels again before
turning on the transmitter plates. Still
OK. Your luck seems to have turned.
Six o'clock. Plates on. Sign-on cart
start. National anthem on the air.
Go get some coffee in the lounge.
You've earned it.
Set up for easy substitutions
You can readily see the advantage of
having the same make and model of
control board in all your studios. Not
only is servicing easier because there is
only one design to learn, but when disaster strikes you generally can gather up
enough working components to get at

least one board running.
The same is true of transmitters, cart
machines, tape decks, CD players, computers and just about everything else
that you have more than one of.
This is the ideal. Reality for most stations is that equipment is purchased a
piece at atime over many years. The best
shot at getting aconsistent physical plant
comes when anew station is being built
or when amajor remodeling is underway. But what about the rest of the time?
If you can't get commonality of equipment, at least work toward being able
to substitute one piece of gear for another. The idea is to get a minimum

system on the air, so you have time
to deal with the problems without the
added pressure of the station losing
revenue and audience.
In our story, the production studio
could have been pressed into an air studio if it had been set up for this. It's a
good idea to set up your studios so that
they can be AM, FM, news or production. You don't have to buy extra tape
equipment. Just be sure to have inputs
and connectors ready so you can plug in
an extra cart player at amoment's notice.
Connections are the key to versatility.
Fortunately, wire is relatively cheap. Run
program outputs from all boards to a
patch panel in the transmitter room.
Also, direct program outputs from each
board to aux inputs on the other boards.
This makes the switchovers easy.
(continued on page 29)

7.5kHz or 15kHz
Dial Up Audiam
You can choose what's right for you.
For two years CCS' Micro56 has been setting the standard for 7.5kHz audio over
digital dial telephone lines. Now CCS is proud to announce the first commercially
available MUSICAMTm 15kHz CODEC for use with the same dial up digital lines.
Whether you're AM or FM, news or music, CCS' family of digital audio CODECS
gives you Crystal Clear Digital AudioTM over any 56/64Kbs digital facility. Rack
mount, desk top, PC based, rate adaptable, ISDN compatible, 15kHz or 7.5kHz
it's your choice. Only from CCS Audio Products.

Hear Us At

C CCS Ace Reduce
33 West Main Street
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 U.S.A
201-946-3800 Fax: 201-946-7167 Telex: 642672CCSHOLM
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Why Was The Blue Book Blue?
A Look Back at the FCC's Study of " Public
Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees"
by George Riggins
LONG BEACH, Calif. John Dehnel,
CE of KSL in Salt Lake City, Utah, has
taken me to task for comments about
Blaw Knox Towers. John states that KSL
has aBlaw Knox Tower, so what makes
them so special?
The next time I'm in Salt Lake City,
Iwill make arrangements to take atour
of the KSL facilities. A report is forth-

coming on its tower and the center insulator. John says the center insulator
has astrap placed across it. The report
will explain the reasons for a center
insulator.
The difference between a standard
self-supporting tower and the towers
in use by WLW and WSM is the
method of construction. Take two selfsupporting windmill towers of 500 feet
or more and place one point down on
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with resources, design
expertise and unparalleled
worldwide capabilities

the ground. Stand the second tower
on top of the first one, guy the mass
only at the bustle, and you have apicture of the towers that are in service
at WLW and WSM.
We have some tall towers in the
Sacramento-San Joaquin River delta region of California, but they are of the tall
slender type with many levels of guys.
The delta towers are in the 1,800-foot
class, tall enough to stick out above the
fog we have here in the west. The delta
towers serve as navigational aids to aerial navigation when fog and low clouds
are covering the area.
One of the taller towers in the Los Angeles basin belongs to KFI—the IdeIco
tower has a height of 755 feet. At one
time the KFI tower was considered out
in the country, but now is completely
surrounded by suburbia.

nomer. The report received the connotation because it was bound in a blue
folder. At the time, the government
printing office had the choice of two
colors—blue or red.

One of the early concepts of radio was
that there would be no commercials as
we know them today. Rather, the programs would be uplifting, educational,
informative and intellectually stimulating.
The Blue Book report dealt primarily
with the station owner's programming

One of the early concepts of radio was
that there would be no commercials.
Rather, the programs would be uplifting,
educational, informative and intellectually
stimulating.
To me, there is adifference between a
tall tower and the mass that is displayed
by the two self-supporting towers
melded into one huge structure.

HARRIS ALLIED SYSTEMS

We offer total program management with engineering and design expertise that ranges
from facility layout and site preparation to fumiture design, from equipment specification to final verification of performance.

When you work with Harris Allied Systems, you work with people who know broadcasting and communications from conception and design through final sign-on and
documentation. So you can be most confident that your project will have functional,
ergonomic layout like the ones pictured here. You can be sure that all of your equipment will meet the highest standards of form, function and reliability. You can then concentrate on the other important aspects of managing your facility.
From transmitter building (pre-fabricated or constructed on-site), to transmitter installations, towers, antenna systems and even terrestrial microwave links, the experts at Harris
Allied will ensure total systems integration and performance.
Systems planning, installation and management assistance are just some of the ways
Harris Allied has expanded to help you meet the challenges of the future: That's what
we mean by taking the lead.
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IN CANADA 800-268-6817

With expanded staff and services. . . our lead keeps on growingi
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Frn TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.

FMTA services: Feasibility studies,
frequency searches, system designengineering, FCC applications. Publisher of The SIGNAL SOURCE, bimonthly newsletter all about FM
translators. BEST EQUIPMENT
PRICES.

I-Lannis

SYST

responsibilities and promises versus actual performance. The first major study
concentrated on Chain Broadcasting and
the seemingly increasing control of stations by NBC and CBS, and to alesser
About The Blue Book
extent by the Mutual Broadcasting SysAmong the first major studies to be
tem.
A complicated yet influential factor in
conducted by the FCC was "The Blue
Book," known as the "Blue Laws" in
the study was the entry into broadcast1946. The term Blue Book was applied
ing by absentee owners. The term more
appropriately was used to denote corto the study by the FCC of "Public
porate ownership that had not applied
Service Responsibility of Broadcast
Licensees," United States Printing Offor an original station license, but instead
fice, 1946.
had purchased an ongoing operation as
The name "Blue Laws" really is amis- an investment.
The first absentee owner to bring controversy to the issue was AVCO, Aviation Corp., a holding company with
"Doing things for
interests in manufacturing products as
successful FM translators"
diverse as aircraft engines, ships,
boilers, heaters, kitchen sinks, bombers,
jeep bodies and operating airlines, oil
fields, a stock brokerage firm and a
public utility.
AVCO's interest in broadcasting came
out of the $22 million purchase of prominent businessman Powell Crosley, Jr.'s
empire, which included 23 radio
licenses—AM, FM, facsimile and short
Talk with Howard
wave—and Crosley's line of radios,
Enstrom, veteran
refrigerators, automotive accessories and
broadcast consultant who, in the 70s
other products.
switched to FM
During the FCC hearings into the protranslators as a
posed sale, AVCO officials admitted that
specialty.
(continued on next page)

FM TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
30925 Vista Vista
Mount Dora, FL 32757
(904) 383-3682 FAX (904) 383-4077
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(continued from previous page)

the company thought of the stations only as "part" of
the package. The AVCO chairman also said that the corporation knew nothing about broadcasting, the background of broadcasting or any of the FCC requirements. AVCO had no inkling of the real value of the
stations. Broadcasting was looked upon as aromance
business.
The transfer of the station licenses was approved by
a four to three vote. The transfer of these stations
brought forth another study known as the "AVCO
Rule!' It's on the books, but never really was implemented.
Complete in a month
The Blue Book study was done under the direction
of FCC Chairman Paul Porter. The actual preparation
of the report was assigned to Edward Brecher, with the
requirement that the report be completed within a
month.
Enlisted to help prepare the study was Charles
Siepmann, who had lectured at Harvard on the
social impact of broadcasting. He did a study on
wartime propaganda and wrote a booklet, "Radio
in Wartime!' The fact that Siepmann was British and
worked for the BBC before coming to the U.S. helped
fuel the controversy that eventually surrounded the
study.
An interesting fact connected with the study was the
total amount of expenses claimed by Siepmann while
working as aconsultant for the FCC—for 21 days including salary and travel expenses: $839.67.
The Blue Book study was completed on schedule;
after review and revisions, the 80-page document was
released in March 1946.
George Riggins has experience in radio and electronics dating back to the 1930s. He also is alicensed ham radio operator and has had his own broadcast sales and service company, Riggins Electronic Sales, for more than 20 years. He
can be reached at 213-598-7007.
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Radio TIME JOB ASPIRANTS
ON AIR, CHARGE FOUND LACKING
AGAINST MAN IN KNOWLEDGE

Reprint d om

World February 22, 1930. Editor's note .Th

`
SCHn
001. OF AIR'
TEST IS BEGUN

11W of old, printed for atime in the 1920s and1930.
s_a_d today's RW are unrelated except in name

OF

By RUDOLPH L. DUNCAN

Washington
The Federal authorities in St. Louis,
Mo., have arrested George \V. Fellowes
upon a warrant issued under the provisions of the national radio act, charging
operation of a broadcasting station without license and interference with interstate commerce, it has been stated by
the Department of Justice. The statement
of the department follows:
Information has been received at the
Department of Justice of a case brought
under the penal provisions of the national
radio act, involving one George W. Fellowes, at St. Louis, Mo. Fellowes was arrested on a warrant charging operation
of a station without a license and interference with interstate commerce by interfering with the broadcasting of other
stations. The radio inspectors of the Department of Commerce made the charge
that operation of a broadcasting station
by Mr. Fellowes was interfering with
programs issued by licensed stations.
Investigation was made by officials of
Department of Justice which disclosed
that Mr. Fellowes would, by means of his
apparatus, re- broadcast over his station a
program being broadcast front one of the
other stations. In this way it was alleged
that he was " stealing a program."
Through arrangements perfected with
a licensed station, the operations of Mr.
Fellowes were disclosed and a search warrant was issued and some of the apparatus in connection with his station, employed in ascertaining the wave length,
was seized
The facts in connection with the case
are shortly to be presented to the Federal
grand jury in St. Louis. The offenses
enumerated in the radio act are felonies,
with a maximum punishment of five years
or fine of $5,000, or both.

It's about time that the myth of easy
radio men be exploded. The idea that
mere radio knowledge immediately qualifies one for a position of wealth and affluence is just as foolish as expecting the
graduate of the law, engineering, medical
or journalistic school to attain fame and
fortune overnight. Education is only the
first, albeit very necessary step; hard
work, constant application, and a specialized training, constitute the second and
decisive step.
Radio and allied industries are more
anxious than ever before to obtain qualified radio trained men. Eut it is well to
note that they are looking for men with
qualifications other than ability to handle
soldering iron and pliers, or again the
ability to handle asimple home-made radio
set.
No Longer an Experiment
Radio today is no longer an experiment: it is a serious industry. With business running into hundreds of millions;
with millions of sets to he produced each
year; with hundreds of millions of capital
and hundreds of thousands of workers,
radio no longer can tolerate the handy
man of pioneers memories.
Recenntiv Ihad an oppprtunity of looking over the calibre of men applying for
radio positions of trust. It is appalling to
note how few men really know radio.
Operators Deficient, Too
Even radio operators who have been
at sea for years, with many hours of
leisure time each day in which to study,
show a woeful lack of modern radio
knowledge. Many cannot answer simple
questions readily answered by our young
students. Rather than bemoan the lack
of good positions, many of our so-called
radio men would do well to take stock
of their radio knowledge.

Washington.
The United States Office of Education is
encouraging the educational broadcasting
experiment of " The American School of
the Air," which opened the first of a series
of programs under the auspices of the
Grigsby-Grunovv Company in co-operation
with the Columbia Broadcasting System, the
Commissioner of Education, William John
Cooper, stated.
As a member of the advisory council of
the School of the Air, of which the Secretary of the Interior, Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, and the Assistant Secretary of Commerce, Julius Klein, are members, Dr.
Cooper pointed out that this experiment will
be watched to ascertain the possibilities of
radio in education.
Dr. William C. Bagley, professor of education, Teachers' College, Columbia University, heads the advisory faculty of the
school, which consists of educators in different branches of learning.
The American School of the Air will
broadcast programs twice a week for 15
weeks. The program is to broadcast every
Tuesday and Thursday at 2 : 30, Eastern
Standard Time, and continue one-half hour.
The Tuesday broadcast will deal with American history and that on Thursday will deal
with literature, civics, art, music, health,
nature study, and international good will.
The first program was opened by the
chairman of the Federal Radio Commission,
Ira E. Robinson. After the formal opening
Columbus was the topic of discussion.
It has been estimated that this experiment
reached more than 6,000.000 school children
hrough approximately 150,000 receiving sets.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS . . .
Continental Electronics Installations At Master Antenna Facilities.
LOXLEY TOWER SITE
Mobile, Alabama
3OF 3STATIONS

LOADSTAR TOWER PROJECT
New Orleans, Louisiana
4OF 4STATIONS

LOADSTAR TOWER PROJECT
Orlando, Florida
3OF 3STATIONS

SENIOR ROADS TOWER GROUP
Houston, Texas
7Oh 12 TRANSMITTERS

WBLX
WGCX
WJ LQ

WEZB
WLNG
WMXZ
WQUE

WJHM
WJ YO
WOCL

KFMK
K1KK
KKBQ
KLOL

27.5 kW
27.5 kW
27.5 kW

TELETOWER PROJECT
Houston, Texas
2OF 2STATIONS
KLTR
KMJQ

27.5 kW / 21.5 kW (Aux)
50 kW

BRODIE LANE TOWER SITE
Austin, Texas
2OF 2STATIONS
KHFI
KPEZ

35 kW
21.5 kW

SUMMIT TOWER PROJECT
Atlanta, Georgia
2OF 3STATIONS /
4OF 5TRANSMITTERS
WSTR
WVEE

35 kW ( 2)
40 kW

LOADSTAR TOWER PROJECT
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
2OF 2STATIONS
WJQY
WKQS

35
35
35
35

kW
kW
kW
kW

GANNETT TOWER PROJECT
Miami, Florida
8OF 10 STATIONS
WEDR
WHQT
WLVE
WPOW
WQBA
WSHE
VVTM I
WZTA

50 kW
25 kW
25 kW (
2)
25 kW
21.5 kW
25 kW
25 kW (2)
25 kW (2)

MILLER TOWER SITE
Dallas, Texas
6OF 6STATIONS
KKDA
KLTY
KLUV
KOAI
KZPS
WAR

40
40
40
45
40
40

kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW

40 kW
50 kW

25 kW
55 kW
55 kW

LOADSTAR TOWER PROJECT
Jacksonville, Florida
30F4 STATIONS
WAIV
WFYV
\A/01K

40 kW
27.5 kW
35 kW

OLDSMAR TOWER PROJECT
Tampa, Florida
2OF 2STATIONS
WKRL
WUSA

40 kW
40 kW

25
25
25
25
25
25

kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW ( 2)

27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5

kW ( 2)
kW ( 2)
kW ( 2)
kW

MONTGOMERY TOWER PARTNERS
Montgomery, Alabama
4OF 4STATIONS
WBAM
WHHY
WLWI
WSYA

35
35
35
35

kW
kW
kW
kW

BITLOW TOWER PROJECT
Orlando, Florida
3OF 3STATIONS
WHTO

SHOREVIEW TOWER
PROJECT
Minneapolis, Minnesota
60F 8STATIONS
KDWB
KEEY
KLXK
KQRS
WLOL
WLTE

5

WEST TIGER MOUNTAIN
TOWER SITE
Seattle, Washington
6OF 9TRANSMITTERS
KBSG
KMPS
KRPM

50 kW
50 kW
50 kW

When experience counts you can count on Continental transmitters.
This track record reflects the quality of Continental transmitters and our commitment to the broadcaster.
May we assist you in planning your new facility around anew Continental transmitter?

Cantini_Atal eàetÉlezie.5_ Calpele.tion_
RO. BOX 270879

DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879

214-381-7161
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RF: How Close Really Is Safe?
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. For the last
several months, we've been discussing the
FCC limits on public and occupational RF
exposure. The FCC is using the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI)
C95.1-1982 Standard Safety Levels.
Stations can determine compliance
with the standard through measurement
of the electric and magnetic fields at all
locations people are to occupy or by
making predictions.
Some prediction methods are available
in the FCC Office of Science and Technology Bulletin 65 (available from NTIS as

publication PB#86-127081; call 800-3364700 to order). The predictions in OST65
are worst case, so it is possible for astation
to have predicted fields above the ANSI
limits but still actually be within the limits.
In cases where the predictions show possible exposure above the limits, measurements should be made.
A suggested procedure
I've listed a suggested procedure to
comply with these requirements and will
gladly accept comment. As part of station license renewal, each station must
certify that it does not impose asignificant environmental impact (FCC Form

So what are you waiting for?

303-S, question 7) or submit an environmental assessment. Consultants I've
spoken with have suggested doing whatever is possible to meet the ANSI spec
so that an environmental assessment
need not be submitted.
OST65 should be reviewed. The appropriate calculations should be made to
determine where the areas of predicted
excess fields are. These locations should
be fenced off (with a non-conductive
fence to avoid reradiation) and appropriate signs posted. Based on OST65, these
locations will be around the bases of AM
and FM towers.
A report should be written demonstrating the method used to determine
compliance and the location of the restricted areas. I'd probably answer the
renewal form question 7something like
this: "Using the methods contained in
FCC OST65, it has been determined that
the station complies with FCC specified
guidelines for human exposure to radio
frequency radiation. A copy of the analysis is available on request!'
The report should carefully document
the procedures used to determine compliance and what measures are taken to
limit public and worker access to areas
of excessive fields.
Restricted access
There are going to be some areas
where radiation is above the FCC specified limits. For FM stations, this may be
an area at the base of the tower or an
area on the tower above acertain height.
Besides signs on fences intending to
limit public access, warning signs should
be posted in the transmitter building for
workers. These signs should point out
the limited access area and what should
be done to gain access. For FM stations,
Ido not see any reason to allow worker
access to ahigh radiation area.
If aworker is to do work on atower, the
transmitter power should be reduced
(possibly to 0percent) so the predicted or
measured field complies with the limit. It
is not necessary (as far as Ican tell) to work

Pick up the phone and call
Chuck or Jim.
These guys really know the business and are ready
to help you. You're guaranteed the most knowledgeable
broadcast assistance in the industry and you'll get the
fairest price for your used equipment.
Our Used Equipment Exchange can stretch your equipment budget — it's just one
of the ways that Harris Allied gives you more. We've expanded to put more people
and more resources to work for you: That's what we mean by taking the lead.
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on ahot FM antenna.
If work needs to be done near an antenna, reduce power or shut down. The
power reduction should not be an arbitrary amount, but should be based on
actual measurements or predictions
(again, possibly using OST65). These
power reductions should be on the transmitter site warning signs. The derivation
of these power reductions should be in the
compliance report that is on file.
AM stations often must allow worker access to areas above the radiation limits
(typically for reading tower base currents).
It is possible to do this and still comply
with the specifications by limiting the exposure time. The ANSI specifications do
not limit "peak" exposure, but instead
limit the exposure as averaged or integrated over asix-minute period.
It would be permissible to go to six times
the limit for aone-minute period if there
were no exposure for the six minutes immediately surrounding the exposure
(such as 2.5 minutes before and 2.5
minutes after).

INSIGHT ON
RULES
If there is continuous but varying exposure (such as when the worker walks
up to the tower base, takes the reading,
then leaves), the level should be determined at frequent intervals in the sixminute period (ideally, the interval size
approaches zero), and the average exposure determined.
Close-in field
Consulting Figures 1 through 3 of
OST65, it appears that the close-in field
(magnetic or electric) doubles each time
the distance to the tower is halved (which
would be the case for an isotropic radiator). Based on this, we could estimate that
aworker would be exposed to twice the
ANSI limit at 2.5 meters from the tower
base (using this "doubling" concept and
table 1) of a5kW station; 1.25 meters from
the base, the worker would be exposed to
four times the limit.
Using such an approach (or better
yet, actual measurements), the compliance report should include details as
to how these base current measurements are going to be made while continuing to comply. Instruction on reading base currents, including time limits,
should be posted at the transmitter site
for other engineers who may not be
familiar with the details of your station
(such as an FCC inspector).
Research is being done into safe RF
current levels in ahuman body. These
currents are induced when someone
climbs ahot tower. Substantial currents
also are induced when someone climbs
a floating tower of a DA when other
towers are driven. At this point, it is suggested that climbing hot AM towers not
be permitted. Climbing of FM towers
while the transmitter is on may be permitted, depending upon the distance
from the antenna, the antenna pattern
and power.
Anyone hurt?
People have been working in high RF
fields for many years with minimal
documented effects. This is especially the
case for AM stations, where it has been
standard practice to climb the towers hot,
then spend many hours painting them.
Ihave, however, received acall from
(continued on page 29)
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meters, fades, and switches. Plus the best-sound-

can't accommodate a Pacific Recorders BMX
not this time. So you're probably thinking about
settling for acopy, even though it won't have
the standard-setting features, performance and

ing VCA technology in the industry. To keep
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Fortunately, you don't have to settle.

Radiomixer is genuine PR&E. All the way from its
high quality components to its efficient BMX-style
layout, comprehensive telephone mix system
and unique Off Une Mix Matrix. Yet its manufacturer-direct price is no higher than the " clones.'"
How did the PR&E engineering team build

ber of different module types and mainframe
sizes, and simplified the construction of the card
frame, mainframe and modules.
The final result? In less than a year,
Radiomixer has quietly become one of our most
popular consoles. In fact, it's now one of the
best-selling boards in broadcasting. Our color
brochure will tell you more of the reasons why,
and help you configure aRadiomixer for your
particular application. To get your copy, call
PR&E direct at 619-438-3911.
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WRXL's Great Crane Caper
early part of December.
"At that point;' recounted Heimerl,
"we looked at the weather forecast, saw
freezing rain headed our way and
decided that we weren't going to do anything with this burnt line anymore!"
WRXL needed anew transmission line.

by Dee McVicker
RICHMOND, Va. What's an engineer
to do when he needs atemporary tower?
Use a crane, of course.

Spool sitting idle
Fortunately, a600-foot spool of transmission cable had been sitting idle in the
station's studios, waiting for such an occasion. It had been ordered the previous

RADIO
That's exactly what contract engineer
John Heimerl of Heimerl and Associates
did the night of Dec. 16, 1990. With the
threat of sleet and rain, Heimerl and a
tower crew raised the boom on a300-ton
truck crane and threw the switch. WRXLFM of Richmond, Va. was back on the air
for the second time in less than aweek.
It began at noon the previous Friday,
just two days after ratings, when the station's 140,000 W signal suddenly disappeared from the dial. Heimerl and station engineer George Oberto went out
to the tower site to investigate. The transmission cable, at the top 90 degree elbow, was badly charred. By 8 p.m., a
crew from L&R Tower Co. had cut into
the line. The damage was severe: Char
and soot were everywhere.
Related Heimerl, "We came down 20foot sections at atime until we were 80
feet down from the feed of the antenna,
and we still had trash." The 32-year-old,
51.5 ohm line had gone south, probably
due to temperature fluctuations in the

year, on the off chance that WRXI's line
would give out. Now, as the chance of
bad weather hung in the air less than 14
hours after the station went dark, Hei-

merl and Oberto decided to rent asmall
crane and winch to hoist the cable to the
top of the tower.
The temporary cable, now trailing
down the side of the tower, provided relief while Heimerl and Oberto collected
their thoughts. Foremost on their minds
was WRNL-AM.
Grandfathered to WRNL-AM in 1958,
WRXI's 308-foot tower and rigid line
were part of the AM's directional system.
Bypassing the old line had necessitated
agreatly reduced AM signal, and with

the FM's permanent line run up the inside of the tower, any thoughts of leaving a new line on the outside quickly
were squelched.
Explained Heimerl, 'The AM is a
three-tower array, and the FM antenna
system is hung on the side of one of
those towers, none of which are strong
enough to support an aux FM antenna.
So the AM acted as somewhat of acata-

50 ohm rigid line. But, where and how?
Several stations in the Richmond area
offered their auxiliary towers. Although
grateful, station management couldn't
take advantage of the offers. The reduced
coverage that these sites offered would
greatly impact advertising billing—aloss
that WRXI's insurance wouldn't cover.
Also nagging at Heimerl and Oberto
was the 750-foot tower that the station
had hoped to erect in the near future. It
was scheduled to replace the aging
Stainless in less than ayear. The project, however, would require at least 90
days lead time to get the steel on site.
Heimerl and Oberto were forced to
scratch this from the list of immediate solutions.
WRXL needed atemporary tower, and
fast. "We were making this decision,
knowing that it was December and the
weather could go left or right on us at
any time. Knowing that if the tower iced
up or had high winds, it was probably
coming down;' Heimerl said.
Acting quickly, Heimerl and Oberto
rented another crane, flew in an ERI
rental antenna, and rented more cable.
Coverage was astonishing
Strapping the rented coaxial to the
boom of the 300-ton crane—which had
been hauled in by seven tractor
trailers—the crew attached asmall pole
to the top of the crane, for an antenna.
Instead of WRXI.'s customary 140 kW
with 10 bays and acenter of radiation at
260 feet, the crane offered atemporary
signal of almost 12 kW with one bay and
acenter of radiation at 290 feet.
The coverage was astonishing. Signal
strength readings indicated that the
crane tower was servicing more than 85
percent of the station's listening audience.
But Heimerl and Oberto had little time
to thank their good fortune. The meter

In cart machines, everyone has a different
preference. Inside those machines, the
clear favorite is Audiopak: The world's
best selling tape cartridge.
Only bona fide Audiopak
carts are loaded with real
Audiopak tape. That's

L

how " workhorse" A-2s,
"stereo" AA-3s and
"digital-ready" AA-4s
deliver consistency, reliability, phase stability
and unsurpassed audio
performance— batch
after batch after batch.

"Lookalike" carts will never match the genuine original.
Look for our new Quality Assurance seal and the moldedin Audiopak logo.. They're your guarantee of "true blue"
Audiopak performance.
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was running on the crane rental, at $300
lyst in the final decision on how to rean hour, and weather still was threatenpair the FM."
Managing to at least save the FM staing to slow down progress.
With bad weather turning on and off,
tion's weekend billing with the temporary cable, Heimerl and Oberto were
the crew worked in half-day shifts. "We
haunted by another thought: Would the
brought the entire antenna assembly to
the ground and cleaned it from top to
weight of the temporary 12,000-pound
cable collapse the old, 1950s-vintage bottom. Got all the soot out of it, got it
all back up and installed the new line—
Stainless tower?
four days before ratings resumed;' said
The following Monday, their suspicions
Heimerl.
were confirmed. Inspectors from WRXI's
On Dec. 31, well past the Christmas
insurance company and those at Stainless
holiday and with anew year only hours
cautioned that the tower could topple under the stress. Don't send anyone up in a away, the old Stainless was powered up
with WRXI"s 140 kW signal and Heimerl,
high wind, Heimerl was told.
Oberto and the crew went home to catch
some badly needed sleep.
More steel needed
Everyone agreed that WRXL needed a
um
temporary tower while the old line and
Dee McVicicer is afree-lance writer and
the temporary line were dismantled, and
regular contributor to RW. To inquire about
the Stainless was reassembled with anew
her writing service, call 602-899-8916.
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- How Close You Can Get
(continued from page 26)
astation engineer who tells of
severe discomfort when wearing contact lenses at a 5 kW
AM station transmitter site.
This may be due to the RF increasing the temperature of water on the eye, increasing the
evaporation rate. With the contact lens, the water on the eye
is not replaced, resulting in injury to the eye. I have not
heard of any other adverse effects due to AM radiation.
I've been told that an FM station has been fined (perhaps
by OSHA) for allowing a
worker on the tower in the immediate vicinity of a radiating
FM antenna. The worker complained of feeling sick. It's quite
possible that there was significant internal heating before
the worker felt the effects of

the heating, possibly causing
damage to internal tissue.
There may be effects of electromagnetic radiation, in addition to heating, that may adversely affect health. At this
point, however, it is subject to
considerable research. Stations
must comply with the current
ANSI specification (or submit
an environmental assessment).
Although OST65 outlines

some prediction methods for
determining safe distances
from antennas, it may be
overly conservative (as it
should, being a worst case
analysis).
In addition, it does not predict radiation from other
sources (transmitters, antenna
phasing units, etc.), nor does
it predict the high field immediately outside the antenna

tuning unit at the base of an
AM tower (where the base
current meter is). For these
reasons, it is suggested that
measurements be made. These
near field measurements cannot be made with the field
strength meter directional
stations have.
These meters are designed for
far field measurements. Most
such meters actually measure
the magnetic field (using aloop)
and calculate what the electric
field (in V/ meter) would be in
the far field based on the measured magnetic field and the in-

trinsic impedance of free space.
Special meters are available to
independently measure the
electric and magnetic fields.
These are available from Holaday Industries and other companies.
in
Harold Hallilcainen is president
of Hallikainen and Friends, a
manufacturer of transmitter control
and telemetry systems. He also
teaches electronics at Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo. He can be
reached at 805-541-0200, or on Internet at HHallikainen@vax.
seng.CalPoly.edu.

THE ULTIMATE LIVE - ASSIST CONTROLLER
Broadcast Supply West

Versatile
Systems

Broadcasters General Storu
Northeast Broadcast

Lab

FEATURE - PACKED!

(continued from page 23)
Run the network and remote
lines to each studio. If you need
talkbac_k for your RPU van, run
that too.
Hook up extra inputs on each
board to connectors appropriate
for cart machines and DAT or CD
players. Tuck them away behind
the board until needed. And
don't forget monitors. You need
air, two-way and intercom. Make
sure to have both AM and FM air
monitors to each board.
Useful for interconnecting
Distribution amplifiers are useful for all of this interconnecting.
If you can't afford DAs, use bridging terminations at each of the
loads. A 10K input impedance
each from 10 loads is still OK for
a600 ohm output drive.
Another important consideration is control lines. You want
the same automation remote
control in each of your studios.
If that's too expensive, at least
run cables so you can quickly
move the control head or PC.
The same is true for studio computers, outdoor thermometers
and timers. Have extras or run
wires and connectors so you
can quickly vacate one studio
and set up in the next.
One final consideration is elbow room. If you have achoice,
make every studio adecent size.
Your selling point to station
ownership is that the extra
room means versatility. Versatility is what will keep them on
the air despite lightning strikes
and general equipment failures.

Allows connection of up to 8audio sources
Plays sources in any order with 24 programming events
•Thumbwheel operation lets you see instantly which sou
are programmed and in what order
•LEDs tell you at aglance which source is on the air and
which is next
•Built-in silence sensor and closed-loop fail-safe features
prevent dead air
•Includes reset to first event, auto-stop functions and more...

UVE cASSISTANT® is the
first truly user friendly live-assist controller...
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John Shepler is an
manager, broadcast
writer and longtime
nist. He can be
815-654-0145.
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Introducing

THE WIZARD' from Bela t.
FM Digital Modulation Analyzer
•

100.0

THE WIZARD
FM DIGITAL MOD ANALYZER

Belar, the world leader in RF test and measurement systems, brings you anew generation in FM modulation measurement. The
WIZARD TM features include:
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• Menu driven-16 character alphanumeric display
• Deviation in percent-0.1 or 1percent
increments
• Deviation in kHz-0.1 or 1 kHz
increments
• Up to 0.1% accuracy-function of
demodulator calibration
• Self calibration to external calibrating signal
• Pre-set peak mod-adjustable in
0.5% increments
• Pre-set PPM-adjustable from 0 to
100 PPM
• Variable peak hold time-adjustable
in 0.5 second increments
• Peak weighting mode-time constants are menu selected
• Real time mode or past time mode
• Provision for pilot injection measurement from FMS-2
• Provision for pilot modulation measurement from FMS-2
• Provision for SCA injection measurement from SCM-2
• Silent sentry alarm-adjustable in
time and threshold
• Will accept external alarms-such as
off frequencies from FMM-4A
• Alarms read on menu-menu will cycle if two or more are present
• Modulation adjust on two portsadjustable in 0.5% increments
• RS-232 port- provides computer
graphs and remote operation
• Three level password protectionlook only, change, and manager
• Either infinite window histogram or
sliding window histogram
• Optional FM precision demodulator
that will remotely self calibrate
• One rack height panel spaceincluding precision demodulator
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For details, price and delivery information, contact Belar or your authorized Belar dealer
Where Accuracy Counts... Count on Belar
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange ®
-

Broadcast Equipment Exchange - accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
AMPLIFIERS
Want to

ANTENNAS & TOWERS

Sell

Want to

Marti PGM-20 line amp, $50; Spotmaster 1x5
mono DA, $50. PWells, KJOY, San Diego.
619-238-1037.
Audiometrics stereo dint amp, 2in 16 out,
new w/manual, $250. B Burnham. WCAR,
32500 Park Ln, Garden City MI 48135. 313525-1111.
Crown DC-150 w/o IOC, $200 ea; Soundcraftsman 5002 power amp, 500 Wichnl, $500.
BWilson, 212 Southside, Campbellsville KY
42718. 502-789-1505.
Dynaco Mark 3mono, tube-type power amp,
gd cond, BO/trade. E O'Brien, Imperial
Sound, 383 NStudio, Terre Haute IN 47803.
812-877-2663

EQUIPMENT
r

RF switch, Andrew 4port motorized, (2) 31/8", ( 1) 6", excel cond. Goodrich Ent, 11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

AM, FM, AND TV FIELD
STRENGTH METERS
AUDIO TEST SYSTEM
IMPEDANCE BRIDGES
TELEPHONE FREQUENCY
EXTENDERS

Gates 1kW 2tower phasor complete ',id/new
coils & capacitors, excel cond, BO. DBarton,
KMTI, POB K, Monti UT 84642. 801-835-7301.
50 kW phasor & 4-tower ATU's w/(4) 200' G17 towers, contain Delta metering & sampling
toroids, vacuum caps, high current coils, avail
early 1991, BO. JBisset, Multiphase Consulting, 703-379-1665.

more...
availability

RADIO RESOURCES
1-800-54- RADIO
1-301-783-0737 }
on

Harris/ERI FML 1E 1bay, CP FM, tuned to
92.1 witransformer, 1/4 wave stub & brackets,
pre 1981 mdl, $1000: Harris/ERI FML 3E 3
bay, CP FM, tuned to 92.1 w/transformer &
(2) interbay lines, post 1981 mdl, $3000;
Cablewave 200' & 7/8" foam heliax cable
witype Nfemale connectors wlsplit kit. $250.
JFellows, KCMA, 2021 SLewis Ste 760, Tulsa OK 74104. 918-747-9999.

Micro Communications 90063 6bay FM
panel antenna tuned to 92.3 MHz, just removed from operation, BO. JBennett, Great
Trails, 717 EDavid, Dayton OH 45429. 513294-3333.

Get The Equipment You Need Today
At The Price Even The Tightest
Budget Can Afford

Circle 80

Potomac Instruments AM-19 2-tower antenna monitor, avail in late January, $3500. JBisset, Multiphase Consulting, 703-379-1665.

Tower, 330', 24" face. JStevens, WLAU, 56
Wansley, Laurel MS 39440. 601-649-1840.

RENTAL

And much much
Call for rates and

sell

Utility Tower 300' + AM tower, 24" face Wall
appendages, guys, lights w/beacon, jonny
balls, flasher unit, etc plus transformer; ATU
in metal housing, BO. H McDonald, Broadcast Associates, P08 807, Veradale WA
99037. 509-924-8298.

Reader Service Card

Sony STR-7055 solid state amp, AM/FM, BO.
Pinetucket Recording, 747 Wire, Auburn AL
36830. 205-826-0390.

Want to Buy
Tube amps & remote mixers, incl RCA OP-6,
OP-7, WE 22-D, RCA T3A Series. BDavies,
Virgo Prod, 5548 Elmer, N Hollywood CA
91601. 818-761-9831.
Scully '100' recordera, record/play amplifiers, 8. 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA 95008.
408-866-8434.

280' 24" face tower in gd cond. w/lights, you
remove, BO. S Newberry, WHHT, Box 457,
Glasgow KY 42142. 502-651-6050.
Shively 6810-4D 4-bay high per 40 kW tuned
to 100.7 MHz, has de-icers, $5000/80; Cablewave 3-1/8" heliax 300 w/EIA flanges,
$3000180. BHansen, WMXP, 224 North Ave,
Pittsburgh PA 15209. 412-821-6140.

FM - ANTENNAS
Designed and built for your frequency. Choose from ito 12
bays and five power levels. Financing available. Call Jimmie
Joynt at S.W.R. 800/279-3326
Rohn 25 140' guyed AM on ground wlinsulator, guys, painted, excel cond, $900. DBarton, KMTI, POB K, Manti UT 84642. 801-8357301.

_le4HALL
Electronics
THE BEST DEALS ON QUALITY
REBUILT & BRAND NEW
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
We BUY & TRADE equipment too!
Please phone or send for our latest flyer.
10:00AM-6:00PM EST

804-974-6466
FAX 804-974-6450
Circle 116
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Kintronics 5kW weatherproof tuning unit,
new capacitors & coils, excel cond, $800. D
Barton, KMTI, POB K, Monti UT 84642. 801835-7301.
Scala HDCA-10 (2) 10 element yagis wlstacking harness, cut to 185.9 MHz; Scala HDCA5 (2) 5element yagis wIstacking harness, cut
to 99.3 MHz. PLierman, KCSP, 601 W Collins Dr, Casper WY 82601. 307-265-5414,

FM ANTENNAS
1 BAY
2 BAY
3 BAY
4 BAY

$ 1,500
2,300
3,150
4,000

MORE BAYS AVAILABLE
All warranted, tuned

and tested

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smoral Road ( 315) 488-1269
Syracuse. NY

FAX ( 315) 488-1365

Andrew HJ12-50J, 780' run of 2.25" air dielectric, never used, on original reel, includes
3-1/8" EIA flanges. BDean. 10(KT, 1108 Douglas, Omaha NE 68002. 800-736-3835.
Cablewave HCC158-50J 310' of 1-5/8" Heliax
air dielectric, EIA connector both ends, one
gas pass on gas barrier, $2500 plus shpg. F
Anderson, WSCO, 1440 Knox Abbott, W
Columbia SC 29169. 803-791-1653.
Windcharger, 120' on ground wlguys, $500
FOB Duluth MN. JStromquist, WNCB, 2828
Piedmont, Duluth MN 55811. 218-722-3017.
Shively 6810, 6-bays w/deicers, 103.3 MHz,
$750. DHainer, WCRF, 9756 Barr Rd, Cleveland OH 44141. 216-526-1111.

Rohn 65, (2) sections, 18" face solid rod, 20'
sections, $300 ea; Rohn 80 (10) 20' sections,
42" face, $400; 6" coax, one 130' section,
one 120' section, BO. EMoody. KJEM, 216
NMain, Bentonville AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
Belden cable, various lengths, 8449, 8447,
8790, 8422, 9750, 8448, 8663, 8627, below
wholesale, you ship; Andrew 78ARF (4) 31/8"
EIA flange connectors, brand new, $300 ea
or $1100 for all plus shipping. R Kerbawy,
WTNJ, Box 1127, Beckley ),M./ 25802. 304-8775592.

Phelps-Dodge CFM-2P CP 2-bay at 107.1
MHz. $475. PWells. KJOY, San Diego. 619238-1037.
Phelps Dodge CFM LP8 8bay FM tuned to
94.3, excel cond, $5000/130. B Anderson,
nt/TOY, POB 9, Charleston MS 38921. 601-6475600.
Utility tower G480, 445' high, all but 2sections in gd cond. w/new guy wires & insulators, base insulator, side lights & beacon, on
ground in 20' sections, 30" face. DLoughry,
WFRB, POB 430, Frostburg MD 21532. 301689-8871.
Dielectric coax switch, 1-5/8", 4-port motorized w/interlocks, new wiper & contact stock,
recently rebuilt in vgc, $1500; MCI coax
switch, 1-5/8" 4-port motorized w/interlocks,
recently rebuilt in vgc, $850; MCI coax switch
3" 4-port w/interlocks, gd cond, $1700. BWebster, WLIT, 150 NMichigan, Chicago IL 60515.
312-329-9002.
LDF 5-50A heliax, 450', new; Jampro 3-bay
antenna HN, 100.5 MHz. SDelay, 217-4987339.
ERI unshielded sample loops (3) & isocoils
for AM directional monitoring, BO; transformers, chokes, etc from Collins 1kW AM xmtr,
10 V filament xfmrs, etc, BO. C Gennaro,
WJMS, 222 SLawrence, Ironwood MI 49938.
906-932-2411.

Want to

Buy

Antenna, line, xmtr, need 10 bay FM on or
near 98.3 MHz; 440' of 1-5/8" heliax; 10 kW
FM xmtr. RPaskvan, KBSB, 3516 Mill, Bemidji
MN 56601. 218-751-3077.
10 bay FM on or near 983 MHz; 440' of 1-5/8"
heliax; 10 kW FM xmtr. RPaskvan, KBSB, 3516
Mill, Bemidji MN 56601. 218-751-3077.

AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.

Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical

Rigid coax, Andrew or Celvrave accepted, 50
pieces 20' 3-1/8", can fax info. EAnderson,
WEAS Inc, 2515 Abercorn, Savannah GA
31401. 912-234-7264.

Air dielectric 1-5/8 coax, need 300'; Rohn
tower flasher & photo light switch for 300mm
beacon. JRichardson, IOU°, POB 37, Clarksville AR 72830. 501-754-2076.
Air Heliax, 340' of 1to 1-5/8" for non-profit
FM, cash or tax deductible receipt. D Van
Zandt, WJLU, 2596 SR 44, New Smyrna FL
32168. 904-427-9000.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card

Digital Audio TC-4 bdct digital audio processor delay unit wIcatch-up card. 4mos old, excel cond, $1100. RSherman, WKBM, 32401
SRte 53, Wilmington IL 60481. 815-476-5855
Art Smart curve graphic E0 w/monitor &
manuals. $650. D Greer, WDZZ, Ste 1830
Genesee Twrs, Flint MI 48502. 313-767-0130.
Shure SR-107 graphic EC), excel cond, $150
plus shpg. BLeslie, Pro Recdg Srvc, 13709
Maple Leaf, Cleveland OH 44125. 216-6621435.

sell

MEI Digisound, (2) hard drives, remote keyboard configured for 10 kHz, 175 minutes mono, 86 minutes stereo, $7000/B0. D Greer,
WDZZ, Ste 1830 Genesee Twrs, Flint MI
48502. 313-767-0130.

CASSETTES - CARTS - REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.

Now

running SPECIALS on

audio

and video:

BASF CASSETTES • AMPEX R-R's
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & 3M CARTS
For more information
call person-to-person collect:
Kris Elliot at 818-992-4288
write to:J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl., Woodland
Hills, CA 91367

or

Circle 49 on Reader Service Card
Audio Digital TC-4 digital delay 6.4 seconds,
mono, excel cond, $600. GFaltus, WZMX, 905
Wethersfield, Hartford CT 06114. 203-296-1175.
(»ban 5304 de-esser. $275 plus $10 shipping. M Gollub, WMJS, POB 547, Prince
Frederick MD 20678. 301-535-2201.

ICE KRACKERS, INC.
Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400-foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921 or at WSSU-FM (217) 786-6516
Ask for Jim Newbanks

Circle

41

On Reader Service Card

Eventide H910 Harmonizer, BO; Realistic
parametric EC) (4), BO; Realistic 4chnl mic
mixer, 35-1105 (3), BO. CLarko Prod, 916 Fairfield Ave, Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-424-2405.
Dolby 361 AType NR (2) ready for SR cards,
$1175/60. R McMillen, 3235 SE 39th Ave,
Portland OR 97202. 503-239-6070.
Altec 15676A tube mixers (
3), $100 ea; Altec
1607A mixer amp (4), $100 ea/all. JParsons
Sr, 10375 Cannas, NHuntingdon PA 15642.
412-863-9590.
AKG R-25 new remote control for AKG BX25 reverb unit, long cable, BO/trade. JRoper,
Imperial Studios, 383 NStudio, Terra Haute
IN 47803. 812-877-2663.
dbx 21 Type II decoder unit for tapes &
records w/manual, new cond, BO/trade. E
O'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 NStudio, Terre
Haute IN 47803 812-877-2663.
UREI 529 cut only 27 band EO terminal connection in & outs, $350 ea or $600/pr; Technic S1200 MK 3TT, $200; dbx 3BX expander,
$200. BWilson, 212 Southside, Campbellsville KY 42718. 502-789-1505.
Bunten THE 70004 transient noise eliminator (2), like new cond, $175 ea plus $10 shipping. M Gollub, WMJS, POB 547, Prince
Frederick MD 20678. 301-535-2201.
Audio Digital lt2 2.25 sec, 18 kHz digital delay & effects unit, direct millisecond readout,
$575. RMcMillen. 3235 SE 39th Ave, Portland OR 97202. 503-239-6070.
Fairchild 6594 Reverbertron (2), $100 ea/BO;
Dolby 4301 type ANR, 2chnl (2), $300 ea/B0.
RRhodes, POB 1550, NY NY 10101. 212-2455045.

FM CP 3 bay or 6 bay on 100.9 MHz. J
Crawley, WLSK, Box 680, Lebanon KY 40033
502-465-5762.

Support.
5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE
EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300
FAX: ( 915) 751-0768

eender tube-type reverb, 3tubes, dwell, mixer, tone controls, pwr switch, input & output;
RCA MI-12238-B 6W 4tube, mid & crystal
type phono inputs, speaker output; RCA BA4C line amp; Bogen 2120 PA amp; Realistic
MPA-90; Intl Telemeter Mc11111 UHF input/outout; GE BA 5A limiting amp w/pwr supply;
Ware Electronics RCM-G- LRF amp; Gates
'imiter amp, tube-type. KHart, WIEZ, RD 3
Box 1414, Mifflintown PA 17059. 717-436-9089.

Rohn 90' tower, land & building in Springdale AR, gd tower site. JRichardson, « 10,
P0837, Clarksville AR 72830. 501-754-2076.

140' 54" face angle iron tower. ERI 7-bay antenna, 95.3, 175' 1-5/8" heliax, 3-118" ridged
elbows. 414-743-5320.

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:

OREI 527A 27 band 1/3 octave graphic EQ's
12). $600/both; UREI Cooper time code 14 &
16 MS stereo delay unit, $300; Maestro rack
mount flange doubler delay unit, $200. J
Krepol, RNDL, 6147 Walker St, Philadelphia
°A 19135. 215-624-1050.

... the measure of excellence.TM

Howe Audio 2100 Phase Chaser, excel cond,
$1200/80. G Fullhart, WVKS, 4665 W Bancroft, Toledo OH 43615. 419-531-1681.

Want to Buy
Ham radio operators looking for surplus audio processors, mixers & mics, as well as other inexpensive gear that could help bdct
engrs play radio at home among enthusiasts
for vintage AM. Please write wlofferings.
WA3VJB, Box 73, West Friendship MD 217940073.

WANTED
DEAD OR *NE!

PU1TEC EO'S
Fairchild & Tektronix Limiters;
Neumann, Telefunken. AKG,
RCA, & Schoeps microphones.
Tube McIntosh or Marantz amps
& pre-amps. Sontec, ITI, &
Lang EQs. Neve or API equipment. Boxes of old tubes; Urei,
Orban, United Audio. DBX, &
other outboard gear. Ampex
ATR 102s or 104s, Parts for MCI
JH 110/ I14 recorders. Altec
604s/crossovers/Tannoy speakers. JBL 2231; Altec 288h
drivers; Misc. equipment of all
types.
Please Call:
Dan Alexander Audio
5935 Market St.
Oakland, CA 94608
I -( 415) 644-2363
FAX: 1 - 415-652-4022

Affordable
Excellence!

• Audio DAs with Remote Gain & Mode Control
• Peak and VU Metering Systems
• Interface Systems and Modules
• Microphone Preamp Systems and Mic-Pre DAs
• Numerous NEW products not yet in our catalog.
BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
5925 Court Street Road Syracuse, NY 13206
Call 800-262-4675 • 315-437-6300 • FAX 315-437-8119

See us at Booth#2212 in Las Ve•as
Ortie 108 on Reader Service Card
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AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want to Sell
SMC Alinipro w/Otari interface; Harris System 90 automation Brain & switcher. RLankton, WDUV/WBRD, 813-749-1420.
Harris 9000 w/CRT keyboard, $1500; (2) new
style Instacarts, $8000 ea; (2) older style Instacarts, $4000 ea; (2)42 slot Go-Carts, $2000
ea; (2) Criterion play only cart machines, $75
ea; Extel AH 11-R printer w/9 cases or paper,
$50; Sony remote B&W video monitor included w/Harris 9000, (3) racks, $100 ea, all cables, interfaces & manuals included, BO. D
Greer, WDZZ, Ste 1830 Genesee Twrs, Flint
MI 48502. 313-767-0130.

Automation Systems
Scbafer,Harris,Cetec
From 51000.00
Available Rebuilt or As Is
Write or Call for details
Broadcast Automation, Inc.
4125 Keller Springs # 122
Dallas, Texas 75244
(214) 380-6800

o
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Harris 9000 Series w/(5) ITC 770 R-AS, (3)
48 tray IGM Instacarts, mono, $25,0001130. B
Chesson, WSTV, 320 Market, Steubenville
OH 43952. 614-283-4747.
Format Sentry FS12C plus 7 SMC
Carousels, fully integrated w/IBM computer,
4 racks & working perfectly, on air now,
$14,580. PAnderson, KZBO, 208-234-1290.
Satellite service automation system, full
day walk-a-way time, 5yrs old, SMC MSP-1
w/2 liner carts 8AIR ad playback. $5600. D
Doelitzsch, WDCID, Marion IL. 618-997-8123.

Sony CDK-006 60-slot CD
Player. Good used condition. Ron (612) 733-7715.

Sono-Meg 250 Carousels (
3), two work, one
for parts; w172" Schafer rack, $6001130. CEdwards, WWJM, 210 SJackson, New Lexington OH 43764. 614-342-1988.
New 452 stereo bi-directional Carousel,
w/MSP-12/system programmer, desk mount
control head & CRT display w/SA-1 silence
alarm package & racks, (3) Carousels, assume lease payment of $476.05/mo, complete
automation package. JJernigan, WWAV, 1234
Airport Rd, Destin FL 32541. 904-654-5102.
Satcue 400 switcher by Colorado Magnetics, $400. HWidsten, KGNB, 1540 Loop 337
North, New Braunfels TX 78130. 512-625-7311.

ITC
REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT
Direct Factory Cartidge Machine Repair Service

SMC DP-20 w/(6) SMC 350 mono Carousels,
(2) Otan ARS-1000 reels, (2) ITC 750 reels,
(2) SMC TS-25 dual tone sensors, (2) SMC
drawer type dual mono cart machines, single play cart machine, (5) racks, desk type
brain, system capable of 20 stereo inputs, has
backfill & network cards; also have (2) SMC
R/P cart machines, mono & stereo, many
spare cards & all books, BO. GSmith, KORO,
915-673-2545.
IGM Basic A control system, 3000 event
memory, video monitor, log printer, remote
control, 13 source cards, EN FSK logging system w/TV terminal, 12 yrs old, will sell as unit
or separately, BO; IGM Go-Carts, 42 tray, stereo electr w/mono heads, 12 yrs old, gd cond
(2), $900 ea. DGander, KDUZ, Box 10, Hutchinson MN 55350. 612-587-2140.

All Work Warranted

Call The ITC Technical Service Department

Revox PR-99 play only (2), gd cond, 2trk stereo, $1000 ea. CStalnaker, KEZO, POB 100,
Little Rock AR 72203. 501-372-7740.

(800) 447-0414
(309) 828-1381

POSITIONS WANTED

GM exper in sales, programming & engineering looking for position in Northeast. B
Mooney, 207-942-1108.

Schafer older relay style automation controller in one rack. $300; Cetec 7000 various
source cards, $450 ea; Schafer Audiofile A2
(2), $2500 ea. EMoody. KJEM. 216 NMain,
Bentonville AR 72712. 501-273-9039.

MEI Satmaster satellite programmer plus (2)
SMC 452 stereo bi-directional Carousels, 5
yrs old, $8000 plus shipping. R Kerbawy,
WTNJ, Box 1127, Beckley VW 25802. 304-8775592.

MW Persons automation programmer, like
new. $700; Otan ARS-1000 (5), new heads, gd
cond, $750 ea/$3500 for all. PWolf, WZCR,
2010 San Carlos Blvd, Ft Myers Bch FL
33931. 813-574-5548.

Want to Buy

Announcer w/5 yrs non-comm exper seeks
comm FT position in St Louis MO or PT in
NW GA. Eric, 404-924-7780.

Production Director Mots of writing & engineehng exper now available, worked on Network programming & in NY market. BRanes,
718-526-6501.

Student engineer w/resume, seeking engrg,
prod, air shift employment in PA area, college
& some exper, trainable, eager to work &
learn, references avail. Askey, RD 3Box 433,
Bernville PA 19506. 215-488-7704.
Metro NY 10-year air personality wishes to
stay here, wants to provide listeners w/entertainment, companionship & smiles, will consider production work. Zal, 718-871-5419.
Exper DJ/Sportscaster seeks On-Air position
musidsports-baseball, football, PBP/color, will
relocate. Phil, 415-587-3426 or 415-948-9250.
Experienced CHA/AC jock w/blazing energy, deep pipes, warm personality & great
sense of humor seeks upstate NY FM w/No.
1goals. Wayne, 716-338-1439.
Annc, Jock, started young, still going strong,
AOR, CHA, AC, C&W exper, MD, OP, News,
Sports, even cow chip bingo, will to relocate
to larger market. M Doyne, 1328 High St Ste
1, Wmspt PA 17701. 717-323-7832.
Notre Dame grad, advanced degree, college
basebalifbasketballifootball play-by-play exper,
underwriting/sales, news. PR, 8yrs eper, sees
university sports or bdctg position, teaching or
professional staff. Len, 219-762-3351.

DJ seeks medium market area in SW or S
US or Australia, England, 2yrs exper as AM,
drive time, asst news dir, PSA dir, radio sales
&retail mgr, trained by UTD School or Broadcasting in Phoenix AZ, tape & resume on request. BReed, 909 W Hester, Silver City NM
88061. 505-388-4804.

Annelock w14 yrs exper in radio 8clubs, will
relocate, wants to keep learning. Brian, RI 2
Box 370, McAlester OK 74501. 918-423-8041.

Engineer seeks position as Chief or Assistant Chief in Wisconsin, SBE & NARTE certified, FCC licensed. Reply to, Engineer, POB
11319, Eugene OR 97440.

Announcer/News Director/Engineer w/over
25 yrs exper in all phases of radio seeking
position in South Georgia or Florida. Bill Sutton, 803-245-4902 (PM's), 803-245-2411
(days).

Ex-Armed Forces DJ, 3yrs exper seeks onair or prod position w/Florida station, energetic, witty, aggressive team player. LErickson,
813-985-4875.

Production whiz avail w/tons of network writing 8engineering exper. Bruce Ranes, 718526-6501.

HELP WANTED

Announcer w12 yrs non-comm exper seeks
FT or PT comm position within driving distance of Philadelphia PA. Milt, 215-533-3773.
Engineer w/20+ yrs in all phases of radio
seeking employment, excel references, call
Cecil at 817-325-2253.
Traffic Reporter wldynamic voice & personality seeks FT/PT announcer or entertainment
editor position in amajor market, ready to
relocate 214-644-2152.
Engineer seeking position, just back from
Middle East assignment, high- power
AM/FM/shortwave exper, resume avail, will go
anywhere. Send responses to: Radio World,
POB 1214, Falls Church VA 22641. Attn: Box
91-03-01.

Communication equipment or parts
manufacturing company wanted. Write to
RAM, 1639 Old Dixie Highway, Vero Beach
FL 32960.

CAMERAS ( VIDEO)
Want to Sell
Sony BetaCam RVP 3A, Fujinon lens, Nalpak case, Gitzo sticks, O'Connor fluid head,
mech excel, cosmetic fair, $10,000 pkg. TJ
Worrell, Multimedia, 7620 W 78th, Minneapolis MN 55439. 612-942-9681.
RCA TK-76 3
plumbicon bdct camera, just
overhauled, excel cond, Canon 20:1 zoom,
case, AC, batts, etc, w/BVU-110 cable, $1800;
JVC KY-2000 3-saticon camera, gd cond. 10:1
zoom, AC adapter, case, etc. $1600. Ugly George Satellite TV. 314 West 52 St, NYNY
10019. 212-677-2200.
lkegami ITC-730A, Canon J13 x 98 lens,
batteries, charger, AC, case for all mannuals,
mech excel, cosmetic fair, $5000 pkg. TJ Worrell, Multimedia, 7620 W 781h, Minneapolis
MN 55439. 612-942-9681.
Panasonic AK-30 w/bdct grade 3plumbicon
tubes, batteries, case, cable, gd cond. $4595.
DBrennan, Brennan Custom Video, 3596 Lorna Ridge. Birmingham AL 35216.
RCA TK-7613 3
plumbicon bdct camera, pwr,
case, etc, 20:1 zoom, just overhauled, excel
cond, $1200; JVC KY-2000 3-saticon bdct
camera, pwr, gd cond, $1000. UGeorge, Satellite TV, 314 West 52nd, NY NY 10019. 212969-0240.

EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for
$1.50/word or buy adisplay box for $55/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind
box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $10. Responses will be
forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE
of charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 3issues of Radio
World. Contact information will be provided, but if abox number is required,
there is a $5 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will be no
invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail To: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

ITC ELS-IV bulk eraser/splice finder, $500/130.
G Fullhart, WVKS, 4665 W Bancroft, bledo
OH 43615. 419-531-1681.
Sparta Century Series stereo, 1kHz tone decode only, gd cond, $275. F Anderson,
WSCO, 1440 Knox Abbott, W Columbia SC
29169. 803-791-1653
Gates mono, (
5), one for spare parts w/modules, (3) Gates mono, CPD, COP, cart record
amps. Richard Lynn, 615-458-6616.
Tapec.aster 700-P PB in great working cond,
$350; Spotmaster TP1-A cart winder wither,
$150; UMC 40 H-85 cart motor, $100. SDynes,
Dynes Comm, 307 S Penn, Wheeling WV
26003. 304-233-8856.
ITC Omega mono (
3), PB, RIP, like new. $750
ea play only, $950 RIP. PWolf, WZCR, 2010
San Carlos Blvd, Ft Myers Bch FL 33931. 813574-5548.
RCA RT-7B decks (
6); (4) BA-7record amps,
gd-poor cond, Ba R Meyers, Benchmark
Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL 33155.
305-264-5963.

Sony HVC-2400 2/3 color trinicon pi/zoom
lens, w/SL-2000 deck & NP-1batteries, $150.
PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.

BE 5304 stereo triple decker used as demo,
less than 20 his use, excel cond, $2400. B
Robinson, Musicworks Inc, 128 Holiday Ct,
Franklin IN 37064. 1-800-251-9000.

Panasonic WV-RC30 remote control unit for
Panasonic 777 color camera w150' multi-pin
cable, $500. DHurd, Harding Univ, Box 853
Station A, Searcy AR 72143. 501-279-4658.

BE 2100 PS stereo PB (3), like new, $850
ea/$2400 all, plus UPS. GJones, Southwest
Mediacast, 110 Sierra, Kerrville TX 78028. 512367-4587.

CART MACHINES

ATC mono rack mounts (
5), like Critehon 80
Series, works fine, spare modules, $125 ea;
SMC RIP mono in gd cond, $500. PWolf,
WCRM, 241 NE 10th Ave, Cape Coral FL
33909. 813-574-5548.

Want to Sell
SpartaNatic 200RP; Sony IC-102 portable;
RCA portable; Magnacord S-36 type rack mt
in portable case w/schematic; Magnacord S36 (2) complete (1) missing, reel motors for
parts w/schematics; Magnacord PT-6type. K
Hart, WIEZ, RD 3Box 1414, Mifflintown PA
17059. 717-436-9089.

Want to Buy
RC stereo PS's, must be willing to sell cheap.
PLotsof, KAVV, Box 42977, Tucson AZ 85733
602-889-9797.

Otani CTM-10 R/P, 5050611 in asmaller box,
stereo, FF, splice find, all tones, selective
erase, test oscillator, PB deck w/separate record elect box, $2700/firm. G Stivers, KECH,
POE3 2158, Ketchum ID 83340.298-726-5324.

Stereo cart machine, only needs to play no( record, buy or trade. CHubbeling, KTEO, 501 E
St Joseph, Rapid City SD 57701. 605-394-2231.

McCarta stereo PB cart decks w/tones (4);
Tapecaster 700P; Tapecaster 70ORP. RLankton, WDUVANBRD, 813-749-1420.

CASSETTE 8‘ REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS

ITC Premium & PD-II, both PB & RPB, mono, (7). DDoelitzsch, WODD, Marion IL. 618997-8123.

Want to Sell
Revox A-77

Gates Criterion mono AIR gd cond, $300;
ATC/Gates Criterion, mono/play, gd cond,
$200. BClark, Bullitt Bdctg, At 1Bardstown
Rd, Mt Washington KY 40047. 502-538-4784.

Rebuilt
Working
As- la

$850.00
$450.00
$150,00

In stock now
Broadcast Automation, Inc.
4125 Keller Springs # 122
Dallas, Texas 75244
(214) 380-6800

ITC stereo 3D triple deck w/all tones, $1395.
BMountjoy, WIDD, POB 1240, Elizabethton
IN 37644. 615-543-5849.

00
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ITC 996 mono recorder, $1650; ITC RP mono recorder, 3tones, $775; UMC 11-113 mono repro, 3tones, $375. PWells, KJOY, San
Diego CA, 619-238-1037.

Ampex 440 Series stereo PB's w/reproduce
electr (5); Scully 2808 stereo R/P w/all electr
in roll around cabinets (2); Crown 700 Series
R- R transports ( 2); ITC 750 Series
reproducers (3); Magnecord 1021 w/electr (2);
Telex 230 Series 7" RIP wlelectr (2). RLank-

Spotmaster 3000 R/P deck, $350. EMoody,
KJEM, 216 NMain, Bentonville AR 72712.501273-9039.

PHONE: 703-998-7600

FAX: 703-998-2966-1

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Chief Engineer for six station chain in Southeast Alaska. Automation experience amust.
Send resume to 3161 Channel Drive, Juneau,
Alaska 99801.

BROADCAST AUDIO SALES, CONSOLES
Expanding sales team looking for self motivated individual. Engineer/technician ex.
penence in operation/architecture of audio
consoles amust. Sales ability, computer
operation. and knowledge of manufactur.
irg helpful. Broadacst knowledge required.
Send resume to: WHEATSTONE CORPORATION, 6720 VIP Parkway, Dept. E,
Syracuse NY 13211 No calla please)

Panasonic AG-450 (
2), S-VHS pro camcorders w/all access, like new, $1200 ea/firm. R
Larson, Larson Prod, 3Braden St, RI. ME
04769. 207-764-3770.

Audicord Series 100 RIP, gd cond, $650. G
Smith, KTLC, 915-673-5252.

Panasonic WV CD20 (
2) B&W security
cameras w/lens, new CCD, 8mm lens, 25mm
lens, wall mounts, $2000. D Hurd, Harding
Univ. Box 853 Station A, Searcy AR 72143.
501-279-4658.

International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington,IL 61704

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn:

BE 500 DR, mono R/P Spotmaster, $200. G
Sive, Your Video Conn, 31844 Rancho Amigos Rd, Bonsall CA 92003. 619-749-7662.

JVC KY2000B 3-tube color camera w/AC
adaptor, shoulder pad, case, mic holder, VTR
cable, Anton-Bauer battery bracket, Tamron
10-100 zoom, $1000; JVC KY1900 3-tube color WAG adaptor, case, Tamron 10-100 zoom,
$900; Panasonic WV3160 single tube color,
$400. DHurd, Harding Univ, Box 853 Station
A, Searcy AR 72143. 501-279-4658.

Toll- Free at

Automation system w/(6) 350 RS Carousels,
(3) 250 RSC Carousels, (6) equip rack, Revox A77, DP-1programmer, AS 20 switcher
&remote control unit, IS 25 tone decoder,
plus many more items, $3000. E Dulaney,
KYKK, 619 NTurner, Hobbs NM 88240. 505397-4969.

Sony AVC 3400 B&W portable (2), $50 ea;
Panasonic WV 360P B&W, $100; Panasonic
WV 340P B&W, $100. DHurd, Harding Univ,
Box 853 Station A, Searcy AR 72143 501-2794658.

JVC KA3U component back for JVC KY Series camera, outputs Betacam & M format,
$295. D Brennan, Brennan Custom Video,
3596 Lorna Ridge, Birmingham AL 35216.

Upgrades or Refurbishment

SMC 25ORS mono Carousels (2), vgc, $600
ea. M Persons, WJJY, Box 706, Brainerd MN
56401. 218-829-1326.
IGM time announcer 382 A's (2) w/manual;
Ampex 602 R-R w/manual; (2) SMC 252
Carousels, stripped but few gd parts; SMC
20ARS Carousel, stripped, trays left; (2) Gates
RDC 10 remote controls; Gates audio amp.
RPastorik, WCMY, 216 W Lafayette St, Ottawa IL 61350. 815-434-6050.

March 13, 1991

RacJimWerld
5827 Columbia Pike, Ste 310
Falls Church, VA 22041

Ad deadlines are the first Friday of each month for the following month's issue

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Help Wanted
Positions Wanted
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Automation Equip.
Brokers
Cameras (Video)
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CATV-MATV Equip.

Consoles
Computers
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Movie Production Equip.
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.

Stations
Stereo Generators
Switchers (Video)
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Test Equipment
Transmitters
Tubes
Turntables
TV Film Equip.
Video Production Equip.
Video Tape Recorders

Classified Advertising Display Rates Effective January 1, 1991
1-9 col inch ( per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

1x

3x

6x

12x

$55
50
90
60

53
48
85
55
$1.50 per word
$10 additional

50
45
80
50

45
40
75
45

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired rate schedule
for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $165, at the 3x rate $159, at the 6x rate $150,
at the 12x rate $147, etc.
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Ampex 601 in custom woodgrain cabinet;
Ampex AG440B in roll around cabinet; Comex Bleepmate 675 program delay 3or 6sec delay w/remote switch; (2) Ampex R-R's, mdl
unknown. Richard Lynn, 615-458-6616.

REEL-TO-REEL ... WTS
Technics RS 1500 US 3speed isoloop, 1/2
Irk stereo R/P, 1/4 trk play 10.5" reels, never
used w/full factory warranty, $899. G Chapka, Digital Prod, POB 22122, Denver CO
80222. 303-689-9114.
Nagra 4.2 Mingle preamp, new xtal sync,
leather case, manual, ref urbed & set to specs.
RSumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate CI,
Annandale VA 22003. 703-560-0233.
Revox B-77 4trk stereo, 3-3/4 á7.5 ips, no
visible head wear, excel cond, $600 plus
shpg. CKocsis, PGE Recordings, 2826 Raymond, Falls Church VA 22042. 703-237-2590.
RevoxA77 1ere3-3M-75ipsowhrs
since factory overhaul wiservice manual,
$650. FOstrander, Ostrander Prod, 5Grandview, Comwall/Hud NY 12520. 914-534-4025.

Restore your worn
heads to
origin al (new) performance
specif
at a fraction of
ications
the replacement cost. Our laboratory services include..
• Digital/Optical 8. Electrical

Magnecord 1021R mono relay control, gd
cond, $300; Revox A77 (2), one in gd cond
the other in poor cond, $400/both. BClark,
Bullitt Bdctg, Rt 1Bardstown Rd, Mt Washington KY 40047. 502-538-4784.
Roberts 977 stereo tape deck, stand-up tube
type, cond unknown, $50; Pioneer RT-101L
10" R-R4trk stereo in excel cond, $300; Pioneer AT-707 7" R-R 4Irk stereo w/autoreverse in excel cond, $300, plus shipping
charges on all items. JEmmet, st/WAX, 509
Third St, Peckville PA 18452. 717-383-1118.
Sony TC854-4 R-R 4trk, $100. PRussell,
Bowdoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME
04011. 207-725-3066
Ampex 350 stereo rcdr, $375; (
2) Inovonics
370 RIP eleclr, $375/pr; MCI JH-110B FT stereo for 14" reels, $2375. PWells, KJOY, San
Diego CA, 619-238-1037.
Tascam 34 4-trk, 7.5-15 ips, 10" reel capability, like new cond, low hrs, w/manuals & original packing box, $695. B Osborne, AudioVisual Assoc, 4760 E65th, Indianapolis IN
46220. 317-253-8562.
Pioneer RT-901, stereo 1/4 trk, rack mounted, 10" reels, heads gd to fair, overall cond
gd, w/manual & NAB hub adaptors, $150/80,
you ship or pick up. TAdams, New Wisconsin Radio Reading Service, POB 5541, Madison WI 53705.
Tapsonic TRS70, $
300; Teac A7030 &
A3300SX2T, $350 ea; Tascam 344 chnl, $800;
Teac A3340SX chnl, $800; Teac A505 tube
type, $300; Akai 4000D, $100; Sony TC650D,
$130; Teac A4010, $100. JParsons Sr, 10375
Cannas, N Huntingdon PA 15642. 412-8639590.

Maranta PMD-221 (12), brand new in factory
sealed boxes, original warranty, perfect portable for ENG, $229. Jim, 1-800-366-5770 X1.

heads
• Complete digital/optical
alignment of assembly

Want to Buy

3M 400 2trk 1/4", will take 10.5" reel, 15 &
7.5 ips, $800. Katherine, Linden Inc, 229 N
Henry, Alexandria VA 22314. 703-549-4424.

We guarantee quiet, flutter
free performance when we
meticulously rebuild your
motor
Single Decks
T
ri ple Decks
MCI CAPSTAN
MCI REEL

$150,00
$175.00
$400.00
S200.00

Metal shaft resurfacing on
other motors available.
Audio Magnetic/ Professionals

IfileRVKIS

llllflifl

MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs, machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-659-4805.

in the industry.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or
electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.

MAGNETIC SCIENCE
Greendell, NJ
'249 Kennedy •
Road
P.O. Box 121
07839

MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs, machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-659-4805.

1"el (201) 579-57 73
Fax (201) 579-60'21

Grcle 73 on Reader Service Card
Altai CR80D-SS quad & stereo 8trk recorder & player, gd cond, Batrade. EO'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 NStudio, Terre Haute IN
47803. 812-877-2663.
Telex 300, like new cond, w/manuals, BO. D
Bisbee, 685 SRoyo, Columbus OH 43204.
Fostex MY250R00-31214-D capstan motor,
BO. M O'Brien, Imperial Snd, 383 NStudio,
Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.
Tascam roll around mount for 32 series
decks, BO; Tascam 388 trk in excel cond, BO;
Pioneer 2022 2trk in excel cond (4), some
spare parts. CLarko Prod, 916 Fairfield Ave,
Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-424-2405.

CLEAN PATCH DAYS
NO DOWN TIME

Auditronics AV123-4T5 1/4 trk; Infonics RR1FT, lnfonics RR-22trk, all in gd cond, $200;
Soundscriber audio logging recorder, fair
cond, BO. R Meyers, Benchmark Comm,
4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL 33155. 305-2645963.
Edison Envoy 515 voice writer; Roberts 4trk
photo sync 1057; Advent stereo cassette
w/Dolby; Uher CG-320 stereo cassette; Sony TC-353 stereo. Pinetucket Recording, 747
Wire, Auburn AL 36830. 205-826-0390.

Scully 280/280B
Rebuilt
Working
Az-Is
Availed*, from stock
Broadcast Automation, Inc.
4125 Keller Springs # 122
Dallas, Tens 75244
(214) 380-6S00

$115000
$650.00
$325.00

OC

I==i.

Ampex 351 1/2 trk transport wIlnovonics RP
amps, refurbished. SDelay, 217-498-7339.
VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnolia bold. 0116
818-907-5161
North h'ollywood, CA 91607 FAX 818-784-3763

You have started to notice a
loss of high end, excessive
oxide shedding, or possibly
even visible signs of wear on
your heads. You are now
sacrificing your recording
quality.
- We recommend our head
relapping and assembly
alignment services. For a
fraction of replacement cost,
we guarantee full performance
restoration to factory
specifications.
- Let us help you "Keep
Ahead -in the industry
Audio Magnetic

INC

Professionals

StRVICrS INC

224 Datura Street, Suite 614
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
1 (800) 826-0601
in Florida (407)659-4805

224 Datura Street. Suite 614
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
1(
800)826-0601
In Florida (407)659-4805

Authorized

Authorized
OTARI, SONY TEAC Parts Dealers

OTART SONY TEAC Parts Dealers

Ampex ATR100 tapelecorders for parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or
electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.

Our 25 years ofexperiencehed
and reputation are un matc

All CART & MULTITRACK

All CART & MCI

Ampex MR-70 2trk in gd, original cond. D
deForrest, Insight Prod, 7441 Wayne Ave, Ste
10-D, Miami Bch FL 33141. 305-866-5401.

Sheets
\Ne also carry afull line of
replacement heads and parts.

HEADS
RELAPPED

REBUILT

Ampex NAB test tape, 15 ips; pair of RCA
ribbon mica. DdeForrest, 7441 Wayne, Ste
10-D, Miami Beach FL 33141. 305-866-5401.

Exclusive " Audio Magnetic
• Head "Tst
e RepOrC" 8n. Data

SMC 25ORS, (
2) Carousels, $400 ea; ITC 760
(2) 2-trk P1B's, $400 ea; Telex Magnecord 1021
mono RIP, $100 ea; ITC 750 (2) 2-trk P/B, $375
ea. EMoody, KJEM, 216 NMain, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
Ampex 601 in custom woodgrain case; (2)
Ampex R-R's; (3) Gates mono cart record
amps; (5) Gates mono cart machines; Gates
mono cart machines. RLynn, 615-458-6616.

Ampex AG 440-2, Altec 21-B mica, Ampex
amps, EV mica, lots of misc, call for list, must
sell. Bob Lindahl, 10680 SW Wedgew000d,
Portland OR 97225. 503-644-9643.

inspection
isin recontouring
• Pr eco
of

Technics RSB-85, $199. G Chapkis, Digital
Prod, POB 22122, Denver CO 80222. 303689-9114.
Ampex AG-350 mono 1/4" in console, $500;
Ampex AG-440 mono 1/4" in console, $500;
Sony TC854-S 4chnl 4trk wisync & dbx-154
type I, $950; Crown SX-701, $250; Crown
800TX w/4 chnl 4trk heads & HRI electronics, $300. J Krepol, RNDL, 6147 Walker,
Philadelphia PA 19135. 215-624-1050.

Otani ARS 1000 reels w/lone sensor (2), gd
cond, $650 ea: ITC 750 PB only reels (2), gd
cond, $450 ea; SMC TS-25 dual tone sensor,
one card needs repair, $175. GSmith, KTLC,
915-673-5252.

Grcle 127 on Reader Service Card

Crown BX-800 3-speed, 2trk deck, tube-type
elect, needs heads, BO/trade. MO'Brien, Imperial Snd, 383 N Studio, Terre Haute IN
47803. 812-877-2663.
Sony CCP100, cassette duplicator, 30 ips,
ferrite heads, excel cond, w/manuals, $300.
BBurnham, WCAR, 32500 Park Ln, Garden
City MI 48135. 313-525-1111.
Revox A-77 2reel w/built in 25 Hz detectors,
gd cond, $550. FAnderson, WSCQ, 1440
Knox Abbott, W Columbia SC 29169. 803-7911653.
Tascam 32-2 R/P, small or large reels, 2speed, like new, never installed, $1200. P
Brown, KSPI, 905 Preston, Still Water OK
74075. 405-372-7800.
Tascam 32, 10.5" reel capacity, new in facoty sealed box, $1000. COnan, 51 Crandall St,
Glens Falls NY 12801. 518-798-4739 aft 5PM.
Telex RP-85 slow speed logger deck, gd
cond, $800/B0. G Fullhart, WVKS, 4665 W
Bancroft, Toledo OH 43615. 419-531-1681.
MCl/Sony JH110-C-8 8trk, 1", in factory console w/Auto-locater Ill, gd cond, $3250. M
Leach, Waves, 1956 N Cahuenga, Los Angeles CA 90068. 213-466-6141.
Sony/MCI JH 110-C-8 1" 8trk, excel cond,
w/manual, $4600. R Leonardi, Voices, 16 E
48th, NY NY 10017. 212-935-9820.
Stellavox SP-7interal crystal, mono, case,
manual, spares & sound sync, $900. GSive,
Your Video Conn, 31844 Rancho Amigos Rd,
Bonsall CA 92003. 619-749-7662.
Inovonics 375 record amp for Ampex 350,
$250; Ampex 350 mono w/Ampex record amp,
$350. J McKinley, WJMR, 155 N Main,
Fredericktown OH 43019. 614-694-1577.
Otari ARS 1000 Mona sensor, motor needs
bearings but works, gd cond otherwise, $550.
G Smith, KKHR, 915-676-989R
Scully 280-1, some chips, vert mounted, excel cond, $625; Ampex 400 (2) in excel cond,
$300 ea; Tapesonic mono TAS 70 in gd cond,
$260; Scully 280 4trk harness & head, like
new, $390; Lang for 350 AG mdls (2), $185
ea. TShea, Shea Snd Stds, 973 McKinley,
Baldwin NY 11510. 516-223-7291.

Channelmatic Spotmatic Jr (
4) & net-share
switcher 4chnl, cable ad insertion equip,
$1300 ea; TeleEngineering Ad Cue Jr, cable
ad insertion controller, $1200. RStone, W-AIR,
322 Bay, PetosKey MI 49770. 616-348-2000.

Radio World

Gates 10 chnl stereo Executive, gd cond,
$1000; Gates 10 chnl mono Diplomat, missinto pwr transformer; Gates 8chnl mono President, missing pwr transformer & most cards,
gc for spare parts, $500/both. B Mountjoy,
WDD, POB 1240, Elizabethton TN 37644. 615543-5849.
Tapco C-12 12 x2x2 board w/phantom pwr,
$700. Katherine, Linden Inc, 229 N Henry,
Alexandria VA 22314. 703-549-4424.
Tascam 388 Studio 8, $
2300. PWolf, WCRM,
241 NE 10th Ave, Cape Coral FL 33909. 813574-5548.

NORTRONICS

Digital 350 prof, dual disc drive w/10 meg
hard drive. PC complete (2), $200 ea. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills Halls, Brunswick
ME 04011.
SPOTCAST! A new spot analysis program. For PC or compatibles. In-depth.
Find out if your station is awinner! Only
$49.95. Meyer Gottesman, 3377 Solano
Avenue, #312, Napa CA 94558.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Collins 212T-1 audio control system, mint
cond w/manual, $595; Shure SR101 Series
2portable audio mixer, rack mt in portable
case, excel cond w/manual, $395. RSumner,
CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate CI, Annandale
VA 22003. 703-560-0233.
Ramsa WR-8816, 16 x4 x2x1 prod console
w/E0 floor stand, outboard per supply, new;
Harris stereo 5, SOlid State 5chnl; McMartin
500 Solid State 5chnl stereo; UREI mod one
10 chnl Solid State stereo; RCA 100 Solid
State 4chnl stereo. RLankton, WDUV/WBRD,
813-749-1420.
Gates Produce mono, modified w/switches
&cue pots, manual & modifications, $300. B
Clark, Bullin Bdctg, Fit 1Bardstown Rd, Mt
Washington KY 40047. 502-538-4784.
McMartin B0592, 5ch stereo, excel cond.
Goodrich Ent, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.
Yamaha PII-700 2x2 x2 PA mixing board,
$400; Yamaha PM-400 8x2 PA mixing board,
$200; Shure 8x1 pro-rack mount mixer
w/reverb, $200. JKrepol, RNDL, 6147 Walker St, Philadelphia PA 19135. 215-624-1050.

Want to Buy

DISCO ed SOUND
EQUIPMENT

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
1131 Virginia Ave
Campbell CA 95008
(408) 866-8434

Collins mono ten pot, $300 plus shpg. CLarmn, KAMI, 815 Meridian, Cozad NE 64130.
308-784-1580.
Allen & Heath Modular Series 2000 8chnl
in/out mixing console wlequalization, pan
pots, mixdown facility, patch bay, $750. BSitzclan, Music For All, 110 County Rd 146,
Trumansburg NY 14886. 607-273-2970.
BE 8M250A, 8chnl monaural, 2yrs old, excel cond, $2000/B0, you ship or pick up. T
Adams, New Wisconsin Radio Reading Service, POB 5541, Madison WI 53705.
Harris Medalist 12 chnl stereo, gd cond, avail
n April, $2000. G Fattus, WZMX, 905
We15fi ersfield, Hartford CT 06114. 203-296-

Wheatstone 8X, 18 x8x2production board
w/internal patch bay, gd cond, $2900. M
Leach, Waves, 1956 NCahuenga, Los Angeles CA 90068. 213-466-6141.

Blue Chip IBM XT compatible, 512K, 30 meg
HD, CGA, color monitor, BO. C Larks Prod,
916 Fairfield Ave, Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-4242405.

Yamaha EM1600 6chnl powered mixer, BO;
Pyle MXK-73 hi freq crossovers, (2), BO. C
Larks Prod, 916 Fairfield Ave, Ft Wayne IN
46802. 219-424-2405.

Test Tapes, Degausserz, Gauges
Cleaners, Swabs, Lapping Films
Splice Bars/Tabs, Demagnetizers

COMPUTERS

Macintosh SE 20 meg hard drive w/monitor,
keyboard & $5000 worth of software, 3mos
old. G Chapekis, Digital Prod, POB 22122,
Denver CO 80222. 303-689-9114.

Musimatic snd console, 10 input stereo mixing console, $450; Peavey PA-1000S 10 input
stereo mixing console wlbuilt in E0 & 200 W
amp, $700. JMcKinley, WJMR, 155 NMain.
Fredericktown OH 43019. 614-694-1577.

Heads

Replacement Tape

Sonex,
117
1/2 rolls. Richard Lynn, 615-458-6616.

Want to Sell

Sony MX-6S 6chnl mic & line mixer, like new
cond, BO/trade. EO'Brien, Imperial Sound,
383 NStudio, Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-8772663.

Howe Audio 9000 parts needed desperately. H Gordon, WGY, 1430 Balltown Rd,
Schenectady NY 12309. 518-381-4851.

Jerrold UM-2 & UM-4TV modulators, BO.
Pinetucket Recording, 747 Wire, Auburn AL
36830. 205-826-0390.

TAS80 mdl 4microcomputer w/(4) 360K dbl
sided drives, 3internatl, 64K RAM, RS-232
port, software packages; Radio Shack DMP1000 dot matrix printer; Radio Shack mdl 100
laptop computer with 36K RAM, internal 300
baud modem, RS-232 port, printer port, builtin software for text, telecom, Basic; Teletype
wIkeyboard, paper tape reader/punch, stand.
KHart, WIEZ, RD 3Box 1414, Mifflintown PA
17059. 717-436-9089.

33

Wheatstone A-500, 6chnl expandable onair/prod console, brand new in crate, $7000.
PWolf, WZCR, 2010 San Carlos Blvd Ft Myers Bch FL 33931. 813-574-5548.

Gately EM 7, EC) 72chnl stereo w/board EQ,
echo, patch bay, monitor amp, CM Lab's &
custom cabinet w/monitor system, $795. T
Shea, Shea Snd Stds, 973 McKinley, Baldwin
NY 11510. 516-223-7291.
Gates Yard for parts. JSchloss, KICD, POB
7248, Spencer IA 31301. 712-262-1240.
Ramis WA 8816 16 x4x2 mixing console,
like new, $3600 FOB. G Jones, Southwest
Mediacast, 110 Sierra, Kerrville TX 78028. 512367-4587.
RCA BC 15/18 mono 8chnl 32 inputs, gd
cond, w/manual, $500 plus shipping. RKerbavry, WTNJ, Box 1127, Beckley WV 25802.
304-877-5592.
Ramko DC 8MS 8chnl, stereo 18 inputs, excel cond, $3800. RTrumbo, KNLF, POB 117,
Quincy CA 95971. 916-283-4144.

Want to Sell
Roland DEP-5 digital multi-effects processor,
excel cond, $450. M Golladay, Circle Sound,
RI 2Box 386, Newton Grove NC 28366. 919594-1679.
dbx 500 sub harmonic synthesizer. RLankton, WDUV/WBRD, 813-749-1420.
Orban 111b reverb unit, new, $288; Mic Mix
XL-210 reverb unit, new, $288. G Chapekis,
Digital Prod, POB 22122, Denver CO 80222.
303-689-9114.
JEW 016R2405, brand new replacement diaphram for 2405 tweeter, 16 ohm. BO/trade;
Switchcraft 645 stereo speaker selector box,
selects up to 6pairs of speaker systems, like
new, BO/trade; JBL 51340 assorted n-over
cards, (2) 500 Hz, (2) 800 Hz, (2) blank, 5kHz,
BO/trade. JRoper, Imperial Studios, 383 N
Studio, Terra Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.
Replace rotten speaker foams, any brand,
$34.90. Tri-State Speaker. 412-375-9203.
Disc recording equip incl Presto, Rek-O-Kut,
Fairchild, Neumann, blanks, needles, manuals & advice on how to make blanks. K
Gutzke, Custom Recording, 7134 15th Ave
South, Minneapolis MN 55423. 612-866-6183.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
EQUIPMENT FINANCING
'LOANS BY PHONE
• NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER
$35,000
• NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
• $2,000 to $200,000
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• SALE-LEASEBACK
EQUIPMENT FOR WORKING
CAPITAL
TO APPLY OR REQUEST ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CONTACT MARK WILSON
EN= ,% Z

.N
,
,
G
L. E

(
800) 275-0185
FAX: (214) 235-5452

FUNDING

LIMITERS

Sparta 3410 8chnl stereo prod or air board,
gd cond w/docs, $400. DSeavy, KROC, 122
SW 4th, Rochester MN 55902.

Want to Sell

McCurdy SS 7500 custom 10-mixer audio
console, $1200. DGunderson, KCCM, Box 72
Concordia College, Moorhead MN 56562.
218-299-3666.

Harris IASP 90 (
2), stereo AGC modules, stereo FM limiter modules, $800 ea/BID. DGreer,
WDZZ, Ste 1830 Genesee Twrs, Flint MI
48502. 313-767-0130.
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LIMITERS . .. WTS
Dolby 334 FM processor; (2) RCA BA-45
AGC, (2) RCA BA-43 pgm amps in rack mount
mainframe; Volumax 4000A. R Lankton,
WDUV/WBRD, 813-749-1420.
Gates Solid Statesman AGC's (2), $250/pr.
HWidsten, KGNB, 1540 Loop 337 North, New
Braunfels TX 78130. 512-625-7311.
RCA BA-6A in excel cond, w/rack mount shelf,
face plate cover & connectors, $250 plus
shpg. BLeslie, Pro Recdg Srvc, 13709 Maple Leaf, Cleveland OH 44125. 216-662-1435.
Shure M62V Level Loc, BO: Complimiter 610,
one good, one fair. BO. CLarks Prod, 916 Fairfield Ave, Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-424-2405.
Harris ME-1mod enhancer, $150; Harris MSP
90 AM triband AGC, $1000; Inovonics 230
AM multiband audio processor, $900. E
Moody, KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville AR
72712. 501-273-9039.

CBS Labs 4450 stereo Audimax AGC. J
Pearce, KSSS, 2864 S Circle Dr, Ste 150,
Colorado Springs CO 80906. 719-579-0880.
CBS Labs 4450 stereo Audimax AGC. J
Pearce, KSSS, 2864 SCircle, Ste 150, Colorado Springs CO 80906. 719-579-0880.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Crown PCC160 Cardioid condenser boundary mic in original box, used only few weeks,
$200. SSwanson, KBNL, Box 440029, Laredo TX 78044. 512-724-9211.
Sennhelser MD-421U w/case & clamp, vgc,
$200; EV RE-20 ease & clamp, gd cond,
$200, plus shipping on both. J Emmel,
WV/AX, 509 Third St, R3cicville PA 18452. 717383-1118.

Motorola C-OUAM & CRL processing for AM.
314-576-0909.

RCA Classic ribbon mics, send for list. BDavies, Virgo Prod, 5548 Elmer, NHollywood CA
91601. 818-761-9831.

Optimod 8000A, gd cond, $1200. Mr. Ericson, 212-477-2489.

EV RE16, BO. CLarko Prod, 916 Fairfield Ave,
Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-424-2405.

Optimod 8000A
$1495 & UP

414-482 -2638
CRL PMC-300A AM w/CRL SPF-300 NRSC
adapter, excel cond, $1000; CRL IPP-100 mic
processor, $1200. M Persons, WJJY, Box 706,
Brainerd MN 56401. 218-829-1326.
CBS Volumax 400, clean, works, $100; BE
Spotmaster CLE 500, $450. PWolf, WCRM,
241 NE 10th Ave, Cape Coral FL 33909. 813574-5548.
CRL SGC800, SEC800, SMP900A AM-4stereo pkg, like new, w/manuals, instructions &
parts for all modifications to date, BO. SMurdoch, WFNS, 7201 EHillsborough, Tampa FL
33610. 813-620-9100.
Gates Solid Statesman, $
175. PWells, KJOY,
San Diego. 619-238-1037.
Aphex 250 type Ill exciter w/bass enhancement, like new, $700. JMcKinley, WJMR, 155
N Main, Fredericktown OH 43019. 614-6941577.
CRL FACTORY SALE: Used & discontinued
models, AGC's, limiters, etc. Call Walter Ellis
or Bill Ammons, 1-800-535-7648.
ADR Express stereo (3), one modified for
XLR conectors input & output, $300 ea/BO.
AReis, 308 Eastgate Cf, New Lenox IL 60451.
815-485-7377.
Want to Buy

Neumann U-87 new capsule, excel body,
sound great, $1350; Phase Linear 700, works,
$275; Phase Linear 400, loud & cheap, $225.
RMcMillen, 3235 SE 39th Ave, Portland OR
97202. 503-239-6070.
B&K Type 2801 condenser mic, pwr supply,
tube type, BO/trade. MO'Brien, Imperial Snd,
383 NStudio, Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-8772663.
Shure 5M61-LC (
8), omnidirectional dynamic, brand new w/factory warranty, excel for
ENG applications, $89. Jim, 1-800-366-5770
X1.
RCA ribbon miles including (1) 44-BX; (1) 77D; KU3A10,0001; BK-11; BK-5; SK-46;
WE639A, will trade for other high quality condenser, dynamic, ribbon mics & audio equip.
Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 (evenings).
RCA ribbon mics including (1) 44-BX; (1) 77D; KU3A10,0001; BK-11; BK-5; SK-46;
WE639A, will trade for other high quality condenser, dynamic, ribbon mics & audio equip.
Tracy Eaves. 615-821-6099 (evenings).

Gentner SPH4, Bantam patch panel, ITC
eraser/splice finder ESL IV & other items, BO.
D Doelitzsch, WDDD, Marion IL. 618-9778123.
Cinema Engineering 9205-A bulk eraser. R
Robinson, 203-269-4465.
Radio Shack 17-604 NiCad battery for 1720011050 CT-300, 301 cellular phones, new
$15. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall.
Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
Cushman Snowcat small two-man, for deep
powder snow w/trailer, gd cond, BO. D Barton, KMTI, POB K, Manti UT 84642. 801-8357301.
Rack bays (
2), 77" rack space, 82" overall,
17" deep, black wrinkle finish, one 61.5" rack
space, 68" overall, 18" deep, gray finish w/yellow formica glued to sides. KHart, WIEZ, RD
3Box 1414, Mifffintown PA 17059. 717-4369086.
Anvil cases (
10), 13 space, 22.75" x24", EIA
rackmount, 2" foam lines shock mounted,
meet excel, cosmetic poor, $300 ea. TJ Worrell, Multimedia, 7620 W 78th, Minneapolis
MN 55439. 612-942-9681.
VHS video sales training tapes (16)30 topics,
$1500. RTrumbo, KNLF, POB 117, Quincy CA
95971. 916-283-4144.
Will trade deluxe hotel accomodations in Hawaii, Mexico, Bahamas, etc for audio & video equipment. CCoreson, Coreson Co, POB
22423, Milwaukie OR 97222. 503-659-7815.
Executone Gateway K2100 electr business
phone system, 5lines, 20 extensions, working system or use for parts, $800/Bo. G Fullhart, VVVKS, 4665 W Bancroft, Toledo OH
43615. 419-531-1681.

E

56-PG CATALOG
Complete line of audio mudules and

accessones for all enginetekd sound &
broadcast applications

Want to Buy

MODULAR
AUDIO
PRODUCTS

RCA BK-5B whvindscreen, gd cond. RLaine,
Box 10665, Golden CO 80401. 303-238-7830.
RCA BK-5A or Bwhvindscreen, gd cond. R
Laine, POB 10665, Golden CO 80401. 303238-7830.

1-800-333.7697
1.516-345-3100

RCA 44's, 77 1s, WE & other ribbon mics,
working or not, also looking for dynamic & other types of mics. BDavies, Virgo Prod, 5548
Elmer, NHollywood CA 91601. 818-761-9831.

FAX 516-345-3106
DIV OF MODULAR DEVICES 111 1
ROMEO RD • SHIRLEY N,

Circle

Automated Bdct Control StaMax. Pat
Parks, KYKR, 27 Sawyer, Beaumont TX
77702. 409-838-3911.

MISCELLANEOUS

Versa-Count or similar, used, cheap but
repairable, programmable FM exciter. J
Crawley, WLSK, Box 680, Lebanon KY 40033.
502-465-5762.

Extel weather wire printer. R Lankton,
WDUV/WBRD, 813-749-1420.

Want to Sell

8on Reader Service Card

Technical manuals, various manufacturers
for various gear including RCA mics, tape cartridge PB, remote amp, TT, and much more,
call for details, all manuals $5. S Dynes,
Dynes Comm, 307 S Penn. Wheeling WV
26003. 304-233-8856.
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INSTANT

CLEARANCE SALE
SCRATCH, DENT, ONE- OF- A-KIND ITEMS

Andrew 4" Heliax® -400'
$16 50 ft.
Arrakis 1200/8 With Mixers
$3554
Autogram Typical 8Ch. Mono (
UPGRNHABLE TO STEREO) $
5255
Fidelipac CTR 124 Stereo Rec/Play
$3903
Otan MTR1011 Stereo Underbridge
4848
Eventide BD955 6.4 Sec. Delay
$2764
PLUS DOZENS MORE FAMOUS BRANDS & MODELS PRICED BELOW NORMAL. PRICED TO MOVE OUT. PRICED SO
LOW, THE LIST CHANGES DAILY. IF YOU'LL CALL, WE'LL
FAX YOU THE LATEST, UPDATED LIST INCLUDING ASKING PRICES. IF YOU LIKE VALUE . . . IF YOU
LOVE BARGAINS.. . WRITE YOUR OWN DEAL!

DItchwitch 100 SX wire plow, low hrs. SDelay, 217-498-7339.
WE patch panels (
12), tip, ring, sleeve, 6rows
of 24 jacks, normalled wire wrap or solder,
patch cords avail from ADC, $35 ea plus shipping; Gates/Harris 994-4703-003 & 994-5066001 motors wilimit switches, as is, 650 ea plus
shipping; Square D200 amp 3-phase safety
switch 3PDT center off, gd cond, $100 plus
shipping. RKerbavry, WTNJ, Box 1127, Beckley WV 25802. 304-877-5592.
Heathkit weather station, display only, $
25;
Gentner Silence Sensor, $95. PWells, KJOY,
San Diego. 619-238-1037.
Kohler 30 kW 3-phase gen, currently runs on
propane, $6000. G Faltus, WZMX, 905
Wethersfield, Hartford CT 06114. 203-296Tellabs dual wideband repeat coil module
4425 in box; Gates 6' equip rack; 20" x19"
equip racks; dual row patch bay & cords, jacks
& various parts; (2) ABC cue command
decoders; (15) wall mount cart racks; (100) can
tapes; Comex Bleepmate 675 program delay;
Teac audio amp wNU meter. BO/all you ship.
R Lynn, 615-458-6616.
Patch bay, $
65; antique tube tester in vgc,
$125; 52 album sized mailers, $25/all. S
Dynes, Dynes Comm, 307 SPenn, Wheeling
WV 26003. 304-233-8856.
Tellabs dual wideband repeat coil module
4425, still in box; (2) dual row patch bay.
Richard Lynn, 615-458-6616.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be
glad to help you with any of your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

SPENCER
Broadcast & Communications

AUDIO-THRU-RF
Where Service is # 1
Radio Specialists
Now in our 12th year

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860

.country, top 40, news, urban,
tdk, jazz, the cknsks, mixed bag „
RADIO!

The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

} i
III
II
MiiIIIIIH MillriFilb.
2215

Fara day Ave.,

NI.

Su i
te A

Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

THE SOURCE

THIS
SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call Simone Mullins
at 1-800-336-3045

CALL US FOR ALL
YOUR NEW
EQUIPMENT NEEDS
Toll free: 800-HOT-AMFM
(800-468-2636)
305-651 - 5752
FAX: 305-654-1386
18620 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami FL 33179

RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
Pro -Audio & Broadcast Equip.
Studer and Revox Recorders
Ampex Parts at Discount
Dolby SR
BGW Amplifiers
Yamaha Full Line
Aphex
Symetrix
Neumann Microphones
Electro Voice
Almost All Lines-

Madre
Colorado Springs CO 80903
230 S. Sierra

1719) 594-9464 Las Vegas (702) 477-6467
Hollywood (213) 463-9655

EQUIPMENT

800-622-0022
Large number of rebuilt fixed & variable RF
inductors, hotline jacks, J plugs & meter
switches at half current price, write for list. K
Hyman, 5006 EBeverly Mae Dr, San Antonio TX 78229.

Gates 20"XX19" equip racks (2); (15) various
sized metal cart racks; Gates 6' equip rack.
Richard Lynn, 615-458-6616.
Harmon-Kardon mixers, new DPR7; Meissner mixer five inputs-battery; Cannon plugs.
3prong, male & female; 40 new tubes & revstors cheap; Lafayette TE22 audio gen: Sen.
core transistor & diode tester; manuals for
Ampex, Pultec, Altec & others. Mr. Oliver 212874-7660 in afternoons.
Grampian cutter heads, 10 feedback (landberg); patch bays (4) 24 inputs single, also
patch cords; Daven 600 ohms attenuators (
silent) (
8) excel; Presto 6N cutter lead screws;
Edital blocks for recorders 1/2"; EV 12TRX
speakers (2) & cabinets. Mr. Oliver. 212-8747660 in afternoons.
Grampian cutter heads, 1D feedback (tendberg); patch bays (4) 24 inputs single, also
patch cords; Daven 600 ohms attenuators (silent) (8) excel; Presto 6N cutter lead screws;
Edital blocks for recorders 1/2"; EV 12TRX
speakers (2) & cabinets. Mr. Oliver, 212-8747660 in afternoons.
Elgar HIT-H7.5 1201240 V, 7.45 kW isolation
transformer, excel cond, $2600; Sones brown
flame retardant sound treatment, 400 sq ft,
3" thick, also 50 sq ft of virgin brown 3" Sonex, wlsome access holes, gd cond; PennFab grey 2" & 3" sound treatment, over 300
sq it, few panels wlaccess holes; also limited amount of hard-to-get 2" blue PennFab
avail, box of 50sq ft at $85. AReis, 308 Eastgate Ct, New Lenox IL 60451. 815-485-7377.
Cones AS-101 (
2) audio switchers, excel
cond, $695; Cones AS-501 relay board, $175;
Cones RS-232 interface, $99; Cones CS-251310 dual 25 Hz sensor, $199. Jim, 1-800-3665770 X1.

Bird 3128 wattcher alarm/RF power monitor,
up to 10 kW, 450 kHz to 2300 MHz, mint cond
w/manual, $350. RSumner, CAVU Corp, %
In
Applegate Ct, Annandale VA 22003. 703-5600233.
Belar FM mod monitors, FMM-1, EMS-1,
SCM-1, RFA1all clean & current calibration;
McMartin TBM3700, T8M2200 FM mod monitors. R Lankton, WDUV/WBRD, 813-7491420.
McMartin 5500 aural mod monitor, TV chnl
6, $250 plus UPS JCrawley, WLSK, Box 680,
Lebanon KY 40033. 502-465-5762.
Beier AMIA-1 AM mod monitor, clean & works
fine, $450. PWolf, WZCR, 2010 San Carlos
Blvd, Ft Myers Bch FL 33931, 813-574-5548.
TFT 760 EBS system w/AM rcvr, tone gen &
decoder, gd cond; McMartin TBM 2200 stereo monitor & TBM 4000A FM/SCA monitor,
American made, vintage, FCC type approved
whanuals, BO. B Webster, WLIT, 150 N
Michigan, Chicago IL 60515. 312-329-9002.
Potomac AMO- 19D 6-tower DA2digital antenna monitor, $3800. Sony PVM-8200T
professional color monitor, $900. Sony BVE800, $400. Tektronix 1420 NTSC vectorscope
w/case, $2100. LMorton, 805-733-4275.

S
BROADCAST

McMartin FM mod monitors, TBM3500B
main chnl, TBM2200A stereo, TBM2000B
SCA, TBM4500A, all or part tuned & tested.
Goodrich Ent, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

Want to Buy

ESE 190 station master clock w/spare impulse
driver, battery backup, WWV rcvr, ESE digital slave & impulse driver output, no slaves
$700; Belden 8766 wiring, 15-pair cable for
interstudio or patch bay wiring, lengths from
50 to 125', clean ends, like new, $1.50/ft; Auditronics Phase Audio console mount studio
furniture, (3) wall mounted studio console tables, two never used, call for details, $400 ea.
AReis, 308 Eastgate Cl, New Lenox IL 60451.
815-485-7377.
Rotron Blowers for Ebro, CCA, CSI,
McMartin, Harris, rebuilt & new.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson Si., Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 331 0638
Harmon-Kardon mixers, new DPR7; Meissner mixer five inputs-battery; Cannon plugs,
3prong, male & female; 40 new tubes & resistors cheap; Lafayette TE22 audio gen; Sencore transistor & diode tester; manuals for
Ampex, Pultec, Altec & others. Mr. Oliver 212874-7660 in afternoons.

Want to Buy
Wire marking machine. M Starin, WJYY, 457
Varney, Manchester NH 03102. 603-625-1165.
Digital VT Series video terminals & keyboards. P Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066
RCA Broadcast News, especially 1955 and
earlier. Russ Hamnett, KNAU, Flagstaff AZ
86011. 1-800-523-8870.

Any older McMartin mod monitors. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

MOVIE PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Mitchell 16 standard wlacc, mags, lens, motors, cases, mat box, very clean, $3500. G
Sive, Your Video Conn, 31844 Rancho Amigos Rd, Bonsall CA 92003. 619-749-7662.
Bell & Howell Ringmaster 821A & 16mm
projectors, 00 Series, $300-$400; also Neumade Super X 16mm power rewinder, $375.
Katherine, Linden Inc, 229 NHenry, Alexandria VA 22314. 703-524-4424.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Grundig Satellite 650, 1.6-30 MHz, 30 W audio, 60 memories, quartz clock, like new, original box, $650. RThomas, Rebel Recdg, 5555
Radio Ln, Jacksonville FL 32205. 904-3887711.
High quality micro-miniature 67 kHz SCA
decoder, about 1" square, prewired & ready
to install, $15. D Jackway, 5742 Fairoak,
Springfield MO 65810. 417-881-1846.

Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP be
bop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose,
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th, NYNY
10003 212-674-3060.

Heathkit FM-4FM tuner in desktop metal
cabinet: Fisher FM-90X FM tuner, signal
strength meter, high impedance outputs. K
Hari, WIEZ, RD 3Box 1414, Mitflintown PA
17059. 717-436-9089.

Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP bebop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose,
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th, NYNY
10003. 212-674-3060.

McMartin TRE6B (
6) SCA rows on 67 kHz,
all solid-state, simple crystal change to your
freq. P Lierman, KCSP, 601 W Collins Dr,
Casper WY 82601. 307-265-5414.

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY
Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length up
to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.75

ea. FOB our plant, 48 hrs delivery.

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
35 Years prolessivial experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D.MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continous Tape Mag.

69 Sandersdale Rd.,
Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
Circle 144 on Reader Service Card

MONITORS
Want to Sell
0E1 675T200 RF & SWR monitor & PA voltage & amp monitor, fwd & rev SWR switch,
19" rack mount, 3" high, translator áup to
200 W use, $125. SLawson, (AK Prod, 928
Hyland, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707-528-4055.
General Radio 681-13 AM freq deviation meter. KHart, WIEZ, RD 3Box 1414, Mifflintown
PA 17059. 717-436-9089.
Motorola 1310 AM stereo mod mon in excel
cond. GCiapper, KKGR, POB 9032, Gresham
OR 97030. 503-667-1230,

GE Exec II 40 W VHF on 2meter repeater
w/Hamtronics COR4board, $300. PRussell,
Bowdoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME
04011. 207-725-3066.
EICO MX-99 tube-type FM multiplex autodapter, complete wlmanual, new cond, 80/trade;
Dyne FM-3tube type, FM tuner needs alignment, BO/trade. EO'Brien, Imperial Sound,
383 NStudio, Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-8772663.
Janiel SP2000 stereo 2chnl sal rcvr processor; (2) Janiel BCF12000 sat TV rcvr; Microdyne 1100-FFC sat fur; Microwave Assoc VA3X sat rcvr; Macom 41MS sat rcvr, BO/all, you
ship. R Lynn, 615-458-6616.

BE E
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RECEIVERS ... WTS

Marti STL-8 (
2) xmtrs & (2) rcvrs for stereo
SIL system, will reset to your freq. $3500. J
McKinley, WJMR, 155 NMain, Fredericktown
OH 43019. 614-694-1577.

GE split repeater for 2meters w1449 MHz 10
W link w/(2) 3-element yagis, 40 W out, rcvr
has preamp, $300. PRussell, Bowdoin College. Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.

Marti 81-30B xmtr & matching receiver on
170.15 MHz, works, $500. G Smith, KORO,
915-673-2545.

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Portable, Home/Studio, Auto

Marti RPT-25 &R-50/450 xmtrs & rcvrs set up
for stereo, 450.925 & 455.925, recently factory re-aligned, 52400/all or BO. G Fullhart,
VVVKS, 4665 W Bancroft, Toledo OH 43615.
419-531-1681.

RRADCO GROUP
708-513-1386

Johnson mobile/base/handheld two-way radios at discount prices, new. Mobiles, 15 W
UHF, $399, 35 W UHF,
25 W VHF, $385.
W Hohnstein, Deremer Radio, 33 Mai,
Seward NE 68434. 402-643-3338.

Andrew PL 619 C, 6' solid reflector dish
wifeedhorn & mount, for TV use in 1.9-2.3 GHz
band, $1400. A Bowab, WDLT, 2402 Wolf
Ridge, Mobile AL 36618. 205-344-3698.

$
495,

Fairchild Dart 384 w/1
audio card & 350 converter;
McCurdy card & DIC 1,
1year old, no manuals,
$3750/130. Klay Anderson
1-801-580-5529

REMOTE & MICROWAVE
EQUIP
Want

to Sell

Micro Controls PTS-10C composite SIL,
949.0 MHz, excel cond, $2000; Micro Controls
DRCR-9 remote control, $1500: Micro Control 20011/R 455.02 MHz SIL, $1000. M Persons, KKIN, P013 930, Aitkin MN 56431. 218829-1326.
Pulse Dynamics remote bdct telephone w/(4)
mics & one aux level input, $100. M Persons,
KKIN, P013 930, Aitkin MN 56431. 218-8291326.

Microdyne 1100-PCDR (
5) satellite demodulator/receiver. SCPC, freq agile, compandered, 70 MHz input, excel cond, only one
rack unit high, $1200/B0, you ship or pick up.
T Adams, New Wisconsin Radio Reading
Service, P013 5541, Madison WI 53705.

Moseley PCL606C composite rcvr only, excel cond. Goodrich Ent, 11435 Manderson,
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

Scientific Atlanta DAT-32 w/7.5 & 1.5 stereo
card, also cue. Dale, NW Talk Radio, POB
68088, Oak Grove OR 97268. 503-774-0459.
Moseley TAC15 for 10 kHz subcarrier
w/Hallikainen digital display & ITO-177 computer interface, fair cond, $400. G Faltas,
WZMX, 905 Wethersfield, Hartford CT 06114.
203-296-1175.

FOR YOUR NEXT REMOTE EVENT RENT THE

GENTNER EFT-3000
3-line frequency extender package with
Shure SM-7 studio mics.
For more into call: Dwight Weller

Symetrix T1-101 telephone hybrid, $300. M
Persons, WJJY, Box 706, Brainerd MN 56401.
218-829-1329.

WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 4040, Baltimore, MD 21093

(301)252-8351

AVO-10 Weather Radar. Complete systems,
many operational, some for parts. Plus full set
test equipment, manuals, etc. Priced extremely reasonably for immediate sale. ( RES, 300
W. Reed, Moberly mo 65270. 816-263-1600.

Scientific Atlanta 7325 digital processing
unit w/15.0 digital audio decoder & voice cue
decoder; 7300 wideband BPSK rcvr w/various crystals, $5500. G Ayers, WWII, P013
1369, Canton NC 28716. 704-648-3588.

Want to Buy
Harris 6550 chassis, pwr supply, down converter, agile FM demod, need immediately. RJ
Miller, WRVI, Virden IL 62690. 217-965-3388.

Complete redundant Marti SIL package,
w/(2) TX,s, (2) RX,s, TX/RX splitterlcombiner,
custom audio switcher & (2) Mark SH872GN
antennas, avail late January, BO. JBisset,
Multiphase Consulting, 703-379-1665.

TV satellite uplink, prefer Ku-band, exciter,
HPA, etc, truck unimportant. Ugly George Satellite TV, 314 W 52 St, NYNY 10019. 212-6772200.

Gates Attache 70; custom made 5chnl remote mixer. K Hart, WIEZ, RD 3Box 1414,
Mifflintown PA 17059. 717-436-9089.

Fairchild Dart-384 7.5 kHz dual audio module. JCole, WBTM, 710 Grove, Danville VA
24541. 804-793-4411.

COMFLEX
RENTALS
Call Steve for details

(516) 623-6114
STATIONS

TFT 7700-B in excel cond, trans & rcvr on
997.50, will sell 7601 remote control w/packages, has 192 & 67 kHz SCA cards; Marti
RPT-2, RPT30, all fully companded, will sell
as package or separate. TEdmisson, WDKN,
106 ECollege, Dickson IN 37055. 615-4460752.

Want

Satellite Receive Only

•Harris
•ScientificAtlanta
•Microdyne
•Avcom
•Prodelin

For ALL Network Atfiliations
WE BUY • SELL • TRADE
Flexible Lease Financing!

TELCOM GROUP INTL
PR ( 5051883 4737

FAX ( 505)889 0078

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AVAILABLE

Beni SIL TX-AX, new. SDelay, 217-498-7339.
Micro Control PIS-10/PRS-10 composite
SIL system on 947.060 MHz, $2900/BO:
Micro Control RSU-10 composite SIL rcvr, automatic switcher, BO. FAnderson, WSC0,
1440 Knox Abbott. W Columbia SC 29169.
803-791-1653.

Sell

10 kW clear channel AM & Class AFM, can
be upgraded to Class C-2-50 kW, either of
both, owner financing possible to qualified
buyers. 501-470-1525.

-NEW AND USED -

•Fairchild

to

Partners/Investors wanted for new highpower FM in mountain states & for AM/FM
combo in deep south, $10K minimum, serious inquiries only. LFuss, KOOZ, POB 159,
Fayetteville GA 30214. 404-460-6159.

Marti API-2dual freq, gd cond, $800 plus
shipping. RKerbawy, WTNJ, Box 1127, Beckley WV 25802. 304-877-5592.

PLUS! Receivers/Demodulators
•Wegener

TAPES, CARTS & REELS

AMERICAN BROADCASF

Audiopak AA-3carts, I
nall popular music
lengths, 2:00 thru 4:00, hundreds ready to
sell, none over 2.5 yrs old, $2ea. RSather,
KPYR, 88 Union, Memphis IN 38103. 901529-0098.

FINANCIAL CORPORATION

414-482-2638
Financing wanted for stereo AM, OP obtained, will serve 3major markets in SE Arizona. Rex, 1121 Plaza Azul, Sierra Vista AZ
85635. 602-458-5431.
LPTV CP in Ladysmith VA, hits Richmond.
800 W, chnl 40. 703-569-5308 leave message.
Want to Buy
Looking for AM, FM, or combos lo take over
with no down. JBallard, ALL Prod, PO8 1786,
Apl Vly CA 92907. 619-2617787.
Seeking financing assistance for station
start-up, willing to get started but no collateral or money. JBallard, ALL Prod, POB 1786,
Apl Vly CA 92907. 619-261-7787.
Small AM In California, troubled or aark OK,
owner financing. Baoul Scavullo, 45-5841027.

STEREO GENERATORS
Want to Sell
RCA BTS101 (
2); RCA BTX-101 SCA. RLankton. WDUV/WBRD, 813-749-1420.

Want to Sell

ABCO wire cart racks (
2) on floor stands,
holding 500 carts ea, $225 or all for $600;
Scotchcart II's w/easy listening/lite-jazz library
(500), well recorded in stereo, $2/ea or
$950/all; L.E.L. alignment gauges (1set) for
Ampro cart decks, $15. PWells, KJOY, San
Diego CA, 619-238-1037.
Prod music library 8vol on LPs, BO; patch
panel wired, BO. CLarks Prod, 916 Fairfield
Ave, Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-424-2405.
Fidelipac 300 gray carts (200), $1ea or all
for $150. EMoody, KJEM. 216 NMain, Bentonville AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
Record library, hundreds of gospel & country/western LP's, BO/all; Compac Executech
3-line, Gstation electr key system wrintercom,
as is, BO. SMurdoch, WFNS, 7201 EHillsborough, Tampa FL 33610. 813-620-9100.
Audiopak NAB Type AA carts (45), excel
working cond, various lengths, $45: Fidelipac
NAB Type AA carts (220) in excel working
cond, various lengths, $220. SDynes, Dynes
Comm, 307 S Penn, Wheeling WV 26003.
304-233-8856.

A8ÉD

-

FM 67 kHz subcarrier avail, Class AFM station xmtr locate in Queens County, NY. greater
Nassau, Queens, Westchester & Southern
Connecticut coverage. JCaracciolo, WDRE,
t800 Stewart, Westbury NY 11590. 516-8329400.
Midwest FM (2), upgrade avail to C-3, will finance widown; also (1) AM FT, serious inquiries only. Radio. POB 459, St Charles MO
63302.
Class BFM in Northern California, 3county
coverage, BE automation system installed. AC
format. RTrumbo, KNLF, POB 117, Quincy CA
95971. 916-283-4144.
CPs for AM/FM combo located in resort area
between major Montana markets, 10 kW AM,
50 kW FM w/possible upgrade, some equip
included in package, BO. HMcDonald, Broadcast Associates, P08 807, Veradale WA
99037. 509-924-8298.
Olympic City/Atlanta Metro, AM station w/10
acres of land at tower/xmtr site & all station
equip. $350,000. PO Box 52682. Atlanta GA
30355.
AM & FM radio stations for sale in Central Arkansas, selling all or part, some financing.
501-376-0880 week days, 501-470-1525
nights/weekends.
AM station in Western KY/Southern IL, town
of 60,000, gd revenue, presold contracts,
financing available, $135,000 firm. 314-5760909.

FM TRANSMITTERS
1 kW
Gates
FM1B
1 kW
ITA
10006
1 kW
RCA
BTF1D
1 kW
Collins
83001
1 kW
RCA
BTF1E
1 kW
Harris
Fm 1H
2.5kW Collins
831 DI
2.5kw
Continental 814R2
3 kW
RCA
BTF 3E
3 kW
G.E.
3KW
3.5kW
B.E.
3.5A
3.5kW McMartin
BF 3.5K
5 kW
RCA
BTF-5D
5 kW
RCA
BTF-5E
10 kW
RCA
BTF1OD
10 kW
Gates
FM108
10 kW
Harris
FM 10H
20 kW
CCA
20,000E
20 kW
Collins
831G1
20 kW
RCA
BTF-20E1
25 kW
Wilkinson
25000
125 kW
McMortin
BF25K
25 kW
Harris
FM- 25K
30 kW
McMartin
BF3OK

ee- ARMSTRONG

Want to Buy

BE AX10 & AS10 AM stereo gen & monitor
w/manuals, BO. SMurdoch, WFNS, 7201 E
Hillsborough, Tampa FL 33610. 813-620-9100.

We clean. load 8pack. Serviced within
10 work days! Work guaranteed!

Jingles used by NBC affiliates for the News
& Information Service format in early 70's,
usually supplied on 7" reels. R Meyers,
Benchmark Comm, 4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami
FL 33155. 305-995-1717.

AEL 2203 in gd cord, $400; RCA FIS16 in
vgc, $600; Wilkinson SG-1E in gd coid. $450.
JMcKinley, WJMR. 155 N Main, Fredericktown OH 43019. 614-694-1577.
Want to Buy
Low pass filter 53 kHz low pass filter for Collins 310Z-2 exciter/stereo gen, urgently needed. JPearce, KSSS, 2864 SCircle. Ste 150,
Colorado Springs CO 80906. 719-579-0880.

SWITCHERS ( VIDEO)
Want to Sell
Panasonic WJ 540P 88W. $ 15C D Hurd.
Harding Univ, Box 853 Station A, Searcy AR
72143. 501-279-4658.

3706 Vold Ct., Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-7347
Abdico manual cassette loaders (3). $800 ea
or $2150/all. Katherine, Linden Inc, 229 N
Henry. Alexandria VA 22314. 703-524-4424.
Fidelipac 300 gray, approx 2000 in various
lengths. various cond. 500 ea plus shipping.
R Kerbawy, W7NJ, Box 1127, Beckley WV
25802. 304-877-5592.
Country music 57 reels, from 50's, 60's, 70's
on 10.5" metal reels, fair cond, 25 Hz tone on
tape, $10/reel. BAnderson, WTGY, POB 9,
Charleston MS 38921. 601-647-5600.
Fidelipac Mastercart II, several thousand red
& bronze avail in various lengths & cond,
some may need to be rewound. $1ea. AReis,
308 Eastgate Ct, New Lenox IL 60451. 815485-7377.

IMPERIAL\
TRANSMITTER?,

AM TRANSMITTERS
250W
RCA
250GL
1 kW
Gates
BC1F
1 kW
Gates
BC1T
1 kW
Gates
1 kW
CCA
1000D
1 kW
Collins
20V2
1 kW
Collins
82001
1 kW
McMartin
8F- 1K
1 kW
Harris
MW- 1A
1 kW
Bauer
707
1 kW
Gates
BC- 1G
5 kW
Gates
BC5E
5 kW
RCA
BTA5T
5 kW
Collins
21E
5 kW
RCA
BTA-5L
5 kW
Harris
BC- 5H
5 kW
Wilkinson
5000E
5 kW
Collins
820E/F
5 kW
Gates
BC- 5P2
10 kW
RCA
BTA1OH
10 kW
Harris
BC- 10H
50 kW
RCA
50G
50 kW
GE/Canada 50KW
50 kW
Continental 3176
50 kW
Harris
MW

TRANSMITTERS

5046 Smoral Road
( 315) 488-1269
Syracuse, NY
FAX ( 315) 488-1365

Cartridge Rebuilding

Service
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FINEST REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS

Moseley SCG4-7 67kHzSCA gen (2), $250.
PWells, KJOY, San Diego. 619-2311-1037.

OEI 7775 FM AIS. EMoody, KJEM, 216 N
Main, Bentonville AR 72712. 501-273-9039.

Silver Lake Audio

armime

LEASING AVAILABLE
ON USED
TRANSMITTERS

Any Ku-band TV satellite uplink, portable or
not, prefer Ku-band. UGeorge, Satellite TV,
314 West 52nd, NY NY 10019. 212-969-0240.

2 and 3- Line Systems

Radio World

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP
Educ FM needs equip of any type, will also
Vade. C Hubbeling, KTEQ, 501 E St
..kaseph:Rapid City SD 57701. 605-3942231.
Any/all bdct gear for new station. audio & RF,
pieces & parts, will pay shipping. KGNV, Rt
:2 Box 45, Washington MO 63090. 314-2394401.
Enclosed rack, 6'. for xmtr, also exciter, Haris MS15 or equiv, working carts & play & R/P
ar sound PA equip. A Hagler, KMUD, P013
135, Redway CA 95560. 707-923-2513.

5 Reasons
Why Your Next
Transmitter
Will Be An
Imperial Rebuilt

Equip for missionary radio station in South
Pacific, FM xrntr 500 W or 1kW, audio consoles stereo or mono. SIL xmtr/rcvr, cart
machines, R-R,s, many other items, call or
write for list, tax-deductible receipt for all donations. JGoldring, Calvary Chapel-Spring
Valley, 3400 SJones, Las Vegas NV 89102.
702-364-9350.
Bdct training school for underpriviledged
needs any AM bdct equip for training students
unable to attend regular bdctg schools, able
to pay shipping on small items. FSmith, The
Bdct Training School For the Underpriviledged, 2408 Chamberlain, Chattanooga IN 37404. 615-6247126.
Capital Children's Museum needs mics,
headphones, CD players. Hi-8. VHS & 3/4"
cameras, decks & access. CGrotke, Capital
Children's Museum, 800 3rd St NE, Washington DC 20002. 202-675-6872.
Equip for non-profit educ FM in SD needed incl cart machines, bdct console, will also
trade. CHubbeling, KTEO, 501 ESt Joseph,
Rapid City SD 57701. 605-394-2231.
Equip donations for non-profit organization,
10,000 W AM, new 50 kW FM, 88.5 MHz, including studio microwave & xmtr. W Goforth,
WBHY, POB 1328, Mobile AL 36633 205-4328484.
5kW FM xmtr, 2element antenna, RF wattmeter, 200' coax, sat rcvr equip. THunt, KILA, 2201 S6th, Las Vegas NV 89104. 702731-5452.
Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping charges. EE student at Purdue.
CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317923-2800.
Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping charges. EE student at Purdue.
CGill, P013 371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317923-2800.

1.

Our Central North American locatior means extremely
low ove -head and puts us closer to )'
ou!

2,

Only FCC Licensed transmitter specialists tune and final
test your transmitter. Others permit anyone off the street
to tune and test. Ask who's tuning yours! Only our
specialists have years and years of transmitter experience.

Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast
equipment. TQuinn, 408-475-0423.

FREE DELIVERY*-Anywhere in Ccntinental USA. For
export we'll deliver free to your selected port of export.
We own our own trucks to better serve you.

TEST EQUIPMENT

3,

Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast
equipment. TQuinn, 408-475-0423.

Want to Sell

4,

NO CRATING CHARGES*-You don't want to buy a
wooden crate, you want to buy a transmitter!

Tek 1L20 spectrum analyzer plug in module
in mdl 132 portable pwr supply unit: Singer
MF 500ILIR-3 spectrum analyzer; B & W 410
dist meter. R Lankton, WDUWWBRD, 8137491420.

5,

FREE Installation Supervision*-We'll supervise installation aid be there when the switch is turned on to assure
you everything is OK!

AMI 506 mainframe, rack mount w/DM-502A
freq counter, SG-505 audio signal gen, SC502 oscil & AA-501 audio analyzer, avail late
January, BO. JBisset, Multiphase Consulting, 703-379-1665.

We service what we sell- but usually we're servicing what they sold!
SERVICE AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE
Visit our facilities- see your transmitter before we deliver it.
Imperial Transmitter Worldwide
Tel ( 308) 345-7633
Fax ( 308) 345-7650
*Certain Offers Continental US & Canada Only

SonyTek 335 dual trace portable oscil,
ease, probes, manual, like new, $750. BDorsey, TVS, 195 Tenth Ave, NYNY 10011. 212675-0437.
Eico 425 push pull oscil; Eico 1032 regulated pwr supply; 12 Vpwr supplies, (2) separate units; Eico 1120 capacitor substitution
box; Waveforms mdl 510-13 oscil; RCA IF7084
small parts drawer cabinet; B&K DynaJet 607
tube tester in portable case; Precision 612
tube tester; B&K 907 transistor equip analyst;
Precision E-200-C signal gen: US Army Signal Corps BC-221-N freq meter. KHart, WIEZ,
RD 3Box 1414, Mifflintown PA 17059. 7174369089.
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Dota AcquisitionlControl
Software for Remote
Repeater & Satellite
Facilities via
PC'sIModems, AID,
Relay Boards with Voice
Quality Phones

AYCOCK TOWER CO., INC

WHITCOMB ASSOCIATES

J. M. Aycock Jr., Owner

P.O. Box 8317
Foster City, CA 94404

P.O. 406 Brooklet, GA 30415

(41 5) 573-9823

912/842-9299

* Tower Sales
* Tower Erection
* Foundations
* Antenna Installatioris

WESTON
Antenna & Tower
Antenna & Line Installation
* Maintenance *

(23 war+ ewernencc)

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO, TWO-WAY, T.V. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

Joilet, Illinois

ASTEEPLEJACK CO.
PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS

Call Dave Gorman

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

215-249-9662

DON HIGHLEY
713-462-6105

POB 401
Dublin PA 18917

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

MID-MAINE
REMODELING
Professional Steeplejacks
Serving the Northeast
Specializing in Radio & TV
tower painting and
general maintenance.

207-453-4026

International & Domestic
Ground Systems
Field Intensity
Measure
Broadcast Studios
Transmitting
Turnkey
Facilities
Construction
Purchase
AM Directionals
Evaluations
Microwave
RAI 236

Pawnee, IL 62558

300 to 19200 Baud
N-8-1
Multi- Node System
(713) 855-4382

Messages, Conferences, Files, Doors

1-800-321-4056

This

ENGINEERING

We Now Accept

Rural 8,z Remote Site

Visa &
MasterCard

Space
Available

Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.

EJ

603/542-6784

Communications Data Services, Inc.
Installation & Maintenance of

•Real World Propagation" Studies
•On- Line Services
•3 Second Terrain Data on CD-ROM
•FCC and FAA Data Files for PC
•FCC's AM, FM ik TV Data Files for PC
•PC Programs
Richard L. & Richard P. Biby, Principals

Broadcast & Communications
Towers & Antennas

Donald J. Tenns

Sencore VA-62, VC-63, NT-64, complete video gen/analyzer, $2200. LClinton, KARN.
POB 4189, bille Rock AR 72214. 501-6617500.
HP 5245L electronic counter & HP 52536 freq
converter, $275/both plus $20 shipping. M
Gollub, WMJS, Box 547, Prince Frederick MD
20678. 301-535-2201.

Book for Radio Specialties 1163-50-5 FM
deviation meter. M Persons, KKIN, POB 930,
Aitkin MN 56431. 218-829-1326.
Potomac Instruments FIM-41 field intensity
meter. FSpaulding, 883 San Simeon Dr, Mtn
View CA 94043 415-961-5018 voice/fan.

Tektronix 555 quad-trace oscilloscope w/psvr
supply & roll around can, $600. JMcKinley,
WJMR, 155 NMain, Fredericktown OH 43019.
614-694-1577,

TRANSMITTERS

BROADCAST Pà44
Annual Rates.

Radio Design Labs ACM-1, new, in factory
box, for use in monitoring AM noise in FM
xmtrs, $1250 prepaid/insured UPS. DPeluso,
KJUL, 2880 EFlamingo, Las Vegas NV 89121.
702-732-2200.

Used 5kW FM transmitter, prefer single
phase & used ERI G5CPM 3-bay antenna.
Send responses to John Paoli, 16715
Kalisher Si. Granada Hills CA 91344.

Tek 528 waveform monitor, strong tube, recent
calibration, all paperwork, $800. GSive, Your
Video Conn, 31844 Rancho Amigos Rd,
Bonsai' CA 92003 619-749-7662.

Collins 25013 FM, 250 W tube. Bob or Sam,
WLSU, 1725 State St, La Cross WI 54601.
608-785-8380.

Leader waveform monitor wlmatching vector
scope; field intensity meter mod 6W-7A 50270 Mz AM & FM. Dale, NW Talk Radio, POB
68088, Oak Grove OR 97268. 503-774-0459.

We repair
STL's/RPU's/Exciters

Technics SH-3433, 4-chnl audio scope,
simple oscilloscope, FM multipath scope,
$300180. Alan, Calvery Baptist, 1380 Valley
Forge Rd, Lansdale PA 19446. 215-368-4444.
Radio Design Labs ACM-1AM noise monitor for FM. demo unit w/factory warranty,
$1095. Jim, 1-800-366-5770 X1.
Hewlett-Packard 8591A 9 kHz digital
spectrum analyzer w/tracking generator, RS232 interface, storage cards, AM/FM
demodulator, $18,500. Delta 01B-1 RF
operating bridge w/18" leads, $1900. HewlettPackard 7470A digital plotter, $500. Holaday
Industries H1-5000SX system including HI3002 isotropic broadband field strength meter, E-field, H-field & low frequency H-field
probes, H1-3320 datalogger, backpack, printer
& case, $5200. Portable LORAN-C locator,
$400. General Radio 1211-C 0.5-50 MHz unit
oscillator, $300. LMorton, 805-733-4275.

Want to Buy
Complete board A3, reciprocal amp forHP
86906 sweeper; also want 86986 & 86996
plug-ins. Herb, CFOC TV, 216 First Ave N,
Saskatoon, Sash S7K 3W3, Canada. 306-2491656.

CCA FM40E FM exciter, 40 W, freq
programmable, excel cond, BO. CGennaro,
WJMS, 222 SLawrence, Ironwood MI 49938.
906-932-2411.

5Kw FM Harris
20 Kw FM RCA
20 Kw FM AEL
10 Kw AM CCA

ROSCOM GENERAL

Bob Stewart (404) 992-2230
Collins 20V2 exceptionally clean, $2750. K
Crosthwait, WTNN, 13206 Buttermilk,
Knoxville TN 37932. 615-531-2297.
Gates FM-1C 1000 W, tuned to 96.7 MHz,
1960's vintage, gd cond, $3500 or trade for
equip. CHubbeling, KTEQ, 501 ESt Joseph,
Rapid City SD 57701. 605-394-2231.

414-482-2638
Collins A830 (
2110 W hybrid exciter, gd cond,
$700 ea. JMcKinley, WJMR, 155 N Main,
Fredericktown OH 43019. 614-694-1577.
Gates BC1F tube complement, pwr &
modulation transformers, plus other iron, BO.
JSwearingen, WARU, Box 24 East, Peru IN
46970. 317-473-4448.
Harris 5kW FM w/MX-15, gd cond, $14,500.
P Wolf, WZCR, 2010 San Carlos Blvd, Ft
Myers Bch FL 33931. 813-574-5548.
Continental 816R-213 10 kW FM, less exciter,
never turned on, avail immed. BDean, 10(KT,
1108 Douglas, Omaha NE 68002. 800-7363835.

We Guarantee NO Strikes

Call Lightning Eliminators & Consultants, Inc.

e

Inc.
CZ, ole
'
ce

.

High performance
at affordable prices.
• New front panel programmable
composite STL's.
• New directly programmable FM
composite receivers
• New options for synchronous
boosters and translators
• New FM exciters, transmitters.
amplifiers: 2W to 30kW

FM - TRANSMRTERS

•Same old price, quality service and
reliability

Factory new not used. Why buy
aused Transmitter when you can
own anew FM Transmitter for
about the same cost Call JIMM E
JOYNT at 800/279-3326

Bext, Inc.
739 Fifth Avenue.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
Fax 619-239-8474

6687 Arapahoe Road
Boulder, Colorado 80303
(303) 447-2828
FAX ( 303) 447-8122

Two refurbished RCA TTG3OH high band
transmitters. Contact Don Newman, GE
Support Services, 609-866-3144.

M
I'E
lcMARTIN
BF-5K

USED TRANSMITTERS
1Kw FM CSI
2.5 Kw FM Harris

E. Bauer Exciter

Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

Complete Service for Lightning Protection,
Grounding and Power Conditioning

1-800-322-7879

"110

Want to Sell

301-376-3555

subscribers. Call

Call For Our Free Demo & Information On

WESTMONT, NJ (
609) 869-0222

Hurloek, MD

1-800-336-3045 today!

PROFF1USIC

ANTENNA SYSTEMS/TOWER MAINTENANCE & ERECTION

Tower/Antenna
Erection • Maintenance

and reach 18,000 +

(WIDEST & FINEST CHOICE OF PRODUCTION MUSIC & SF))

A T. ON • SsiT EMS

T & W

Advertise in Radio World

6105-E Arlington Blvd • Falls Church. VA 22044
(703) 534-0034 • ( 8(0) 441-18334

INSTALLATION AND SERVICE OF BROADCAST

503-581-4056

•24 Hr. Emergency Service •

Claremont, NH 03743
1-703-998-7600

John Nix
PO Box 13244 Salem, OR 97309

24 HR. 217-498-7339
FAX 217-498-8197

MIRICWOOD

TOWER SERVICES
Light Replacement
Routine Maintenance
Ground Systems
Painting
20 years Experience

FCC Information
On- Line Call Sign Search
On- Line Engineering Formulas

Communications Data Services, Inc.

In mains call 1400-287-4026
In moss. call 1-800-660-5712
Joe McSwaln

COMMUNIC

CLOUD NINE BBS

815-725-7673

RF Components
Field phasing
modifications
and installation

Steven L. Delay
AM/FM Broadcast Field Service

Lowest priced
tube replacements
5500 W FM, broadband grounded
grid output circuit, VSWR protection,
excellent efficiency 75-80% automatic recycling & overload status.
Fully remote controlled. FCC
approved to 5500 watts.

Goodrich
Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson Street
Omaha, NE 68164
402-493-1886
FAX: 402-331-0638
Collins 310Z-2 FM exciter, excel cond, $2000.
M Persons, WJJY, Box 706, Brainerd MN
56401. 218-829-1326.
Collins 20V2. Dale, NW Talk Radio, POB
68088, Oak Grove OR 97268. 503-774-0459.
CCA FM1ODS FM exciter needs crystal. BO;
CCA SG-1D stereo gen, BO; Moseley SCG-9
stereo gen. BO. C Larko Prod, 916 Fairfield
Ave, Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-424-2405.

FM TRANSMITTERS
1kW
1.5kW
2.5kW
5kW
5kW
10kW
20kW
20kW
25kW

Collins 830D
Collins 831D-1
Harris 2.5 H3
AEL 5KB
RCA BTF-5B
Harris 10H
RCA 20E1
Harris 20H
AEL

PMA MARKETING, INC
Transmitting Savings To You
414-482-2638

LEASING AVAILABLE
ON USED
TRANSMITTERS

FIRST FOR ALL

AMERICAN BROADCAST

YOUR FM NEEDS:

FINANCIAL CORPORATION

414-482-2638
McMartin B-910 FM exciter's. C Goodrich,
11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886.
Bext has some show units at sale price. Full
2yr warranty, like new. Exciters, amplifiers,
STL's. First come first served only. Call for
details. Bext, 619-239-8462.
McMartin B-910 FM exciter's. C Goodrich,
11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886.
Beat has some show units at sale price. Full
2yr warranty, like new. Exciters, amplifiers,
STL's. First come first served only. Call for
details. Bext, 619-239-8462.

(CAPACITORS :-*\
OVERNIGHT
•Power Supply

computer grade up to 450 VDC

•Transmitting- MICA

Sanoamo. Comell-Dubiller

•Oil Filled

Non- PCB Oval. Rectangular

(- Relays

• Filters • Transistors
Any Parts starting with 1N or 2N

1-800-323-0460
FAX 1-802-425-3664
Kellner Electronics, Inc.
Charlotte, VT 05445
' ALL
,
FOR FREE MAGNE/
Cirde 53 on Reader Service Card

• Exceptional

FM

Exciter

Performance
• Advanced Line of lkW to
8kW Total Solid State FM
Transmitters
• Full Line of FM Transmitters

from

150

Watt

to

50kW to Meet All Your
FM Needs
• Excellent

Financing

Available

TTC

813-684-7724
Harris 5kW FM w/MX-15, gd cond, $14,500.
P Wolf, WZCR, 2010 San Carlos Blvd, Ft
Myers Bch FL 33931. 813-574-5548.

Want to Buy
Harris 10K FM,
w/MX-15 harmonic
filter. 8- Bay antenna
on 97.7 MHZ. 380'
heliax, 15/8 foam, (4)
stereo gen & audio
processor. 8 chnl audio consoles, ( 4) cart
machines, STL's.
INFO MUST BE SENT TO
FAX: 22036
GUATEMALA C.A.
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EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

Radio World

W. LEE SIMMONS
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

Member AFCCE

(803) 785-4445

Consulting Communications
Engineers

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE"
1306

field service
AM directionals

& ASSOC., INC.

(414) 242-6000

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

new station
construction

There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.
205-353-9232

205-353-6747

Kenneth Casey
Consulting Radio Engineer

FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database pool

RON KROB
broadcast technical consultant

4910 Four Star Court
Fort Collins, CO
80524
303 484 2704

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design

"ransmitters

Rad,o Engoneenng Consultants

Tower Erection
Turnkey Construction

MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting

V

amarENGINEERING

Broadcast Studies

SOFTWARE

UNITED COMMUNICATIONS
Dave Robinson
Consultant

Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
319-266-8402

PG Box 635
Cleveland TN 37364

Communications
Telecommunications
Custom Audio Console
Design & Modification

Experienced & Affordable

Digital 8. Analog Recording
& Broadcast Facilities Design

4289 Roanridge
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

(
615)478-5566

Turnkey systems - Field service
Experienced, Economical it Fast

P.O. Sox 1010

President

Fairfield, FL

Member IEEE

32634

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

We Now Accept

Visa &
MasterCard

High Quality Field Recording

Consulting Communications Engineers

riDesign & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work * Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

1/2 Intervale Ave.

24 Hr: (702) 454-2085
FAX: 702-458-2787

Upgrades

Pre purchase evaluations

(904) 591-3005

FCC Application Preparation

• Installation • Field Service

FCC Applications

Station planning & Design

Barry Magrill

Robert ( lam

R I)
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Burlington, VT 05.t01

(301) 921-0115 Fax:(301) 590-9757

802-862-7447

Member AFCCE

Moffet,

GOODRICH enterprises, inc.
Parts and technical service for all
MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS, CONSOLES
EXCITERS, RECEIVERS
TRANSMITTER AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.
11435 Manderson St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68164 U.S.A.
PH : 010-1-402-493-1886
FAX:010-1-402-331-0638
TELEX: 940103 WUPUBTLX BSN

Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

Use The
ActionGram
For
Immediate
Action

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117

Without Advertising
a Terrible Thing Happens...

. . . NOTHING

Member AFCCE

CONTACT RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER FOR AVAILABILITIES.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

VISA

1-4300-3345-3045
TRANSMITTERS ... WTS
Harris FM 3.5 K, 3-yrs old, like
new. Harris FM -35K, 2-yrs old,
like new. Continental 802 -A
Exciter, excellent. Plus many sizes
of Coax Line.
ALL priced to sell 4816) 635-5959

Want to Buy
CRL AM4 mono audio processing system
w/CRL SPF-300 NRSC adapter, excel cond,
$2400. M Persons, KKIN, P013 930, Aitkin MN
56431. 218-829-1326.
2/5 kW xmtrs wanted, MW or later, can fax
info. EAnderson. WEAS Inc, 2515 Abercorn,
Savannah GA 31401. 912-2337247.
Harris MS15 FM exciter or equiv. 91.1 wicomposite input, with or w/o stereo or SCA cards,
to $1000. AHagler, KMUD, POB 135, Redway
CA 95560, fax: 707-923-2655.

WANTED
AM and FM
Transmitters, all
powers. Finders fee

TOP DOLLAR
For Your Old
Transmitter, SIL or Exciter !
Call for a quote
We arrange quick
dismantling & removal
PCB's? No Problem Call Us.
ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORP.
5046 Smoral Rd
Syracuse, NY
(31 5) 488-1269
FAX

(
315) 488-1365

house in Latin
America.

GUARANTEE
RADIO
SUPPLY CO.
1314 Iturbide
LAREDO, TX 78040
(512) 722-3233
(512) 727-8458 ( fax)

Resistor for Bird 8754 water cooled load, or
rebuild kit. J Schloss, KICD, POB 7248,
Spencer IA 31301. 712-262-1240.

FM xmtr, 4-10 kW for non-profit Christian station, cash or tax deductible receipt, will pick
up. D Van Zandt, Will, 2596 SR 44, New
Smyrna FL 32168, 904-427-9000.

FM 10 kW, no PCB's, need by April, single
phase preferred. P Saldis, KPCR, POB 1,
Bowling Green MO 63334. 314-324-2283.

Jones V-317 10 W single or dual FM translators in working order, $1000. JStromquist,
WNCB, 2828 Piedmont, Duluth MN 55811
218-722-3017.
Gates FM181 kW for parts, plate transformer
needs to be working: Gates M-5534 exciter
for parts. JRichardson, «10, POB 37, Clarksville AR 72830. 501-754-2076.

USED TV
TRANSMITTERS,
antennas, cable.
rigid line, etc.
one watt to 110 kW.
Fair market price paid.
Turnkey handling.

BROADCASTING SYSTEMS
602-582-6550
FAX: 602-582-8229

FM exciter, under $400. A Branch, KYAY,
2402 Woodridge Dr, Decatur GA 30033. 404325-7847.

FM 3or 5kW xmtr or PA in gd working order,
price negotiable, prefer Harris, Collins, Continental, shipping arranged, please fax details.
Terry McGee, Canberra Stereo Public Radio,
Canberra. Australia. Phone 61-6-2816286 or
fax 61-6-2810020.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, exciter
or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164 402-493-1886.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

Harris 5kW AM, MW-5, MW-5A or MW58,
or Collins 820E, or Continental 315R. G
Patschke, KIJN, POB 458, Farwell TX 79325.

for locators. DON'T
take the chance of
not being paid, sell
to the oldest
broadcast supply

Harris MW1for use on 920 kHz, must be in
pretty gd cond. $6-8K. DSeavy, KROL, 122
SW 4th, Rochester MN 55902.

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable, Shively & Comark antennas.

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, exciter
or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

TUBES
Want to Sell
For the Best Prices
24 Hr service on transmitting tubes call
402 493 1886 doy or night. FAX 402 331 0638.
TELEX 940103 WU PUB TLX BSH
Panasonic 54102 video camera tubes (3)
some spots, $10 ea. PRussell, Bowdoin Col
lege. Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

1976

Harris FM1H3, 1 kW FM

1986

Continental 314R1, 1kW AM

1978

CCA 2500R, 2.5 kW FM

1974

Harris BC1H1, 1 kW AM

Call for Our Price List

1981

McMartin BA2.5K, 2.5 kW AM

1980

McMartin BASK, 5 kW AM

800-532-6626
916-662-7553

1972

CC* AM5000D, 5 kW AM

1977

RCA BTA 5L, 5 kW AM

1973

RCA BTA 20E1, 20 kW FM

1972

Harris/Gates FM20H3, 20 kW FM

1971

Harris FM20H3, 20 kW FM

1975

Collins 831G2, 20 kW FM

1972

RCA BTA 10U, 10 kW AM

1976

CCA AM 50,000, 50 kW AM

1980

Cont. 316F, 10 kW AM

1975

Harris MWSOB, 50 kW AM

1974

Collins 820E/F, 10kW AM

FAX 916-666-7760
Circle 24 on Reader Service Card
3CX1500A7, 4CX5000A, 61468, 4CX250B,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory
all major brands, Eimac, Amperex, RCA, etc.
Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

201 Old York Rd. • York Plaza Ste 207

Reliable electron tubes.

Jenkintown PA 19046

BETHPAGE ASSOC.

215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

Kenneth Casey

507 Superior Ave.
Newport Beach CA 92663
714-722-6733 FAX: 714-722-6508

Circle 65 on Reader Service Card
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TUBES ... WTS

VIDEO PROD EQUIP

TUBE REBUILDING

ELECTRON
TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604,
6696, 6697, 5681,
5682, 5671,
7804,3CX 10,
000H3, 3CX20, 000/43,
4CX5000A, 4CX35, 000C

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER

FREELAND
PRODUCTS

—We buy dud tubes800- 624-7626

1-800-528-5014

FAX 504-892-7323

504-893-1243

Sony AC-2400 & AC-3400 power supplies,
BO/trade. JRoper, Imperial Studios, 383 N
Studio, Terra Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.

Transmitters are available:

Laird VC2000P video processor, $600; JVC
BR6400 1/2' VHS source deck , rack mount
kit, RM P53U hand held remote control,
$1000; Sony RM300 handheld auto search
control, $100. DHurd, Harding Univ, Box 853
Station A, Searcy AR 72143. 501-279-4658.

• Tuned & Tested on YOUR Frequency

Partial List 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604,
6696, 6697, 5681,
5682, 5671,
7804, 30(10,
000H3, 30(20, 000743,
4CX5000A, 40(35, 000C

3CX1000A3, 3CX 1500A7,
3-500Z, 4CV1 00000C,

1-800-528-5014

4CX350A, 4C X5000A,
4-400A, 4-400C, 572B,
6146B, PL328/TH328,
PL347/TH347, 807, 813,
/133A, 833C, and more

CALL
1-800-783-2555
PENTA LABS/
JOLIDA INC.
to Buy

Amperex 6076 xmtr pwr tube, Gates FM5B,
will need (2) soon. LPerkins, KWVR, 107 SW
1st, Enterprise OR 97828. 5034264577.
Amperex 6252, one, cheap, even used, $10
or so. A Branch, KYAY, 2402 Woodridge,
Decatur GA 30033. 404-325-7847.
Amperex 6252 unused, used OK $20 or so,
needed for RPU unit. ABranch, KYAY, 2402
Woodridge Dr, Decatur GA 30033. 404-3257847.

• Guaranteed and Installed

Sharp AP55, $100; JVC CD1636 (new), $300.
JParsons Sr, 10375 Cannas, NHuntingdon
PA 15642. 412-863-9590.

• Completely Re- manufactured

Convergence 195 LIA editor w/Type 5cards,
like new, $3750. RPeterson, Pacific Comm,
1801E 4th Ave, Oly WA 98506. 206-754-7081.

• Expedited Service Available

CMX Edge A/B controller wlSony Type Vinterfaces, gd cond, $1800. GSive, Your Video
Conn, 31844 Rancho Amigos Rd, Bonsall CA
92003. 619-749-7662.

Trade- Ins gladly accepted - WE DELIVER!
See your choice in transmitters WORKING in our
huge new showroom BEFORE you take it home!

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.

4CX 10000A, 4CX1 500B,
4CX1 0000D, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX35000C,

\\ 1/ .
1

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
Gemini DJ0-1500 TT, similar to Technics
511203 MKII, w/cartridge, stylus care kit. K
Hart, WIEZ, RD 3Box 1414, Mifflintown PA
17059. 717-436-9089.

ti$

Technics SP-15 wfoase, arm, cart & stereo
preamp (2), very little use, 5yrs old, $700 ea. D
Doelitzsch, WDDD, Marion IL. 618-997-8123
stereo TT preamp, $50 plus shipping. RKean YVTNJ, Box 1127, Beckley WV
25802. 304-877-5592.
RafflkOSNIE

Please print and include all information:

Iwould

World FREE

Title
Company/Station

Signature
State _ Zip

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and 0ther organizations who are not legitimate
end users can participate in the Broad cast Equipment Exchange on a paid
basis. Listings are available on a $25/25
word basis. Call 1-800-336-3045 for de-

tails and complete display rates.

ORK 3-spd w/matching Microtrak tonearm &
(2) Gates M6244 TT preamps, complete, vgc,
Ti' motor-mount needs new screws, $215, B
Wertime, 207-Leitersburg Rd. Greencastle PA
17225, 717-597-2213 between 2-6 PM.

zetlie4 I«

like to receive or continue receiving Radio
each month. Li YES
H NO
Date _ _ _

Please circle only one entry for each category:
I. Type of Firm
D Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio

G. TV station/teleprod
facility
B. Commercial FM station
H. Consultant/id engineer
C. Educational FM station
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
E. Network/group owner
J. Other
II. Job Function
A. Ownership
D. Programming/production
a General management
E. News operations

Russco Cue-Master (
2) wrtone arms, mounted on table w/folding legs, $150 plus shpg.
C Larsen, KAMI, 815 Meridian, Cozad NE
64130. 308-784-1580.
Technics SP-25 (
2) wIS-220 tonearms, $300
ea/BO. G Fullhart, WVKS, 4665 W Bancroft,
Toledo OH 43615. 419-531-1681.
Sparta MCA-1 TT controller, gd cond,
BO/trade. JRoper, Imperial Studios, 383 N
Studio, Terra Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.
Technics SL-1200 (
2), new, $300 ea. PWolf,
WCRM, 241 NE 10th Ave, Cape Coral FL
33909. 813-574-5548.
Technics SP-15 quartz direct drive wIpreamp
in gd cond, BO; Technics SL-D1, working but
older mdl, BO. A Bowab, WDLT, 2402 Wolf
Ridge, Mobile AL 36618. 205-344-3698.

Sony VP 5000 videocassette U-matic PB, BO.
ABowab, WDLT, 2402 Wolf Ridge, Mobile AL
36618 205-344-3698.
Technics SP-10MKII (
3) in gd cond, $600 ea.
JMcKinley, WJMR, 155 N Main, Frederick.
town OH 43019. 614-694-1577.
Audio Technica stylus ATP-N2, $12 ea; RCA
8707242-B1 tone arm, $40; Harris 994-669000 equalized preamp, $35; tonearm w/2
bases, (2) tonearm rests, (2) head shell &
weights, $65. SDynes, Dynes Comm, 307 S
Penn, Wheeling WV 26003. 304-233-8856.
Metron (
2)w/tone arms, $50 ea/$80 both plus
shpg. CLarsen, KAMI, 815 Meridian, Cozad
NE 64130. 308-784-1580.
Want to Buy
RCA, Presto disc recorders & assoc equip,
blanks, needles & pre-recorded acetates or
pressed transcriptions. BDavies, Virgo Prod,
5548 Elmer, NHollywood CA 91601. 818-7619831.

Ampex VPR-2B 1" w/dynamic tracking, edit
ports, excel cond (3), $12,000 ea or $301gall.
UGeorge, Satellite TV, 314 West 52nd, NY
NY 10019. 212-969-0240.
Panasonic NV 3020, (3) 1/2" R-R, $50 ea;
(2) Sony AV 3600 1/2" R-R, $50 ea; Concord
VTR 370 1/2" R-R, $50; (2) Sony AV 3400 1/2"
portable R-R, $50. DHurd, Harding Univ, Box
853 Station A, Searcy AR 72143. 501-2794658.
Sony VP-5000 3/4" PB video decks (4), $800
ea; Sony VO5600 3/4" R/P video decks (4),
$900 ea; Sony EV-DT-1 video 8portable tape
player w/5" screen, nearly new, $575. R
Stone, W-AIR, 322 Bay, Petos Key MI 49770.
616-348-2000.
Sony VP-5000 U-matic VCR, $500/130. P
Wells, KJOY, San Diego. 619-238-1037.

A. Commercial AM station

C. Engineering

F.

Other _ _

WTB: E Category:

Make:

Sell

Sony V0-5850 edit system w/ECS-90 edit
controllers, time code, $300 ea; Sony BVU110 bdct port U-matic 110's Mime code &
case, $
600 ea; Sony BVU-50 w/case, $195 ea,
BP-90 batts, chgr avail. U George, Satellite
TV, 314 West 52nd, NY NY 10019. 212-9690240.

Circle 90 on Reader Service Cord

This listing is provided solely for the convenience of our readers. Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Page
No.

Model #:

Brief Description:

Price:

VVTB: CI Category:
Model #:

Brief Description:

Price:

'Closing for listings is the first Friday of the previous month. All listings are run for 3months unless otherwise notified.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041 • 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966

Reader
Service
Advertiser

Reader
Service

Peg.
Na.

Advertiser

Arrelax Systems
All

114

6

Harris-Aged Bdct Equipment

6,104

38

18

Harris-Aged Bdct Equipment

14,81

28

Audiopak

24

Harris-Alled Bdct Equipment

30
29
14

Belar
Broadcast Automation
Broadcast Electronics

52
11
129

26

Harris-Aged Bdct Equipment

10

Hcrris-Aied Rock RF Products

23

70

22

ITC

55

20-21
7

PO

Want to

Sony VO 5600 w/low hrs, $1300. GSive, Your
Video Conn, 31844 Rancho Amigos Rd, Bonsall CA 92003. 619-749-7662.

Bogen/Lenco B50-16; Columbia 204 record
changer in portable in case. KHan, WIEZ, RD
3Ba( 1414, Mifflintavn PA 17059. 717-435-9089.

Contact Name:

Make:

RECORDERS

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER CORP.

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for all broadcast and prosound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in which
category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

VVTS: E

VIDEO TAPE

NO ONE ELSE OFFERS YOU THIS!
SEE & TEST IT ALL YOU WANT!

Equipment Listings

VVTS: il

Want to Buy
ROB encoder for converting composte video
to RGB signal. BCooke, GBC Electronics, 125
Birch St, Blountville TN 37617. 615-323-2976.

5046 Smoral Road Syracuse NY 13031
Phone 315-488-1269 FAX 315-488-1365

RCA Rumble Buddy puck drive 3speed (
3).
RLanicton, WDUVIWBFID, 813-749-1420.

WietiXeSil tit CIO e Wee

Address:
City
Phone Number:

Panasonic Edit System S-VHS (
2), AG1960's w/A95 edit controller, low tos, perfect
cond, w/manuals, $2000/firm. RLarson, Larson Prod, 3Braden St, Pl. ME 04769. 207764-3770.

We're the leading re-manufacturer of transmitters worldwide.

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

FACTORY NEW TUBES

Want to Sell

FINEST REBUILT TRANSMITTERS

Since 1940
SAVE ABOUT 50%

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.

Want

March 13, 1991

9

Broadcast Services

111

10

NAB

15

Broadcast Services/Henry

141

12

Orban/AKG/dbx

17
4

BSVV/Technics
Burk Technology

26

27

Pacific Recorders &
Engineering

5

18
3
13

CCA Electrorics
Convex
Conex

119

8

QEI

13

7

Ractio Systems

9

Racrio Systems

25

Continental Electronics Corp.

77
29
7

23
24
19

Corporate Computer System
Cortana
Culling Edge

149
21
57

15
11

Rock Systems
Studer Revox

16
3

Tannoy
lelos

96
10

26
1
24

Dataworld
Fideripac
FM Technology

22
2
39

TTC
Wheatstone
Wheatstone

120
44

8

Hal Electronics

94
16
42
106

40

Wheatstone

22

122

Advertising Sales Representatives:
Eastern U.S., Art Constantine:
Western U.S., Jack Ducart:

800-336-3045
800-336-3045

Fax 703-998-2966
Fax - 703-998-2966

92

102
61
75
117

45

Something Very Good
Just Got BETTER!

A-32EX On-Air Console
Finally engineers confined to tight budgets
can choose a console that won't compromise
station reliability or signal integrity. After all, the
A-32 is a Wheatstone console. It borrows from
the componentry and design of our larger A-500
consoles, currently Installed in major markets all
over the country, from frontline independents to
national networks.
Our new A-32EX is even better, with ample
expansion room for additional inputs and a powerful family of accessory modules, including our
new MP- 32 talkshow module (that neatly interfaces multiple hybrids, tape recorders, announcer
mics and studio- to- caller feeds), our ICM-32 six
station intercom module ( letting you communicate
with other console locations and announce studios), and our SC- 20 studio module (to provide
comprehensive studio monitor, automatic muting,
and talkback functions), plus multiple line selector
and machine control modules, and a complete
family of studio turret components.

The A-32EX console features modular construction, a fully regulated rackmount power
supply, logic follow, full machine control and of
course, an all- gold contact interface system.
It
has two mic channels and fourteen stereo line
modules, each with A/B source select and
Program/Audition bus assign, plus Cue switches
on the line modules. Standard features include
Program aid Audition VU meters, digital timer,
and a monitor module for control room and headphone functions. The console is also available in
a smaller version (the A-20) with two mic channels and eight stereo line input modules.
The A-32EX is a perfect choice for stations
planning an upgrade in signal quality and control
room image
It's also a natural choice for the
newsroom.
So profit from VVheatstone's
experience and reputation- call us today for
immediate action!

S\A/heotrtoné" CorPorotion
6720 V IP. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 ( TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
Circle 44 On Reader Service Card

Give Your Production People
Some POWER!
THE SP-6IS LOADED WITH FEATURES!

system. Our unique track monitor section will speed
your production pace. allowing simultaneous stereo
mixdown during the multi- track bed session.
A powerful group of accessory modules will increase
your production control. like a7- station intercom module
that links this console with other Wheatstone consoles
and talent stations throughout your complex: a full- function tape recorder control panel: an 8- position source selector to enhance input capability: additional studio
modules to accommodate multi- studio installations: and
finally, adigital event timer and a precision clock.
So contact Wheatstone. the company with the
integrity and experience you can count on.

Like a
powerful equalizer section that gives your talent greater
creative freedom: four auxiliary sends that can be used
for special effects, headphone feeds. or IFB mixes: both
8- track and stereo bus assigns for multi- track and dubbing work: plus a choice of mono mic line or stereo input channels. And, to keep things fast and productive, it
even includes full machine control logic, control room
and studio mutes, plus tally systems—just like you'd
expect on an on- air console. The SP- 6 provides independent headphone. control room and multiple studio
monitors. and ( of course) an automatic stereo cue solo
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